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Abstract
In vivo and in vitro images of the distribution of electrical current inside the head
of newborn piglets that arise from electrodes placed on the top of the head and in the
root of the mouth are presented in this thesis. The images are obtained from the
magnetic field induced by the electrical current propagating inside the head which is
measured using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) phase images. From the phase
images the electrical current images are then calculated using Ampere’s law.
Following a review of the NMR principles, the technique of measuring electrical
current by NMR is described in detail. The implementation of the technique was then
validated with both numerical simulations and experiments with a cylindrical and a
cubical phantom. The sources of noise in the NMR data are also reviewed and their
effect in the calculated current images is analysed both theoretically and experimentally
using the phantoms.
From the current images, preferential paths used by the electrical current in
passing from the electrode under the neck to the electrode on the top of the head could
be identified.
The total current per region in the head is determined by segmenting the NMR
intensity image and integrating the current through each region. Remarkable differences
in the current distribution between the in vivo and post mortem experiment were found.
The piglet head inclination during the in vivo experiment was also found to affect the
current orientation. It was thought that this effect might be related to a shift in blood
volume or flow when the head is inclined, and some evidence for such a change in
blood volume, measured using near infrared spectroscopy is presented.
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Introduction
This thesis presents for the first time, images of the electrical current distribution
inside the head, resulting from a DC current applied through surface electrodes. The
electrical current distributions were measured both in vitro and in vivo using a nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) technique suggested by Joy et a l (1989). The motivation
for these studies is related to an increasing interest in the application of electrical
impedance tomography (EIT) to produce images of electrical impedance changes in
brain tissue (Holder, 1992; Holder, 1993b; Boone et a l, 1994, McArdle et a l, 1993,
Boone (1995)).
BIT is a relatively new imaging technique which may be applied as a diagnostic
tool. The contrast information displayed by EIT is proportional to the electrical
impedance of tissue, measured through a sequence of electrodes placed around the
surface of the body. An electric current is applied between two electrodes and the
potential difference among the other electrodes is measured. The major advantages of
EIT over other imaging systems such as CT and NMR, are its time resolution, about
40ms (25 frames may be collected per second) and the fact that it is potentially both
portable and low cost. The main limitation is its spatial resolution of about 15% of the
electrode array diameter (Holder, 1992; Holder and Brown, 1993).
A major problem with the EIT technique is the difficulty in determining the
region inside the body which is probed by the electrical current. Indeed, the structures
of the human body have a very complex structure and organization, all of which help
to determine how the electrical current propagates. The variety of tissue types makes the
medium completely non-uniform and anisotropic. Therefore, it is virtually impossible
to predict exactly how the electrical current propagates inside the body.
Previous researchers have unsuccessfully tried to produce impedance images of
the brain using the Sheffield EIT system developed by Barber and Brown in 1987. The
reason for the lack of success is generally attributed to the relatively low conductivity
of the skull which stops any current applied on the surface of the head from reaching
the brain. It has also been shown that the EIT images of the head obtained with scalp
electrodes distort the brain towards to the centre of the image domain making the results
difficult to interpret (McArdle et a l, 1993; Holder, 1992).
It has been suggested that the use of specific algorithms to reconstruct EIT
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images of the head, which correct for the effect of the current distribution in the skull,
might be able to improve the EIT brain images (Holder, 1992). However this is still
under investigation and it has yet to produce conclusive results (Bayford, in press).
Recently, a technique to measure electrical current distribution using NMR was
suggested (Joy et a l, 1989). This technique uses NMR data to compute images of the
electrical current applied to the medium. Since NMR is non-invasive, this technique
opens up new possibilities for studying the electrical current distributions inside the
body.
Thesis aim: the aims of the work described in this thesis were threefold. Firstly, to
implement the technique to measure electrical current distribution by NMR and to test
it with simulations and experiments on phantoms. Also included in this first part was
a study to determine how the NMR noise affects the final current images. Secondly, by
performing in vitro experiments in the head of dead animals, to verify if this technique
is actually able to measure the electrical current distribution in the heterogeneous tissues
of the head, and to implement an experimental methodology that could be applied in an
in vivo experiment. Third, to perform an in vivo experiment on an anaesthetised animal
to measure the electrical current distribution in the head of a living subject. Hopefully
with this technique implemented, and with the results obtained, new a priori information
might be obtained which could be incorporated in the image reconstruction algorithms
and hence may help to improve the BIT images.
Thesis Organisation
Chapter 1 contains a concise review of topics related tissue electrical impedance
and BIT.
Chapter 2 presents a review of the major points of NMR theory that are relevant
to the process of measuring electrical current. The theory of NMR image reconstruction
is described and the algorithms implemented to reconstruct and phase correct the NMR
images are then explained.
Chapter 3 concentrates on the process of current calculation from the NMR data.
A brief review of the three proposed methods found in the literature for the
measurement of electrical current by NMR is presented. The theory of the actual
technique implemented to calculate the electrical current images from the NMR images
is then developed. This chapter finishes with a detailed description of the algorithms
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implemented to register the NMR images, to unwrap the NMR phase images and to
calculate the electrical current.
The theoretical simulations and experiments performed to validate the electrical
current measurement technique are presented in chapter 4. The experimental
methodology developed during these simulations and subsequently used in the in vitro
and in vivo NMR experiments is also described in this chapter.
Chapter 5 contains the results of an experiment performed with a cubic phantom
to measure a three-dimensional current distribution together with results from further
experiments with an EIT tank which provided an estimation of the current sensitivity of
the technique.
In Chapter 6, NMR noise theory is reviewed and a theoretical and experimental
study to understand noise propagation from the NMR data to the current images is
performed.
Chapter 7 presents results of three in vitro experiments performed on the heads
of new born piglets to make a preliminary study of the electrical current distribution in
the head. The aim of these experiments was to test the stereotactic frame used to hold
the piglet head inside the NMR magnet and to establish a methodology to be used in the
in vivo experiment.
Chapter 8 starts by describing the in vivo experiment, animal preparation and
experiment methodology. The current images and the integrated current per region are
then presented. A subsequent post mortem experiment, images and results are also
shown.
Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the results of all the studies and outlines some
proposals for future work. This chapter finishes with a suggestion for a new NMR pulse
sequence that might be able to measure low frequency alternating current distribution.
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Chapter 1
Electrical Impedance Tomography
1. Electrical Impedance Tomography
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief review of topics related to electrical
impedance tomography such as cell and tissue electrical models, methods of tissue
impedance measurement, values of tissue impedance, and some aspects of techniques
applied to impedance image reconstruction.
1.1. Tissue Electrical Impedance
1.1.1. Electric circuit model of tissue
Tissue consists of an aggregate of cells surrounded by the interstitial fluid. The
cell can be idealized as an electrolyte (the cytoplasm) containing a variety of subcellular
structures enveloped completely by a thin membrane. The cell membrane thickness is
around 10 nm thick and is composed mostly of lipoprotein (fat plus protein) (Grollman,
1969). The simplest electrical model of the membrane is a capacitance C,„ in parallel
with a resistance

The cytoplasm may be modeled as a resistance R, and the

extracelluar fluids by a resistance R^. Figure 1.1(a) illustrates the electrical model of a
single cell and figure 1.1(b) its simplified three element model (Webster, 1990).
The electrical impedance of tissue therefore is a complex function and may be
represented by a complex series impedance (a resistance in series with a reactance,
figure 1.2(a)) or by a complex parallel admittance (a conductance in parallel with a
capacitance, figure 1.2(b)).

I
T
(b)

Figure l.J - Electrical model o f the cell membrane (from Webster, 1990).
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a
jraC
a - con d u ctan ce(u )
C - capacitance (F)
Y - adm ittance (u )

R - resistance (Q)
X q - reactance (Q)
Z - impe<;lance (H)

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.2 - (a) series and (b) parallel representations o f the tissue com plex impedance.

In general the electrical properties of tissue are described in terms of relative
permittivity £ ’ (dimensionless) and conductivity a (mhos per meter U/m). The relative
permittivity e ’ (or dielectric constant) of a material may be interpreted as the ratio
between the capacitance of a capacitor with the material as dielectric to the capacitance
of the same capacitor but with vacuum as the dielectric*. The dielectric property is also
referred to as the permittivity e and in this case it is defined equal to e =
1989), where

is the permittivity of free space equal to

(Hayt,

1
10-" F/m.
36 %

Equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) relate the conductivity a and the relative
permittivity e ' with the complexes impedance and admittance shown in figure 1.2.

C

(q

G
(G

Y=G+j(ùC =
Z = —
Y

( 1 . 1)

(F)

+

7

( 1.2)
CO

e' 8 q) a

(1.3)

(1.4)
(G

+ ;

CO e '

e^)

A

where A is the area of the specimen (m^) and d is the depth of the specimen (m).
1.1.2. The electrical properties of the cell
Fricke in 1925 first reported the cell membrane capacity as 0.85 |iF/m^. He made

If C, = (e’e„ A)/d is the capacitance of a capacitor with the material as a dielectric and Q = (e„A)/d is the capacitance o f a similar
capacitor but with vacuum as dielectric, the ratio between C, and C; is the relative permittivity e ’.
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a wide variety of measurements on different living cells and established this value as a
biological constant with extreme values of about 0.5 and 2 |LiF/cm^. The same constancy
was not found for the membrane conductance which at rest is equal to 1000 Q cm^, but
depending on physiological changes may vary in a range of 10 to 100 kHcm^ (Cole,
1968). Pethig (1987), assuming a membrane thickness of around 6 nm and relative
permittivity e ’ equal to 3.0, estimated the membrane capacitance at 0.44 pF. Therefore
the following typical values may be assigned to the cell membrane in figure 1.1(a),
= from 0.5 to 1.3 pF/cm^ (typical value of 1 pF/cm^);
- from 100

to 100 k^l cm^;

= 60 Q cm.
1.1.3. Measurement of tissue electrical impedance
Systems used to measure the electrical impedance of tissue are based on the use
of two- or four-electrodes (Burger & van Dongen, 1961).
- two-electrode technique: The two-electrode method is suitable only for AC
measurements. The use of DC in this method is inaccurate because polarization effects
at the electrodes produces a counter voltage which changes the measured voltage
between the electrodes. The resistance between the electrodes is measured with a
W heatstone bridge circuit, and the conductivity of a cylindrical object can be calculated
by (Lytle, 1979),
a - -J—
R A

(1.5)

where d is the distance between the electrodes (cm), A is the cross-sectional area which
isassumed

to be constant over the whole length of the object

(cm^) and

R is the

measured resistance (^2).
- four-electrode technique: The four-electrode method of resistivity measurement can
be used for AC as well as DC. It uses a linear array of four equally spaced electrodes,
the outer two of which carry an applied current, while the inner two measure the
resulting voltage. The four-electrode technique, by providing noncurrent-carrying voltage
electrodes, avoids the problem of electrode polarization. The equation from which the
unknown resistivity p of the tissue is determined is (Rush et al, 1963),
^ 2% a V
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where a is the electrode spacing (cm), I is the applied current (A), V is the measured
voltage (V) and p is the resistivity (Q cm). Equation (1.6) applies when the electrodes
are on the plane surface of a homogeneous, isotropic conductor of infinite extent.
For media which are anisotropic, with one direction y- of low resistivity p,
parallel to the bounding plane and with high resistivity p^ in the x- and z- directions,
equation (1.6) becomes (Rush et al, 1963),

y

;p / p/.
2 K a

1
(
cos^ 0 +

(1.7)

\
sin^ 0

N
where 0 is the angle the electrode alignment makes with x- axis.
By aligning the electrodes alternately, for 0=0, equation (1.7) becomes.

( 1.8 )

V
0*0

2

7T

and for 0=7i/2,
V I

„ «
“’ t

- ^

2 K a

(1.9)

From equations (1.8) and (1.9) p;, and p/ can be found.
Concern has been expressed by many authors regarding the unknown magnitude
effects of coupling fluid (typically saline) around the electrodes (Duck, 1990). Even with
four electrode systems current may flow through stray capacitances and the electrode
contact impedances can cause very large errors, figure 1.3, (Barber and Brown, 1984).
- Current density measurement: When the tissue conductivity properties of a sample are
measured with electrodes that are small with respect to the sample size the current
distribution is virtually unknown because of differing resistivity of the tissues and fluids
and because of the particular arrangement between the current-injection electrodes.
Moreover, there is no simple method for accurate measurement of current-density
distribution in anisotropic tissue (Geddes and Baker, 1989).
If the conductivity o of a medium is known it is possible to estimate the
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surface

tis s u e

The intended current path is via the route "a,b.c.d,e,f,
with the resistivity determined by the potentiai
between g and h. However, stray capacitance can give
rise to significant change in the current path
(a,g,c,d,h,f).

Figure 1.3 - Sketch showing errors which can arise due to electrode impedance Z in a four-electrode
system (from B arber & Brown, 1984).

electrical current distribution J by measuring the potential gradient VO into the
medium^. The gradient direction may be determined by moving the potential electrodes
until the maximum potential is recorded, or by fixing one electrode and measuring the
potential difference in the x- y- and z-direction. The main problem is to measure the VO
without disturbing the medium. The insertion of any insulating or conducting material
produces electric field modification. Also, the insertion of electrodes can displace some
of the medium, separate structures, and in addition may produce cell damage which
releases fluids of differing conductivities. These effects may be minimised by using very
small electrodes, but this increases the electrode impedance significantly requiring a
voltage amplifier with a very high input impedance to avoid drawing current from the
medium. Some probes used to measure the three components of current density were
described by Baker and Geddes (1970), all^them require the insertion of electrodes into
the tissue and measure the current density in a limited region of a biological specimen.
- Guard ring electrode system: For a uniform and isotropic medium the current spreads
beyond the electrodes as in figure 1.4(a). To achieve a uniform current distribution
under the electrode a concentric guard-ring electrode may be applied. Basically the
potential of the guard-ring electrode (figure 1.4(b)) is maintained at the potential of the
centre electrode used for the current measurement. The current flowing in the guardelectrode is not measured; it merely aids in providing a uniform current-density
distribution around the main current path in the specimen. However, even the guard-

J = <5 E and E = - V 0 . Therefore J = <J . f-V 0 ) .
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electrode scheme would not work in a medium like in vivo tissue which is not uniform
and is also anisotropic (Geddes and Baker, 1989; Webster, 1990).

(a )

Figure 1.4 - (a) Current spread in a conductor, and (h) Current spread with a guard electrode maintained
at the same potential as the measuring electrode M (from G eddes & Baker 1989).

1.1.4. Values of conductivity of tissue at low frequencies
Figure 1.5 is an illustration of how the current propagation path changes as the
frequency increases. At low frequencies, the cell membrane has a high resistance and,
the current travels through the extracellular fluids around the cell. At high frequencies,
the capacitance of the cellular membrane short circuits the resistance of the membrane
and the current lines pass uniformly through the tissue structure.

Figure 1.5- A t high frequencies the current travels in the straight lines and at low frequencies the current
travels longer paths through only the extracellular flu id (from Webster, 1990).

The relative permittivity £ ’ of biological tissue typically decreases with increasing
frequency in three major steps, which are designated as the a , (3 and y dispersions, as
shown in figure 1.6. The a-dispersion is generally considered to be associated with
interfacial polarizations at the membrane. The (3-dispersion is associated with two effects
namely capacitive shorting-out of the membrane and rotational relaxations of
biomacromolecules. The y-dispersion arises from the water relaxation in tissue (Pethig,
1987).
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Figure 1.6 - An idealised p lo t o f the frequency variation o f the relative perm ittivity f o r a typical biological
tissue (from Pethig, 1987).

Most of the data about the electric properties of tissue have been obtained by the
two- or four-electrode methods applied on animals or excised organs. For in vivo
measurements in general the data in the literature refer to body section such as arm,
thorax etc. For example, Rush et a l (1963) have studied the resistivity of liver, heart,
lung, fat, skeletal muscle and thorax in a set of animals together with some measurement
in humans such as skeletal muscle, thorax and blood. They developed a set of probes
to match the conditions for equations (1.6), (1.8) and (1.9). Burger and van Dongen
(1961) made some measurements in the human arm with plate electrodes. They placed
two current-electrodes on the wrists of the subject in order to make the distance between
them so large that the conduction over the skin could be neglected and hence they
considered the current density in the tissue would be uniform. The voltage electrodes
were applied on the forearm at a known distance from one another. By assuming that
the arm is a circular cylinder they used equation (1.5) to compute the arm resistivity.
They repeated the measurements on nine different persons and an average of 240 Qcm
± 5 % was measured. Since different amounts of subcutaneous fat existed in the arms
of the individuals, they concluded that fat had no influence on the measurement.
Many others workers have made similar measurements (eg. Plonsey and Barr
(1982); Geddes and Baker (1967); Witsoe and Kinnen (1967); etc ...), however there are
large discrepancies in the literature values of the tissue resistivity. Mainly these arise
because of the great difficulties of making in vivo measurements and the problems of
preserving tissue for in vitro measurements. A summary of the electrical resistivity
values is given in table 1.1 (Barber and Brown, 1984).
Pethig (1987) reported the following results for the electrical properties of several
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tissues over a wide range frequencies: in general comparing the relative tissue
permittivity values all tissues tend to follow the same dependence with frequency, with
very large values for frequencies below lOkHz. For frequencies between lOOkHz and
lOOMHz there are very large changes in dielectric properties associated with the
capacitive nature of the cell membranes. For frequencies above lOOMHz the dielectric
properties are mainly associated with tissue water content.
Table 1.1 - Tissue resistivity’ values (summary’from Barber and Brown (1984))
R esistivity (k2 m)

T issue
C erebrospinal fluid

0 .65

Plasm a

066

B lood

1.5

L iver

3.5 - 5.5
2 .4 (longitudinal)

Human arm

6 .7 5 (transverse)
20.5 (transverse)

Skeletal m uscle

1.38 (longitu d inal)
3 .6 8 (longitu d inal)

Cardiac m uscle

2 8 .0 2 (transverse)
5.8

Neural tissu e
-grey matter

2^4

-w h ite matter

6^2
7 .2 7 (fu ll in sp iration )-23.63 (full expiration)

Lung
Fat

2 7 .2

B one
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1.2. Electrical Impedance Tomography
I>
In Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) electrical current are inject into a
subject and from the voltage measured on the surface, or boundary, a cross-sectional
image of resistivity, or conductivity, distribution is reconstructed. The first published
papers on EIT started in the seventies (Swanson, 1976; Henderson et a i, 1976; Price,
1979, etc.) and in 1983, Barber and Brown used the terminology Applied Potential
Tomography (APT) to describe their system which was able to produce image of the
resistivity distribution of a human arm. Many works may be found about EIT and with
the commercialization of the Sheffield instrument many clinical applications and
physiological studies have been carried out (Holder and Brown, 1993).
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1.2.1. The EIT governing equations
Consider the situation where an alternating current is applied to a dielectric
medium. The current is considered to be of low frequency (less than lOMHz) so that the
equations of static flow can be used to describe the electrical current. The relation
between the electrical current density J (A/m^) and the electrical field E (V/m) is
J =■ a E , where a is the conductivity of the medium measured in mhos per meter (U/m).
The continuity equation is V • 7 — 9 p / 9 r , where
(C m'^) and the divergence operator is equal to V*

is the charge density distribution
dx

dy

dz

. From these two

equations and the relation between electrical field E and the scalar potential O,
E — VO, the resistivity form of the Poisson equation is obtained,

V • [a ( - W ) ] - - _ E l
dt
The electric flux density of a dielectric medium is given by £) =
1989), where

(110)

E + P (Hayt,

is the free space permittivity and P is the material polarization or dipole

momentum per unit volume. The first term on the right is the contribution that would
exist if the electric field were in free space, and the second is the effect of the
polarization of the material. The polarization produced by the electrical field in the
material depends upon the material properties, which may be divided into four classes:
homogeneous if the electric properties do not depend upon position, isotropic if the
response of the material is the same for all directions of the electrical field vector, linear
if the ratio of the response of P to the field E is independent of the amplitude, and timeinvariant if the material properties do not change with time.
When considering body tissues obviously they are not homogeneous since this
is the main reason for EIT imaging, and unfortunately they are not isotropic since the
muscle cells have a lower resistivity along the fibres than across the fibres. Because low
current are used in EIT tissue linearity can be assume (Barber and Brown, 1984). Thus,
for an isotropic, linear material the polarization is proportional to the field intensity and
is equal to P =

% E , where X is a dimensionless quantity called the electric

susceptibility of the material. The flux density is equal to D = e E , where e =

and

is the relative permittivity, equal to 7 + %. If the medium is anisotropic, the dielectric
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properties cannot be described in terms of a single permittivity parameter.
component of D may be a function of every component of E and D

=

e

Each

E becomes a

matrix (Hayt, 1989).
From the Maxwell equation V • D = p^, the field equation E — V O , and
considering the medium as being isotropic and linear,
V • [e (- VO)] =

(1.11)

Expanding the divergence in equations (1.10) and (1.11),

a V O + Va • VO =

dt
e V o + Ve • VO — p^

(112)
(113)

Thus the problem in EIT is to solve (1.12) and (1.13) for a and £ everywhere
inside of the patient, subject to the boundary condition that O is known wherever an
electrode touches the skin.
The EIT technique uses low frequencies. Brown and Seagar (1987) have used
51kHz and Kotre (1989) 20kHz. In biological tissue impedance measurement at
frequencies below than lOOkHz, the great majority of current travels in the extracellular
fluid, which is a resistive medium (figure 1.5). The resistivity component of the complex
impedance therefore dominates in impedance measurements (Holder and Brown, 1993).
Hence the EIT problem only involves solving equation (1.12).
1.2.2. Solutions for equation (1.12)
Equation (1.12) defines the forward problem, which seeks to calculate the voltage
distribution resulting from a given resistivity distribution. It is a complicated differential
equation and it is impossible to solve it analytically. Therefore, numerical techniques
such as the finite element method or finite difference method have to be used. Since EIT
seeks to determine a resistivity distribution from a set of voltages measured in the
boundary the inverse problem to solve equation (1.12) is more likely to be used. This
is a nonlinear problem, as the voltage 0 is a function of the conductivity a.
According to some mathematical studies, because the human tissue is not
uniform and mainly because it is anisotropic, the inverse solution of equation (1.12) is
not unique (Barber, 1993). This means that numerical techniques may not be adequate
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to reconstruct absolute impedance images from a set of voltages measured at the
boundary.
An alternative method for the inverse problem is the backprojection algorithm
proposed by Barber and Brown (1983). Because this is the technique applied to most of
the EIT clinical data available and because the backprojection is the algorithm used in
the commercially EIT system this approach is discussed in the next section.
1.2.3. Applied Potential Tomography
Applied potential tomography (APT) was developed as an alternative approach
for the nonlinear iterative process of solving equation (1.12). In APT, to map the
resistivity distribution a backprojection algorithm adapted from x-ray computed
tomography image reconstruction is used. The technique applies 16 electrodes which are
equally spaced around the region to be imaged and a alternating current of 51kHz,
typically ImApp is driven through the body via a pair of adjacent electrodes. This pair
of electrodes are called the current electrodes. The potential difference is then recorded
between each of the remaining adjacent pairs of electrodes which are called the voltage
electrodes. These voltages are then related to the distribution of current within the region
near to the electrodes and hence to the distribution of resistance. This process is repeated
for the 16 possible independent pair of current electrodes^.
The backprojection algorithm is based on the calculated equipotentials
considering the medium to be uniform and isotropic. The calculation assumes that each
pair of current electrode is equivalent to a dipole localised in the midpoint between the
current electrodes. From this assumptions the equipotentials passing through each
voltage electrodes are calculated. The voltage difference between each pair of adjacent
electrodes is the reference voltage,

which is indicated in figure 1.7(a) for the

selected pair of current electrode.
Consider now that the resistivity at a certain region R between these two
equipotentials is altered, figure 1.7(b). Also, consider that this change is small enough

For N electrodes there are N-1 independent drive pairs since the Nth pair can be reconstructed from the sum
of all the other pairs. The voltage differences between adjacent electrodes are measured. The voltage differences
which include the current drive electrodes are discarded, because of the voltage drop across the contact resistance.
Therefore N-3 voltage differences measurements can be obtained for N electrodes. There is also reciprocity between
pairs of current application and of voltage measurements which reduce the number of independent measurement to
N(N-3)/2 (Barber and Brown, 1983).
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Figure 1.7 - The backprojection image reconstruction

to assume that the isopotentials are kept unperturbed. Now the voltage measured
between points 5 and 6 is different from

and since the current source is constant the

difference is proportional to the change in the conductivity. The normalised voltage
difference is then projected to the entire region between the two isopotentials, figure
1.7(c). Even though this local change in the resistivity affects mainly the region between
the equipotentials as shown in figure 1.7(c), all other voltages measured are affected and
after a single backprojection the image will look like figure 1.7(d). Therefore for a
single drive configuration the backprojection is unable to isolate individual points, but
this process is repeated for all

16 current dipole and each backprojection is

superimposed to produce the final image. The backprojection process as described above
is inaccurate because if the resistivity change occurred near to the electrode the voltage
change would be different than if it occurred in the centre. Therefore the backprojection
algorithm applies for each pixel a weighting function which depends upon the position
of the resistivity change (Barber and Seager, 1987).
In general APT images have a very low spatial resolution mainly because of the
limited number of electrodes that can be applied around the region to be imaged and
also it is dependent on the position at which the change in the resistivity occurs. Another
aspect is the assumption that the current distribution lies within the 2-dimensional image
plane, whilst clearly the current spreads out of the plane of interest, making the
technique sensitive to off-plane changes in the conductivity. In general, accurate
anatomical information can not be obtained from APT images. However much functional
information may be obtained.
1.2.4. The data acquisition system and image resolution
Many possible electrode arrangements and combinations of applied voltages or
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currents are possible and similarly various measurement configurations can be used to
detect the surface signal on the object periphery (neighbouring method, cross method,
opposite method, multidifference method, adaptive method, linear array) (Webster, 1990,
Barber, 1993). Since the only commercially available EIT equipment is the Sheffield
Mark I (Holder and Brown, 1993), which uses the neighbouring method just this
measurement technique is discussed here.
The neighbouring method uses an array of electrodes which are attached equally
spaced on to the body surface. It is based on the four electrode principle in which the
effect of the electrode impedance is greatly reduced by using two electrodes to drive the
current inside the region to be imaged and another two to measure the resulting surface
voltages.
It has been shown that a set of current distributions which seek to mimic parallel
beam x-ray computed tomography, as illustrate in figure 1.8(a), are not sufficiently
independent to permit a unique image reconstruction. A better solution for a twodimensional array of equally spaced electrodes is obtained by passing current in turn
between all adjacent pairs of electrodes, such as in the figure 1.8(b) (Barber and Seagar,
1987). In this configuration the current flows throughout the circular cross section, with
its intensity maximum at the periphery near the current-injecting electrodes and
diminishing rapidly towards the opposite side.

Figure 1.8 - The isopotentials lines f o r different current pattern s in a uniform conductivity medium.

For N electrodes there are N-1 independent drive pairs since the Nth pair can be
reconstructed from the sum of all the other pairs. The voltage differences between
adjacent electrodes are measured. The voltage differences which include the current
drive electrodes are discarded, because of the voltage drop across the contact resistance.
Therefore N-3 voltage difference measurements can be obtained for N electrodes. There
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is also reciprocity between pairs of current application and of voltage measurement
which reduce the number of independent measurement to N(N-3)/2 (Barber and Brown,
1983).
The Sheffield data collection system uses 16 electrodes equally spaced around
the body as illustrate in figure 1.8(b). An electrical current of 5mA at a frequency of
51kHz is applied at each pair of neighbouring electrodes and the voltage is measured
from all other successive pairs of adjacent electrodes (Brown and Seagar, 1987). Thus
a total of 104 independent measurements are obtained. Holder et al. (1993) reports that
104 independent measurements gives a maximum of 104 pixels in an image and a
maximum spatial resolution of about 10% of the electrode array diameter near the edges
which decreases towards the centre.
1.2.5. The main limitations of the EIT
The major drawback of the current EIT systems compared to other imaging
techniques such as x-ray CT and NMR is its poor spatial resolution, which is limited to
about 15% of the electrode array diameter. In saline tanks it has been shown that BIT
systems are able to distinguish the image of two object when they were separated by
about 20% of the electrode array diameter (Holder, 1992). It has also been shown that
it is able to localize the centre of a single disturbance with an accuracy of 4% of the
electrode array diameter (Holder, 1992).
To improve the image resolution the number of electrodes must be increased. For
example, if the number of electrodes is doubled, the number of independent
measurements is quadrupled and the spatial resolution should be improved by a factor
of two. However, increasing the number of electrodes reduces the signal-to-noise ratio,
and the resolution is also limited by three dimensional spread of current so that the
improvement in resolution will actually be less than a factor of two (Brown in Holder,
1993). Theoretically, to improve the resolution from 10% to 1% of the electrode array
diameter the number of electrodes must go from 16 to 128 (Barber and Brown, 1984).
The neighbouring electrode method of data collection has a very non uniform
current distribution. Most of the current travels near the peripheral electrodes and hence
good sensitivity is obtained just at the periphery (Webster, 1990). Thomas et al. (1993)
demonstrated with a cylindrical tank that there is a compression of the EIT images
toward the centre, i.e., in moving an object from the centre to the edge, the peak
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impedance increases, whilst the area under 50% of the peak reduces.
The electrodes are usually attached in a two-dimensional ring, and images are
generated on the assumption that the object is two dimensional. But since the object is
actually three-dimensional, the current will flow out of the plane in both directions, so
that off-plane impedances changes will affect the image. Also, the process used to
generate the simple images from the computed isopotentials in a uniform medium may
produce some image distortions since in practice the tissue is not homogeneous.
1.3. Discussion and conclusion
The last section described the principles and some of the main limitations of the
current EIT systems. Even so EIT has many advantages, for instance it is a relatively
low cost technique and has a good time resolution (less than 50ms per image) which
means that it is able to follow physiological changes. Many applications of EIT are
under investigation such as the study of the respiratory system and the gastrointestinal
tract (Holder and Brown in Holder, 1993). One application of particular interest for this
thesis is the possible use of EIT to produce images of the brain. It has been proposed
that EIT might be able to provide information about epileptic foci before surgery
procedure (Boone et a l, 1994) and for early diagnosis of intraventricular haemorrhage
in neonates (Murphy et a l, 1987).
Previous research so far has however shown that images of changes in the brain
impedance are very difficult to obtain with EIT system and scalp electrodes (Holder,
1993b). Although this evidence has largely been based on tests made with the Sheffield
EIT system, nobody knows for sure the reason for the poor quality of the EIT images.
Impedance models of the head suggested that the main reason is the low conductivity
of the skull which stops the majority of the current from reaching the brain. However,
due to the difficulties of measuring tissue impedance in vivo these models may not be
accurate. So far, most of the data about tissue impedance is based on measurement on
excised organs, where the lack of blood and difference in temperature may significantly
alter the impedance from its true in vivo value.
Further more, it may also be the case that because of the different layers of
tissues, the current may reach the brain region through different paths instead of going
straight through the skull, for instance, it may preferentially enter the brain via the ear
canals, the optic nerves and the spinal column. The current path will certainly depend
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on the configuration of the current drive electrodes, and in the case of adjacent electrode
drive it may be very unlikely for such circuitous routes to be taken but it is not the case
for diametrically opposed electrode drive.
Since the medium is three-dimensional, anisotropic and non-uniform, the
assumption for the image reconstruction of a starting point of a two-dimensional uniform
medium may also be a reason for the poor quality of the EIT images.
Although, it has been shown that no useful images of brain impedance changes
may be made with the Sheffield EIT system, scalp electrode research is still being
carried out to try to obtain images of absolute impedance (Holder, 1993a).
Therefore with the aim of answering some of these questions, and providing new
information that might be useful for the EIT image reconstruction applied to the head,
we undertook the task of studying how the electrical current applied onto the surface of
the head is distributed within its internal tissues. To do this, a technique to measure
electrical current distribution using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data was
implemented. With this technique it is possible to quantify the current distribution in the
head within the main groups of tissues (scalp, skull and brain), and also to determine
the probable path taken by the current in going between the surface electrodes. We hope
with these measurements to provide useful information that might help the process of
EIT image reconstruction of the brain.
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2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to NMR theory
concentrating on particular aspects relevant to the work to be described later. Also
presented here are details of the algorithm implemented to reconstruct and phase correct
the NMR images acquired in the experiments to measure the electrical current
distribution. The chapter starts with the basic concepts of nuclear resonance,
radiofrequency absorption and the rotating frame followed by the spin relaxations and
the imaging spin-echo sequence. Finally, the theory of image reconstruction and phase
correction is reviewed and the algorithm implement to reconstruct the NMR phase
images is described.
2.1. Principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
2.1.1. Angular Momentum and Magnetic Moment
The angular momentum of an atomic system is inseparable from the magnetic
properties of atoms. Electrons and protons are electrically charged and from M axwell’s
equation any rotating or circulating charges will give rise to magnetic fields.
Classically, suppose that a proton can be pictured as a rotating sphere of mass
m with radius a and uniformly distributed charge q, (figure 2.1) (Morris, 1986). Each
element of mass traces out a circular path and contributes to the spin angular momentum
of the whole sphere. For each element the angular momentum relative to the origin of
the coordinate system, is a vector quantity L defined by the equation,
L = r Xp

(2 1)

where r is the position vector of the element of mass relative to the origin, and p is the
linear momentum for the particle (p=m v). The element of angular momentum of the
shaded ring in figure 2.1

is equal to,
ÔL = 2 7tsin^G 50 6r v

where v is the tangential velocity of the ring equal to {2 n r sin0)/r^ where
revolution period and

is the mass density equal to (3 m)/(4 n a^).
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shaded ring volume=

*

■

Figure 2.1- Classical model fo r the estimation o f the angular momentum o f a proton

Equation (2.3) gives the resulting angular momentum for the whole sphere,
p 271.
J1 \

4
L =

0

2a

.
\

sin3 0 88 hr

(2.3)

0

Now, since the charge of each element passes a given point on the circle once
in every 7=2 k r/v, it is equivalent to a current / given by.
P, dv ^

dv

V

(2.4)

2 K r

/

where p^ = (3 q)/{4 n a^) is the charge density. Such a current loop produces a magnetic
field oriented perpendicular to its plane. In elementary electromagnetic theory, it is
shown that such a current loop produces a magnetic field which is the same at large
distances from the loop as that of a magnetic dipole located at the centre of the loop and
oriented perpendicular to its plane. Figure 2.2 illustrates the magnetic dipole for the
orbital electron case. For the current loop of area A the magnitude of the orbital
magnetic dipole moment p, of the equivalent dipole is equal to \x.-i A .
In figure 2.1 the ring area is equal to k r^ sin^B, and the resulting magnetic
moment for the whole sphere is equal to.
2
p.
= --------- 1

2k

2a

JJ
0

sinP 0 80 8r

(2.5)

0

From equation (2.3) and (2.5),
L =y L

P/

( 2 .6 )

The constant of proportionality between L and p is called the gyromagnetic ratio
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1(1the loop centre the two fictitious
poles of a giipoie produce a magnetic
field which becomes identical to the
actual field far from the loop. The
(Quantity (i, specifies the strength of
this magnetic dipole, it is ec^uai to
the product (jf the poies'strength
times their separation

Figure 2.2- The orbital angular momentum L and the orbital m agnetic moment fi; o f an electron (from
Eisberg, 1985).

y, which depends only on the charge to mass ratio of the particle.
To determine correctly the angular momentum of atomic system quantum theory
is needed. However since this topic is not relevant to this work, only a brief description
of the main equations that determine the NMR net magnetisation is presented here. The
separation of the time-independent Schroedinger equation for the one-electron atom
system gives rise to three ordinary differential equations. From the solutions of these
three equations, three quantum numbers are produced. They are represented by n, I and
nil ^nd they are defined as follow: because of its role in specifying the total energy, n
is called principal quantum number. Because the azimuthal, or orbital, angular
momentum of the atom depends on I, it is called azimuthal quantum number, and since
when the atom is in an external magnetic field there is a dependence of its energy on
Ml, it is called magnetic quantum number (Eisberg, 1985). Gathered together the
quantum numbers are expressed as,
n = 1, 2, 3, ...
I = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , n-1
m i

—

-I, - / + 7, ... , 0,

... ,

+1-1, I

It can be shown that the quantum numbers / and m, are related to the magnitude
L and to its z-component, L^, by the relation.
L - <Jl (I + 1)

Ti

(2.7)

L = m, h
where Ti is the shorthand symbol for h/2n and h is Planck’s constant (h=6.63 x lO'^'^ Is).
From these equations the angular momentum vector, can assume a range of states
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with the common value L. For each of these states the length of the angular momentum
vector, in units of Ti is L/h=^\/1(1+1) . In the same units the z-component can assume any
integral value from L /h = -l to L/Ti=+l depending on the value of m,. Figure 2.3
illustrates the five position states for the case of 1=2.
A Z

VzlzTi)

Figure 2.3- Representing the angular momentum vecto r f o r the po ssib le states 1=2. In each state the vector
is equally likely to be foun d anywhere on a cone sym m etrical about the z-axis.

In any of these states the angular momentum vector is equally likely to be found
anywhere on a cone symmetrical about z-axis, and therefore has a definite z-component
as well as a definite magnitude. The vector does not have a definite x- and y-component,
but the value of either of these quantities is as likely to be positive as it is to be
negative.'^
If the nuclear spin / is equal to zero, the nucleus would have no angular
momentum and hence no magnetic moment: it would therefore not be directly
observable by NMR. Such is the case for the common isotopes of carbon

and

oxygen '%0. However, many other atoms of biological interest do possess non zero
nuclear spin, including
in the form of water),

(of major interest due to its abundance in biological systems
^^F,

all of which possess spin 1/2 and ^^Na which

possesses a spin of 3/2.

However the magnitude L and the z-component
are quantized, no information about the azimuthal
orientation cp of L can be stated. The L and
components define a cone shaped region called space quantization.
This coincides with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle which states that it is not possible simultaneously determine
the exact value of the momentum
of a particle and also the exact value of its corresponding position x. Instead,
our precision of measurement is inherently limited by the measurement process itself such that
Ax > h/2
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2.1.2. Nuclear precession in a static magnetic field
Consider the situation where the charged spinning sphere is placed in an applied
magnetic field B q. The equivalent magnetic dipole moment p, of the spinning sphere is
represented in figure 2.4 by the two fictitious magnetic poles ±q,^ separated by a
distance d,

The applied magnetic field creates forces (±F) acting on the north

and south poles of the magnetic dipole equal to,
( 2 .8 )

^

Figure 2.4 - Magnetic dipole representing the magnetic moment o f the positive spinning charge in Figure
2 .1. The magnetic fie ld produces a torque about o.

The forces acting in opposition directions on each magnetic pole produce a net torque
T

about o, equal to,
(2.9)

where qd is the magnetic dipole moment, acting in the same direction as d (figure 2.4),
therefore,
X

= p

sin 0 = p

X

(2.10)

The torque created tends to align the dipole with the field and associated with
this torque, there is a potential energy of orientation equal to £=-p, • B^ (Eisberg,
1985). If there is no way for a system, consisting of a magnetic dipole moment P/ in a
magnetic field B q, to dissipate energy, then the orientational potential energy E of the
system must remain constant. In these circumstances p, cannot align itself with Bq.
Instead p, will precess around Bq in such way that the magnitude of both vectors and
the angle between them remains constant. The precessional motion is a consequence of
the fact that according to equations (2.6) and (2.10) the torque acting on the dipole is
always peipendicular to its angular momentum.
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T = ^ X #0

As shown

(2.11)

= yJL X # 0

infigure 2.5, this torque gives rise to a change dL in the angular

momentum during a time dt. The

change dL causes L to precess through an angle

where % is the precessional angular velocity. From the diagram,
dL = (L sin 0) co„0 dt

L co„0 sin 0 =

Figure 2.5- A torque X arises as the a to m ’s magnetic dipole momentum
B„ (from Eisberg, 1985)

} l,

(2.12)

interacts with the a p p lied fie ld

and according to Newton’s Law (dL/dt - x) and with equation (2.11) the angular
frequency of precession is equal to,
cOq —

y B

(2.13)

Equation (2.13) is known as the Larmor equation, and co^ as the Lannor
frequency. This is the fundamental equation of NMR and states that the nuclear
magnetisation precession frequency is linearly proportional to the magnetic flux density
B q .

The constant of proportionality is the gyromagnetic constant. For a magnetic field
of 2.4 tesla, the hydrogen atom, (which has a gyromagnetic constant is equal to
2.676x10^ s 'T^) will precess at a frequency of lOO.OOMHz, for

(y = 6.725 x 10^

s'lT-i) ttie frequency is 15.35MHz, and for ^^Na (y = 7.075 x 10^ s'^T^), 24.78MHz (Beal
et a l, 1984).
2.1.3. Radiofrequency absorption and Macroscopic Magnetisation
When the nucleus is placed into an external magnetic field B q it will have the
usual potential energy

of orientation equal to E —|i • B^ (Eisberg, 1895). Using
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equations (2.6) and (2.7), the potential energy of orientation is equal to,
E —
and it can be seen that

(2.14)

y # m,

can have (21+1) possible orientations relative to the externally

applied field which corresponds to the same number of discrete energy levels for the
nucleus.
For a nucleus with /=l/2, such as ^H, the angular momentum component in the
z-direction can assume two states, where
Dnt

can be -1/2 and +1/2, figure 2.6.

E
—

. im = -1 /2

E=+1/2 yhBo

i

AE = yhBo=yco

E=-1/2yhDo
îm =+1/2

Figure 2.6- The en ergy-level diagram f o r a spin V2 system. Transitions between the tw o states can be
induced by electrom agnetic energy o f frequency (0=(j/2k)Bq.

From equation (2.14) the associated potential energy of orientation for each state
in figure 2.6 is equal to.
m.~
'

^4

1
2

(2.15)

m,= + _
'
2

-

The lower energy statecorresponds to the condition when the z-component of
L

is parallel to B q, while the

higher energy state correspond to that in which

is

antiparallel to B q. In the presence of an electromagnetic field oscillating at the correct
frequency, stimulated absorption is possible, whereby a nuclear moment in the lower
energy state is "flipped" into the higher state or the reverse process of stimulated
emission may occur, whereby an excited nuclear moment returns to the lower energy
state. In either case a quantum of energy equal to the difference in energy between the
two states,
Æ

= H y B q = h (ûq

is absorbed or emitted respectively,

(2.16)

co^ is the angular frequency of the applied
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irradiation, which is equal to the Larmor frequency.
The next step is to determine the net spin magnetisation in the presence of an
external magnetic field. In thermal equilibrium the average number of +1/2 spins (ri\)
is given by the Boltzmann distribution, evaluated at the state energy E\,
(2.17)

n'l = n(ET) = A e ■ iS l
and similarly for -1/2 spins (ni). Thus the population ratio has the value,
t

nT

(-gî + Ei)

= e

^

= AE = y h

where

(2.18)

where k is Boltzman’s constant (k = 1.38 x 10

J/K) and T is the absolute temperature.

The difference nT-ni may be written as.
nî-n\L

nsL
1/h I
n î-n v l
n \-n \'
7T
^ = n _ — ^ - n -------^
n I - n l~ n --------- = n
n
n I +n+
n I -n +
. n-l
1
77T

(2.19)

-

where n=n'\+ni is the total number of spins. Applying equation (2.18) and using the
tanh function^,
, _ , - o
Tjrrj

\+e
and since y h B q «

n tanh

(2 .20)

2 KT
V
y

K T, the fraction excess of protons (nî-ni)/n in the low state is

equal to,
^

^

( 2 .21 )

2 K T

n

From this it can be seen that at body temperature (310 K), in a magnetic field
of IT (10,000 Gauss) the fraction of excess of protons in the low-energy state is only

tanh X

e

~e

\ - e -I x
1 + g -I x
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3.295x10'^. This demonstrates why the NMR technique is inherently insensitive.
The slight excess of nuclear magnetic moments aligned along the direction of
suggest that taking thevector sum of all such moment present in a particular sample will
M„ may approximate

produce a net magnetization From equations (2.6) and (2.7),
to (Morris, 1986),
~ (

«Î

- n i)

)Li ~

( nT - n i)

y

Ti

(2.22)

substituting equation (2.21) into (2.22),
(2.23)

2kT
for the case of the hydrogen nucleus, m, = 1/2 and the net magnetisation is equal to
M « ^ ^ ” B
A kT
"
and the magnetic susceptibility Xm is,
.

«

f

n

(2.24)

(2.25)

A kT
Equation (2.24) implies that an improvement in sensitivity may be obtained by
either decreasing the temperature, obviously difficult to achieve in biological specimens,
or increasing
2.1.4. The rotating frame concept
The nuclear spins precess about the magnetic field B q, with a frequency equal
to the Larmor frequency. In order to visualise the behaviour of the precessing
magnetisation, it is helpful to introduce a coordinate system (%', y', z ’) rotating at the
same frequency co^ ^s the Larmor frequency. The z ’-axis is usually defined coincident
with the z-axis of the fixed laboratory frame (%, y, z).
In the rotating frame the individual nuclear magnetic moments appear as
stationary vectors, figure 2.7(a), and the net magnetisation M q, given by equation (2.24)
is in the same direction as z \ and rotates about the laboratory frame axis z.
To analyse the effects of a rotating frame, consider the magnetisation M given
by.
M - Af/
where à^, ây and

(2.26)

are unit vectors along the x \ y ’ and z ’ axes of the rotating frame,
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5r = CO ô t r sin 0
5r = COXP 5 t

0

3t

(a )

= mxP

(b)

Figure 2.7 - The distribution o f individual nuclear magnetic moments in the rotating fram e fo r a hydrogen
atom, spin 1/2.

and M \, M\. and M \ are the corresponding components of magnetisation along these
directions. Then, for a rotating frame with an angular velocity co, (figure 2.7(b)),
dâ

— i = (0 X â

dâ

dâ

— L = 0) X â
^

(2.27)

— i = co X fl

and the differential of M with respect to the time will be
A
, da

c/M
IF

â

------ —+â

V

clM
~dF

! dà

, dâ

—+â

f

dt
(2.28)

+ ( CO

XM )

Jrotiit

Now, from equation (2.11), i = y L x B, and from Newton’s Law, dLldt = x,
hence dUdt-y L x

and changing L for M,

dM
~dT
combining equation (2.28) into (2.29),

y

M X B

+ ( CO X M )

V

dt

=y { M X B )

(2.29)

(2.30)

y

thus the motion of the magnetic moment in the rotating frame is given by,
dM
\

^ y

{M X B^) - Q d x M = M x { y B ^ + co)

^ ^ Jrotat

(2.31)
CO

\ ôr

Jrotat

y M X {B + — )
7
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Hence in the rotating frame, M follows the same equation of motion as in the
laboratory frame but with an effective field

equal to

B eff

(2.32)

or one could say that the magnetisation M, precess about B^^ when viewed in the
rotating frame. By choosing a rotating frame with co—f B, the effective field
vanishes. In this frame dM/dt=0 and the magnetic moment is a fixed vector, figure 2.8.
- 0 ),

laboratory frame

rotating frame

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8- (a) the magnetization M precessing around B„ in the laboratory' frame, (b) the magnetisation
is static in the rotating fram e since
= 0.

2.1.5. The RF Field B,
Consider that a circularly polarized RF field of frequency co (in the laboratory
frame) and with magnetic flux density B,, is applied to the spin magnetisation system
in a plane perpendicular to B /. The effective flux density in the rotating frame will be.

’For technical reasons in most NMR equipment, a plane-polarized RF field is applied. A plane-polarised
field with flux density 2 B , cos (w t) can be considered as the superposition o f two circularly polarised
fields with (lux density B, rotating in opposite direction, figure A.

B1(cos C0 (,t. sin Qot.O)
( a)

B1(cos cOot. sin -(Oot.O)

B1(cos Wpt, 0 ,0 )

(b)

(c)

Figure A- The two counter-rotating components (a) and (b), and the resultant linearly-polarized field.
The field rotating in the same sense as the precession will interact with M„, whilst the counter-rotating
field will have negligible effect. The linear or plane-polarised field is, however, less efficient, as power
deposited is twice that required (Webb, 1995).
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B e ff
if CO = (Of),

(2.33)

= Bj and Bj appears stationary in the rotating frame, being the only

component of B^^. Thus it follows from section 2.1.2, that the net magnetization

will

precess about the Bj field with an angular frequency equal to y Bj, figure 2.9.

laboratory frame

rotating frame

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9- (a) The rotating magnetic fields in the laboratory’fram e, (b) The rotation ofM ,, about B , in
the rotating frame.

Since Bj is applied for a short period of time it rotates

(given by equation

(2.24)) by an angle p equal to,

P
where

- Y I

e,

I

(2.34)

is the time for which B, is applied, figure 2.9(b).
Since NMR resonance frequencies are typically in the megahertz region and

is typically Ips - lOOps, the Bj field is often referred to as the RF pulse.
Therefore, prior to the RF pulse, the spins rotate about B^ which is aligned along
the z-axis. At this point, there is no net-magnetisation in any direction within the %yplane. The RF pulse then tips the net magnetisation away from the z-axis, towards the
.vv-plane of the rotating frame.
M„l^

(b)

Figure 2.10- The net magnetisation rotation, (a) a -h90° B, RF (b) -90° RF pulse.

If in equation (2.34) p=90° and Bj is applied along 4-%-axis, the net
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magnetisation rotates towards +y and one talks about a +90° pulse, (figure 2 ,10(a)). If
Bj is applied in the -x direction the net magnetisation rotates toward -y and one talks
about a -90° pulse, figure 2.10(b).
2.1.6. The Relaxation Phenomena and Bloch’s equations
Spin-lattice relaxation (Tj)
Spin-lattice relaxation also called longitudinal relaxation time is the way by
which the spin population after being tipped by a 90° pulse gradually returns to its
equilibrium Boltzmann distribution along the +z direction. This process is illustrated in
figure 2.11.
Az

Az

AZ

t=o

t=1

t= 2

M=M„

M,
M =MnCos 0

(a)

(b)

--------M=0
(c)

Figure 2.11- Spin-lattice relaxation time T, view ed from the rotating fram e. A fter the 90° pu lse (a), the
n et m agnetisation gradually returns to the original distribution (c).

Following the application of B j for a time

the RF energy absorption tip the

spins into the xy-plane. Once the B j field is removed, the energy exchange of the spins
with their surrounding (the "lattice" of which the nuclear spin are part) make them return
to the direction of B q. The trend of the magnetisation towards its equilibrium
M = M q=XqB q can be described by the equation.
dM^

(2.35)

~~dF
and the magnetisation recovery towards the equilibrium value M q is exponential.
Generally in an NMR experiment a sequence of RF pulses are applied to the
sample in a interval called the repetition time TR. If TR is equal to, or greater than 5 Tj,
the magnetisation in the x ’y ’-plane is equal to M q, since enough time for a full relaxation
has elapsed. However, if TR is comparable to Tj, the system will not have enough time
to recover along z ’- before the net magnetisation is exposed to a new 90° pulse. This
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next 90° rotation is then added to the remaining angle between Mg and Bg bringing the
net magnetisation out of the x ’v ’-plane, and the observable net magnetisation, (the
observable magnetisation is just the component of Mg parallel to the %’);’-plane), will be
smaller than

Mg.

In the simplest case, the return to equilibrium is a monoexponetial

function,
TR

= Af(0) ( 1 - f

'' )

(2.36)

Therefore, by varying TR it is possible to reduce the signal emerging from
specific parts of a sample where T, is different. Also, different samples respond very
differently to a train of equidistant 90° pulses. This is the basis for r/?-influenced
contrast behaviour in MR imaging.
For liquid systems such as water, typical Tj relaxation times lie in the range 0.1 10s. In solids, where the motion is considerably less, T, relaxation times of minutes or
hours are not uncommon.
Spin-spin relaxation time (T^)
After the spin system is tipped into the in the x ’y ’- plane the microscopic
components of the macromagnetisation tend to become disordered, losing their initial
"phase coherence" and hence, destroying the net magnetisation along the %’y ’-plane. As
illustrated in figure 2.12 Just after the 90° RF pulse the net magnetisation lies in the y ’
direction and starts to dephase until all spins are completely spread out into xy-plane and
the net magnetisation is reduced to zero. This process is characterised by 7^, the spinspin or transverse relaxation and it is much faster than the relaxation time Tj.

Figure 2.12- Spin-spin relaxation time

view ed from the rotating frame.

Two processes are involved on this phenomena: natural and local field
inhomogeneities. In the natural dephasing process, one of the principal contributions is
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the dipole-dipole interaction (Morris, 1986). Each nuclear spin produces its own
magnetic field. The interaction among these individual magnetic fields produces a
locally slightly different Larmor frequency, dephasing the components of the net
magnetisation in the

x ’y ’-plane. The transverse magnetisation decays at a rate

represented by the equation

dt

dt

T is dependent on a number of parameters such as, observation frequency,
2

temperature, mobility of the observed spin (microviscosity) and presence of large
molecules, paramagnetic ions and molecules, or other outside interference. In mobile
fluids T is nearly equal to Tj, whereas in solids or high-viscosity systems, static field
2

components induced by neighbouring nuclei are operative and 7^ becomes significantly
shorter than Ty. To a large extent, this is the cause of the low or absent signal from solid
structures such as bone or tendons in medical magnetic resonance imaging (Rinck,
1993).
Two phenomena contribute to the local field imperfections experienced by the
nuclei: static and oscillating fields locally induced by neighbouring magnetic moments
(from other nuclei or unpaired electrons), and the imperfections in the externally applied
uniform magnetic field. Both phenomena give rise to local variations in the Larmor
frequency. Therefore, a group of spins initially in phase will therefore gradually
accumulate a phase error depending on the local field each spin experiences. This leads
to a decay of the observed signal which is faster than

The observable decay is

denoted by 7^* and is given by,

_1_ - J _ + ^
T,'
r,
2

(2.38)

where ABq is the absolute value of the field inhomogeneity experienced by the spins.
Equations (2.35) and (2.37) are the phenomenological Bloch equations proposed
by Felix Bloch in 1946 for the description of magnetic properties of ensembles of nuclei
in an external magnetic field in the absence of any RF driving field. Combining
equations (2.29), (2.35) and (2.37) a general equation describing the evolution of the
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motion for M q in the rotating frame may be written (Abragam, 1961),

^^0 . y M
dt
°

(2.39)
Tj

T,

2.1.7. The free induction decay and spin echo signals
In a typical NMR experiment, to apply the RF pulse and to detect the signal
induced by the net rotating magnetisation, a single coil (inductor)is used orientated

at

right angles to the main magnetic field. The NMR sample is placed at the centre of the
coil making it part of the tuned circuit resonant at the Larmor frequency cOqAfter the application of the 90° RF pulse, the net magnetisation is tipped into
the plane of the coil, figure 2.12(a). The individual spins start to lose phase coherence
in the x ’y ’-plane figure 2.12(b), i.e. they separate from each other and fan out. Hence
the net magnetisation and the NMR signal S(t) induced in the coil reduces until
eventually no magnetisation exists. In the simplest case the signal detected may be
decomposed into two components, one sinusoidal and related to the constant angular
velocity about the z-axis, and another exponential, related to the spin-spin relaxation 7^,

S(t) - A: Mq sin ( COq + (p )

(2.40)

where k and cp are constants dependent upon the nature of the receivers coil, etc ... This
signal is referred to as the free induction decay or FID.
As explained before, two process are involved with the dephasing: one due to the
spin-spin relaxation 7^, which is irreversible, since it is a quantum incoherent process
and, another due to field imperfections T * which is a reversible process. To recover the
2

signal, after a time delay x figure 2.13(c), the system is exposed to a 180° pulse, and
a refocusing process is initialised. The 180° pulse changes the phase of each spin by
180°; that is, it reverses its phase into the -y’-axis. They will continue to rotate in the
same direction, but now the spins precessing with a frequency slightly in excess of (ùq
lag those precessing at the Larmor frequency, and those precessing with a lower
frequency lead those precessing at the Larmor frequency. After a time x all the spins are
in phase, and a large signal is induced figure 2.13(d), following which the spins start to
dephase and reduce the signal again, figure 2.13(e).
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t=0

t= T

9&

A-

180'

t=2x

Cd)
Figure 2.13- The 180° refocusing pulse

This 90°-180° RF pulse sequence is called a spin-echo {SE), and as a result,
after a time equal to 2 t an echo signal is induced in the coil. The 2x interval is called
the echo time {TE). By repeating the 180° pulse again, further echoes of decreasing
amplitude are created. This is described as multiple spin echo or multi-echo sequence.
In figure 2.14 the evolution of the magnetisation in the x 'y ’-plane of the rotating frame
is illustrated, with the 7% and 7,* relaxation times.

-

180°

90°

180 °

180 °

T decay curve

TE
Figure 2.14- Signal evolution iM jin the spin echo-time sequence pulse. Upper: The 90° and 180° RF
pulses. Lower: The signal evolution.

2.2. Imaging principles
The formation of an image involves the following procedures;
(1) localisation and excitation of the spins of interest;
(2) the spatial encoding of their signal; and
(3) the signal detection and reconstruction.
2.2.1. The slice selection
In NMR experiments a sample is placed in a magnetic field Bg which is shimmed
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to make it as uniform as possible. Since the angular frequency of precession is
proportional to the main magnetic field B q, equation (2.13), all spins in the sample are
subject to the same magnetic field therefore will absorb at the same frequency. This set
of spins is referred to as a spin isochromat, as they give rise to an unique frequency
component (sine/cosine).
Consider now the presence of a gradient magnetic field

parallel to the main

field B„, as illustrated in figure 2.15. Whereby each region of an object experiences a
total magnetic field given by,
(2.41)

and thus processes with a particular angular frequency equal to.
co(z)

y

{ B

+ z

G

(2.42)

)

Applying a 90° RF pulse, with a bandwidth equal to Aco, only those spins with an
angular frequency of precession that match Aco are tipped into the plane coil and
contribute to the NMR spin-echo signal.
B ,(t)A

(a)

90 ° pulse

tim e

B,(co)/
(b)

fre q u e n c y

XAz

B ,(z ) = G , z a

{c)

z=(co - Y B J/yG .

Az=Aco/yG,

(«)

z

Figure 2.15- Illustration o f the process to selected a tomographic plane.

In the presence of a linear gradient field G^, figure 2.15(c), the spins which are
excited by the 90° RF pulse, figure 2.15(b), lie in a plane of thickness Az, figure
2.15(e), given by.
Aco = Y AR = y G

Az

Az

Aco

T g,

normal to the gradient direction, figure 2.15(d), and centred at.
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(2.44)

The tomographic plane orientation may be adjusted by modifying the orientation
of the magnetic field gradient before the 90° RF pulse, and the slice thickness by
changing the gradient field or RF pulse bandwidth.
This is the first step in the process of NMR imaging, whereby only those spins
in a specific plane through the object are excited and contribute to the NMR signal
induced into the coil.
2.2.2. Spatial encoding
Once the spins of a particular region or slice have been excited they are rotating
into the image coil plane and the NMR signal can be detected. But before it is detected,
it is necessary to spatially encode the signal to obtain information about the spin
positions in the plane. The spatial encoding process is divided into two methods:
frequency encoding and phase encoding.
- The frequency encoding principle
As described above, the association of a gradient magnetic field

with the 90°

RF pulse makes it possible to select just the spins of a tomographic plane (parallel to
the xv-plane) through the object being imaged.
Consider p(x,y) the two-dimensional spin density of the cylinder slice selected
in figure 2.15, divided into a matrix of n x n image elements or pixels as shown in
figure 2.16.
-^0
(a)

p(>sy)

»

:

Z (^
E

(b)

Figure 2.J6-(a) Spin density o f the slice selected in figure 2.15.(h) The resulting projection o f solving the
integral o f equation (2.47) into the y-direction.

If a gradient field is placed in the x-direction, all the spins lying on a particular
line perpendicular to the

gradient direction will experience a total magnetic field
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= B^+ x G^, and will precess with an angular frequency of,
co(x) = - y (

+ jc

)

(2.45)

The NMR signal is then demodulated, to remove the main frequency (ùq (=yBg),
leaving the angular frequency offset Aco(x) = y x G^. From equation (2.59), using the
Euler identity, not considering the phase (p and replacing M q by p(jc,y), the NMR signal
of a single spin isochromat is therefore equal to,
dS(t) = k p(z,y)

dx dy

(2.46)

and the total signal from the whole slice is given by,
S(t) “ ^

JJ

dx dy

(2.47)

In equation (2.47), the integral in the y-direction is the single frequency "ray
sum", which is shown in figure 2.16(b). The resulting function of the y-integration is the
NMR spectrum obtained by Fourier transforming the spin-echo signal recorded in the
presence o f gradient G^. The G^ gradient is also called read out gradient.
The phase encoding principle
The phase encoding principle consists of applying a further gradient field in the
y-direction before the NMR signal is acquired in the presence of the reading gradient.
Hence, additional information about the second dimension y is incorporated in equation
(2.47).
In figure 2.17(a), following the 90° RF pulse the G^ gradient is applied and the
FID signal acquired. Ignoring the relaxation time and after demodulation, the signal
detected is that given by equation (2.47). In figure 2.17(b) is illustrated the so called
zeugmatography method. Here, following the 90° RF pulse a gradient is applied in the
y-direction and following that the

gradient is applied for the signal acquisition. The

effect of Gy is to alter the frequency of precession of the spins and therefore change the
phase of the FID signal. The equivalent equation (2.47) for the zeugmatography method
can be obtained by adding the Gy gradient to it,
S(t^,

=

J J P(^’ 3^)
jc y
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90'

90'

d a ta collection

d a ta collection

(b)

Figure 2.77- The phase encoding principle, (a) The frequency encoding; (b) The phase encoding fo llo w ed
by the frequency encoding (from Morris, 1986).

The two-dimensional Fourier transform F(k^,

of the spin density p(x,y), where

and k^ are the wavenumbers in the x- and y- direction respectively, is defined as,

F(k^,

^,) = J J

- i {X

y kj

dx

dy

(2.49)

Comparing equations (2.48) and (2.49) it is possible to see that S(t^, tJ=F(k^, k j ,
which implies (Ljunggren, 1983),
K - y G, I, - CO.,
(2.50)

- Y G, r, - co^ f.
and K^. defines the so called /c-space which allows one to visualise the scan trajectory
during the NMR data acquisition.
Thus by acquiring a data set with different r, an n x n matrix of S(t^,

is

obtained.
^)
S(T ,

, ^)

..

, ^)

^(2x , f,)

.%2 T , ^)

S{tn , t^)

In the matrix each line corresponds to a complete FID which is sampled in a
regular interval time T. The number of samples determines the number of pixels and the
resolution in the x-direction and the number of FID’s collected determines the numbers
of pixels and the resolution in y-direction. For each FID signal acquired, a different f
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gradient time is used, hence each FID acquired represents a different image projection
since the FID phase is different.
After all the data has been acquired the image reconstruction process can start.
First the Fourier transform is applied in the %-direction (matrix line), then it is applied
in the y-direction (matrix column). The Fourier component in the y-direction is better
understood if a single point {Xq, y^) is considered. Again, ignoring the relaxation
phenomena, the FID signal induced in the coil by the set of spins at this point would
be a unique harmonic (sine or cosine). In the presence of G,., the frequency of the FID
is equal to,
. v„) -

and in

1 y„ G,,

(2-51)

presence of the following G, gradient, during the FID acquisition,it is equal to,
«(%„ , y„) - y

x„ G,

(2.52)

Since each matrix line is acquired with different /,., a proportional phase shift is
introduced in each FID signalacquired. The effect of this phase shift increment, is an
amplitude modulation of the Fourier transform components, in this case (sine/cosine)
equivalent to an impulse, or ô-function, in the frequency domain (Brigham, 1974).
Figure 2.18 illustrates the phase shift and the ô-function modulation.

Figure 2.18 - The phase encoding modulation on the FID collection.

If the amplitude of each ô-function is plotted in the time domain the result will
be a sine (or cosine) function with a frequency equal to that of equation (2.51). Thus,
when performing the Fourier transform in this matrix column all pixels in the y-direction
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are set to zero apart from that at {Xq, yf).
Therefore, the two-dimensional Fourier transformed matrix consist of a single
point at frequency co-ordinates corresponding to (Xq, Yq) with a magnitude proportional
to the spin density p (Xq, Yq) at that point (Morris, 1986).
2.2.3. The spin-echo imaging sequence
The process of phase encoding in the zeugmatographic Fourier technique has the
disadvantage that the interval between successive FID ’s is increased. This leads to a
degradation of the FID signal caused by the relaxation process T 2*. Besides, with the
implementation of gradients we can locate the nuclei in our sample but when the
gradient is switched on the gradient significantly reduces the magnitude of the magnetic
resonance signal from the sample.
A sequence that overcomes this disadvantage is the spin-echo imaging
experiment illustrated in figure 2.19. Here instead of acquire the FID signals after the
90° RF pulse and phase encoding, the spin-echo sequence (item 2.1.7) is used and the
actual signal acquired is the echo signal produced after the refocusing 180° pulse. In
this experiment only 7^ decay reduces the intensity of the echo. Also in this sequence
it is the echo signal which is phase encoded rather than the FID signal since the phase
encoding gradient is applied after the 180° pulse. It is very similar to the original "spinwarp" technique developed by Bdelstein et a l (1980).

-T E /2 RF pulses

-TE/2-

100 °

90°

(B, field)

(b)

slice selection
gradient (G J

(c)

phase encoding
gradient (G J

H r

refocus
gradient

/
(d)

signal
acc^uisition

frec^uency encoding
gradient (G J
defocus . y
gradient

echo

NMR signals

Figure 2.19- The NMR spin-echo pulses sequence

The main advantage of the sequence illustrated in figure 2.19 is that instead of
encoding information in the y-direction by increasing the time

the amplitude of Gy is

increased. The resulting effect is to introduce a phase shift into the echo signal which
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should satisfy the integral condition (Edelstein et a/., 1980),

(2.53)

dt G = 2 K n

where Ly is the total length of the field of view (FOV) in the y-direction

dt is the

fixed period of time in which Gy is applied and n is an integer number. In order to
distinguish N regions in the vertical direction, it is necessary to take N signals with n
= -1/2N, -1/2N+1, ..., -1, 0, 1, ... ,1/2N-L
Thus if for each line of the matrix a different Gy is used, the recorded echo
signal will have a proportional phase shift. As before, this leads to a modulation of the
Fourier components in the frequency domain.
Figure 2.19(a) shows the RF 90° and 180° pulses. The 90° RF pulse is applied
during the slice selection gradient G^. Just after the 90° RF pulse, a reverse gradient is
used to refocus the spins. It compensates for the field gradient G^ through the selected
slice. Figure 2.20 illustrates the process of phase refocusing. In figure 2.20 because of
the gradient field, there are different fields at the slice borders (points 1 and 2 in figure
2 .2 0 (a)) producing a slightly different frequency of precession, figure 2 .2 0 (c), which

reduces the signal induced in the coil. The effect of the reverse gradient is to accelerate
the spins at point 1 and decelerate the spins at point 2 bringing them together, or
refocusing them.

(a)

90 •
RF

(b)

y
(c)

Figure 2.20- Effects o f the refocusing pulse in the net magnetisation.

The Gy gradient in figure 2.19(c) is applied during the interval between the RF
pulses, each time with a different strength. This encodes the phase in the y direction.
After the 180° RF pulse, the echo signal is detected in presence of the
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which produces the frequency encoding, in the %-direction, figure 2.19(d). Note the
presence of a defocus gradient before the signal acquisition

gradient is applied. This

defocus gradient compensates for the spin dephasing caused by the gradient presence.
2.3. NMR image reconstruction
This section presents the algorithm used to reconstruct the NMR images. First
the principles of NMR signal demodulation and digitisation are briefly described to
introduce the actual signal used to reconstruct the NMR images. The treatment required
of the time domain samples and the two dimension Fourier transform to reconstruct the
images are then reviewed. Since in this work it is the NMR phase images which are
used to measure the magnetic field of the electrical current that is propagating within
the object, the theory of phase correction is also reviewed. Finally, the algorithms
implemented to perform the image reconstruction and phase correction are described.
Both signal simulation and an NMR experiment were performed to check the algorithm
implementation.
2.3.1. NMR signal demodulation
NMR signal demodulation consist of converting the RF spin-echo signal
(hundreds of megahertz) into a low frequency (tens of kilohertz) to enable the
digitisation process. Figure 2.21, illustrates the quadrature phase detector used to
demodulate the NMR signal. Once the weak RF signal, S{t) induced in the coil by the
precessing magnetisation is amplified, the next step is to split it into two channels and
compare each channel with a reference frequency through a phase sensitivity detector
(psd). The demodulation process could be performed by a single psd, but considering
the main advantages of the quadrature detection (ability to discriminate between positive
and negative frequency and net gain in the signal to noise ratio of a factor oî^/2
(Marshal et a l, 1990; Morris, 1986)) two channels are used.
Consider for analysis purposes the signal of a single spin isochromat,
S(t) = k Mq sin[ ( COq + ÔCÛ ) r + (p ]

(2-54)

where cOq is the Larmor frequency, Ôco is the offset frequency caused by the readout
gradient, k is a. constant which depends on the sensitivity of the receiver coil and signal
amplification, cp represents a constant phase shift caused by all the electronics plus the
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channel A

N.M.R.

Amp.

low pi
filter

Quadrature
hybrid

splitter

A.D.C

low pi
filter

channel D

Figure 2.21- The quadrature detector to dem odulate the NMR signal and the time sharing A D C con verter
system.

phase encode gradient steps, and M q is the net magnetisation amplitude, given by
equation (2.24).
In figure 2.21 the reference frequency

equal to the Larmor frequency, is

given by,
= A sin (
and

COq

O

(2.55)

obtained through a phase-shift of 90° on the Larmor frequency signal, is given

by,
- A COS ( co„ r )

(2.56)

Essentially, each psd in figure 2.21 demodulates the NMR signal by multiplying
it by its respective reference frequency. For the sine reference channel, 9I(r) in figure
2.21 is given b y \

91 (r) = { A sin(cûQ f) } { k
A k

sin[ (cOq + ôco) r + cp ] }
(2.57)

{ cos(Ôcû r + (p) - cos(2 cOq f + ôco ^ + cp) }

and for the cosine reference channel, S(t) in figure 2.21 is given b y \
3(0 = { A

c o s (C 0 q

0

} { ^ ^ 0

(® o

^ +

9

] }
(2.58)

1 { sin(Ôcû r + cp)

Since

A sin B - ^ { cos(A - B) - cos(A - B) }

Since

sin A cos B - .L { sin(A - B) - sin(A + B) }
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The high frequencies components in equations (2.57) and (2.58) are readily
removed by a low pass filter and the results are the real,

and imaginary, Z(t), time

domain components,
S{t) = k M q {

r + cp) + / sin(ôû) t + (p) }

c o s(ôû)

If the two channels do not differ by exactly 90° in phase, then the real and
imaginary data sets will no longer be perfectly independent and a complex Fourier
transform of those data sets will produce a spectrum with image peaks (see item 2.3.3).
2.3.2. Signal digitisation
As described by equation (2.59) quadrature detection denotes the simultaneous
detection of two signals differing in phase by 90°. For practical limitations (two
quadrature channels identical with respect to dc offset, gain, phase and time delay
between the raw signal and analog-to-digital (ADC) output (Marshal et a l, 1990)) a
quadrature detection scheme is often accomplished by time-sharing a single ADC, as
illustrate in figure 2 .2 1 .
This means that there is a delay time between the real and imaginary samples.
Generally the imaginary component is sampled in the middle of the two real ones. The
real and imaginary components after conversion are stored in one array where the even
samples are the real components (91) and the odd samples are the imaginary components
(3). For N real samples and N imaginary samples, the 2N array is 9t^ 3y 9^2 3 j 91^ S j 9t^
3 7 ... ^ n ^ N-h or splitting the even and odd samples the spin-echo
2

-2

may be expressed

2

as:

for n - 0, 1, 2,

N - 1

^2«*l
The next section describes the signal treatment required before the actual FT of
the signal
2.3.3. The two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of N sample points of a time domain
function

sampled at an interval T, produces N discrete components of frequency

given by,
,

- -

V - 1

T,

2 K n k

S, e '

f

o
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= S{nT) and the actual frequency value is equal to / = k/(NT).
The result of a DFT is a complex quantity equal to,
(2.62)

where,

is the real part and / the imaginary part of the Fourier transform,

amplitude or Fourier spectrum of

given by.
(2.63)

F, I =
and

is the

is the phase angle of the Fourier transform, given by.
(2.64)

0^ = tan“^
R,

Consider, again for the purpose of analysis, that the 2N samples in equation
(2.60) as cosine and sine respectively, are given by.

2n

A cos

2 nf n
N
for n - 0 , 1, 2 ,..., A^-1

- A sin

(2.65)

2 7C /(n+ l/2)
N

For a normal complex Fourier transform applied to this signal the resulting
spectrum, formally developed in Appendix A, is given by equation (2.66).

F, = 1

1+COS

To show the spectrum of

1 -C O S

N

the real and imaginary images were simulated

according to equation (2.65) with f= 20 Hz, N=256 and A=5. Also an offset of 1 was
added to the cosine signal to produce a zero frequency component in the spectrum.
Figures 2.22(a) and (b) show the simulated real and imaginary images. A program using
the Fourier transform routines from Numerical Recipes (Press et al., 1992) was
implemented to compute the spectrum (section 2.3.5).
Since there is no change among the lines in figure 2.22, the Fourier transform
produces just a vertical line in the pixel position that corresponds to the simulated
frequency. Therefore, in figure 2.23 just a profile of the real and imaginary images are
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= 1 + 5 cos [(2 71 20 n)/256]

1^, = 5 sin [(2 71 2 0 (n+1/2))/256]

I

horizontal pooftlon [ptxol]

horizontal position [pixel]

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.22 - (a) Real and (b) Imaginary time domain components. Both were sim ulated according to
equation (2.65) to simulate the spectrum o f S„.

shown. It matches the theoretical spectrum from equation (2.66) with four ô-functions,
two in the real side with different amplitudes and two in the in the imaginary side with
the same amplitude.
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(a)
Figure 2.23 - (a) Real and (b) Imaginary spectrum o f the DFT o f the time signal shown in figure 2.22.

The correct spectrum expected for this case where the real component is a cosine
and the imaginary a sine, both sampled simultaneously be derived as in equation (2.67),
1
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e
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which is just one peak in the real part of the Fourier spectrum at the frequency /.
An NMR experiment was performed with one of the spectrometer calibration
phantoms to understand the image artifacts produced by a sequential data acquisition.
The experiment collected 256 spin-echo signals each one with a different phase encode
gradient. Each spin-echo signal was sampled 256 times, with a sample frequency equal
to 25kHz. Producing an image matrix size of 256 by 256 pixels. First a normal complex
DFT was applied to all rows, followed by the columns. Figures 2.24(a) and (b) are the
real and imaginary parts of the time domain data (signals

and 3 ^+y in figure 2 .21 ).

Figures 2.25(a) and (b) show images of the real and imaginary parts of the spectrum and
figure 2.26(a) and (b) are the corresponding phase and magnitude images. These images
show an artifact that looks like a shadow and will be referred to as a ghost in the
phantom image.
c e n tr e colum n
c e n t r e p ro file

o f t h e m a tr ix
2 5 6 c o lu m n s

1 2 8 c o lu m n s ^

s p in -e c h o s ig n a l

T
''C
o

X

C\J

50

100

ISO

200

250

h o riz o n ta l p o s itio n [p ixe l)

(c)

Figure 2.24 - Real (a) and Imaginary (h) time domain spin-echo signals o f the phantom experiment. Echo
time was 120 ms, Repetition time 700 ms and slice thickness 5 mm. (c) image profile o f figure (b).
KflipuflC V4J; Dttfllay

am #

Figure 2.25 - Images from the (a) Real and (b) Imaginary’ parts o f the spectrum o f the signal shown in
figure 2.24.
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Figure 2.26 - (a) Phase and (b) Magnitude images o f the signal shown in figure 2.24.

2.3.3.1. The Redfield and Kunz treatment
To eliminate these ghosts artifacts shown in figure 2.26 and correct the spectrum,
Redfield and Kunz (1975) suggested a signal treatment before the actual Fourier
transform. The treatment consists of multiplying the 2N time domain samples by {+ 1 1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 ...}, which can be written as in equation (2 .68 ),

V

- + (-1)" 9Î I n

( 2 .68 )

fo r

n = 0 , 1, ,..., n - \

, 32,,.,’ - - (-1)" 3,„.,

and applying a real Fourier transform^ to the 2N samples S ’„. Therefore,

for

k = -

N

N

(2.69)

which may be split into even and odd samples.

N - 1

Âf

T

It

2 k k2 n

N -

\

—T7T-

2 Kt ( 2,,+ 1)

(2.70)

T 7 l ---------

n - 0

- 0

and decomposed into.
N - 1

n - 0

2 K n k
IT

2 K k 2 n

N - \

+

E 3

— T7T-

2 ,1+1

n - 0

thus.

In a Real Fourier transform the imaginary part of the time domain signal is set equal to zero.
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. 7C k

N - 1

E

N

■

(2.72)

. 2 n n k

■

n - 0

substituting the real and imaginary parts by the cosine/sine signals respectively and
applying the Redfield and Kunz treatment,
N - 1

E

COS

(-ly

2 nf n

sm

. 1 n n k

2 K f(n + l/2 )

N

n - 0

■' —TT-

L (2/73)

7

which can be developed as in Appendix B, resulting,
N - I

,

J

/

K(,k-f-NI2)\

I n n

{ k- f - N/ 2)

/

n i k*f-N/2)\

. 2 % n (k^f-NI2)

I

‘ N „ ^0 2
In equation (2.74) for k = (N/2 - f) the second round bracket is equal to zero,
exactly where the dirac Ô functions exists, and for k = (N/2 + / j the first round bracket
is equal to two, resulting in:
^

^

^{ k, N/2 ^ f )

*

(2.75)

^( k , N/ 2 + f)

Figure 2.27 is the resulting spectrum for the same input cosine/sine signal shown
in figure 2.22, but after the Redfield and Kunz treatment. This shows the same
amplitudes for the simulated sine/cosine signals and for offset level as applied in
equation (2.65).
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Figure 2.27- Real an d imaginary spectrum, (a) and (b) respectively, o f the D F T o f the time dom ain signal
shown in figure 2.22 after the R edfield and Kunz treatm ent

Using the same time domain data of the phantom shown in figures 2.24, the
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Redfield and Kunz treatment was applied for each spin-echo signal. After each spin echo
was Fourier transformed, a normal complex FT was applied to each column. Figures
2.28(a) and (b) illustrate the real and imaginary images and figures 2.29(a) and b are the
phase and magnitude images. To show the spectrum of frequencies present in the NMR
images a horizontal centre profile of figure 2.28 is plotted in figure 2.30.
xdl pwnc V43 Display

NOlspwnc V43 Ofspiay

Figure 2.28 - Real (a) and Imaginary' (b) images o f the time domain signal shown in figure 2.24. The
centre lines indicate the profile position shown in figure 2.30.
Mfï*pünëV43CIspJ«y’;
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o

Figure 2.29 - Phase (a) and magnitude (b) images o f the time signal shown in figure 2.24
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Figurer 2.30 - Horizontal centre profile o f the real and imaginary images shown in figure 2.28.
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The algorithm suggest by Redfiled and Kunz (1975), is strictly only applicable
for the case where the imaginary time domain part is sampled right in the middle of two
real components. It is worth mentioning here that Keller and Haeberlen (1988) suggested
an algorithm where the time delay for the imaginary sample can be anywhere within the
dwell time.
2.3.4. The theory of NMR phase-correction
The aim of phase correction in NMR phase images is to reduce the unnecessary
27t phase jumps as illustrated in figure 2.29(a) where the phase goes from -n (black
region in the image) to +7i (white region in the image). Besides, for a spin-echo
sequence the absorption mode in figure 2.28(a) should be theoretically maximized and
the dispersion mode in figure 2.28(b) zero. It must also be born in mind that phase
correction does not produce any effect on the magnitude image (figure 2.29(b)), but it
does help to produce phase data which is much easier to work with. Finally, since
working with phase information requires a phase reference, it is crucial to repeat the
same phase correction for all the phase images that will be compared with the starting
phase reference. To understand the phase correction principle a mathematical approach
is briefly introduced.
Equation (2.54) gives the NMR signal after demodulation. Adding to this
equation an exponential term, with a constant time x, related to the relaxation caused by
T

2

and considering initially just the

voxel, the NMR signal 5 / 1) is.
(2.76)

S it) - A,
where,

= (A^k M q)/2, A^ is the amplitude of the reference signals for the quadrature

demodulation, k is the amplifier constant, cp^ is the phase shift produced by the receiver
channels at t=to and M q is the net magnetisation vector at t=tQ.
An additional phase shift is introduced in equation (2.76) by a time delay
between the excitation (RF pulse) and the actual measurement (spin-echo signal
acquisition) of the spins response,
-

S.(t
r * t ) - A.J e

g ~

The S(t) signal is Fourier-transformed to calculate the spectrum F/coj,
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' d t-^ S p ) e
' d t-{sp +
frf
0
substituting the NMR signal, equation (2.77),
+00

dt

e

F/co)-J5.(«) e

(2 -78)

f+

F.(CO) -

e

(2 .79)

e - ‘ “” dt

’

which may be developed to,
frf

F /f f l) - A^.

[ - / (5cO . -

+00

g " '' e ' ~

fe '

(O) T +

1] f

'

(2 .80)

dt

0

and solving the integral,
(2 .81)

F.(co) - A g '® “' ' ' g ’ ’'' g ’ “

1 - i

(ÔCÛ.

-

0 )} T

To isolate the real part from the imaginary part, we multiply the top and bottom
by the conjugate of the denominator resulting in.
F.(0)) -

1 + X^

where

X^ (ÔCO

X

A/

(p- * cp.
+ ôœ.J t,
~ J

(ÔCO

d

-

and

1 + X^
V

c o )^

-

CO)

(ÔCO. -

^

c o )^

1

p

(2 .82)

A/J ~ A.J e

The bracketed expressions in equation (2.82) are the normalised Lorentzian
dispersion and absorption [Dfcoj and Afcoj in equation (2.83)] which occur universally
in spectroscopy (Marshall, 1990).
A(co)

D(co)
1 + (COq - Cùf X^

(C O . -

CO)

(2 .83)

1 + (COq - CO)^ X^

Expanding the exponential term outside the square brackets in equation (2.82),
F/CÙ) - a ;

{ [ A/m) + / D /m ) ] g '" }

^2.84)

F .(co) = a / I Aj(co) cos cp - D (co) sin cp + i [A^.(co) sin cp + D (co) cos cp] |
where the real, Rj, and imaginary, Ij components of the spectrum are,
R = { A.(co) cos (cp.) - D (co) sin (cp.) } A /
(2 .85)

/. = ( A.(co) sin (cpp - D.(co) cos (cpp } AAs can be seen in equation (2.85). The real and imaginary components of the
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spectrum after the Fourier transform are a mixture of both the absorption and the
dispersion modes. To obtain the pure absorption and dispersion components, the
measured spectrum needs to be phase-corrected by (py, according to equations (2 .86 ).
A.(m) = /?y(co) cos ((pp + I. sin (tpp
(2 .86)
D (CO) = /.(C O )

cos (cp.) - R. sin (cp.)

In the NMR experiment, following the excitation, all spin magnetisations are
excited simultaneously, and thus the spin-echo signal induced in the image coil from the
spins at each voxel begin with the same initial phase (say, zero, corresponding to a wave
that starts as a cosine at t = 0). If there is a time-delay, tj, between excitation and
detection, then there will be a corresponding phase shift co tj which is linearly
proportional to each frequency component.
Therefore, the phase distortion should be eliminated by phase correcting the
contribution of each individual line over the complete spectral bandwidth by its phase
distortion cpj according to equation (2 .86 ).
The effect of the delay time between the excitation and detection can only be
observed in the phase images (figure 2.29(a)). By applying equation (2.86) it is possible
to obtain a very flat phase image where most of the signal is concentrated in the
absorption mode. The algorithm implemented to perform the phase correction (described
in the next section) was applied to the phantom image showed in figure 2.24. Figures
2.31(a) and (b) show the real and imaginary images after the phase correction and figure
2.32(a) and (b) shown the phase and magnitude spectrum images.

Figure 2.31 - a) Real and b) Imaginary images after the phase correction.
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Figure 2.32 - a) Phase and b) magnitude images from the real and imaginary’ images shown in figure

2.JV.

2.3.5. The Fourier transform and the phase-correction algorithms
Although the Bruker software has of course routines to perform the image
reconstruction and phase correction, we decided to write our own programs to execute
these tasks on the workstations. The reasons for this were partly because of the poor
explanation in the manuals about how the Bruker routines executed the phase correction,
but also because of an apparent intermittent error in the phase correction. Sometimes in
one experiment the machine would produce nice flat phase images and sometimes a
completely undulating phase stripe. In addition, the Bruker System is very slow and the
procedure used to estimate the phase parameters takes quite a long time.
The first critical step for image reconstruction when the phase information is
required is to find exactly the time domain centre point, as indicated by the arrow in
figure 2.24(a). This point corresponds to the time zero and is the first point to be passed
to the DFT algorithm. If the centre point is too far away from the first point, the phase
image will consist of black and white stripes and it will be very difficult to correct this
in the frequency domain. The time domain centre point corresponds to the point where
the signal is maximum (the isocentre of the phase encode and readout gradients). Once
this is found the next step is to match it with the centre of the image matrix (for
example for a 256 by 256 matrix the centre of the time data should be at the coordinates
128, 128), and perform the DFT. A software routine was written to implement this
procedure to simplify the FT algorithms.
To perform the DFT the Numerical Recipes (Press et al. 1992) routines
"drealft.c" and "dfourl.c" were used. They perform a double precision Fast Fourier
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Transform (FFT). The algorithm for the image reconstruction is divided into 11 steps:
1-

First, the time domain Broker file is converted to the workstation format. Briefly,
the Broker hardware oses a processor word of 3 bytes (24 bits) where the first
byte on the right is the most significant and the last on the left the least
significant. These data are read byte by byte and conveniently converted to a
word of 4 bytes in the workstations as illustrated in figure 2.33;
least significant
byte

(a)

m ost significant
byte

A, A * B,

A,

B,

Broker 24 bits

C,

word (3 bytes)

C, = 0 (positive number)

{

C, = 1 (negative number)

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

C,

C,

B,

Bz B.

B,

C.

Q

B, Bz B,

B.

A

Az

A, A ,

32 bits positive
number (4 bytes)

(b)
1

1

C^

A, Az

A, A ,

32 bits negative
number (4 bytes)

Figure 2.33- a) The 3 bytes w ord structure used by the NMR Bruker system, b) The 4 bytes w o rd o f the
workstations structure f o r a positive number conversion and f o r a negative number conversion.

2-

After the conversion, two time domain matrixes are stored, (real and imaginary).
The time domain centre point for the real image is found, and by moving the
data set, matched with the matrix centre. Both, real and imaginary images must
be moved equally;

3-

Split each row of the real and imaginary matrix in the middle, and swap the right
and left blocks (this procedure is required by the Numerical Recipes routines);

4-

for each matrix row, combine the real and imaginary samples into one array
producing a matrix as in equation (2.87);

910,0) 3(0,0)

9%0,1) 3(0,1)

9(0,A1-1) 3(0,A1-1)

9^1,0) 3(1,0)

9^1,1) 3(1,1)

9%ljV-l) 3(0jV-l)

1(2.87)

9CAT-1,0) 3(AT-1,0) 9%1V-1,1) 3(A^-1,0) ...
5-

for each row in equation (2.87) apply the Redfield and Kunz treatment followed
by the real DFT as described in section 2.3.3.1;
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6-

repeat step 3;

7-

the result of the real DFT is a complex number, apply the phase correction,
equation (2 .86 ), as described later in this section;

8-

split each column in the middle and swap the top and bottom blocks;

9-

apply a normal complex DFT to each column;

10 -

repeat step 8 ;

11 -

apply again the phase correction algorithm;
The phase correction is divided into a zero and a first order phase correction, and

both are applied after the row DFT and after the column DFT. The zero and the first
order phase correction values are determined for the centre row (step 7) or column (step
11 ) of the real and imaginary spectrum images, and then repeated to the rest of the

image.
The zero order phase correction consist of finding the right angle to apply in
equation (2.86) to all pixels along the image. The technique implemented is that
suggested by Ernst (1969) and uses the integral intensity criterion originally applied to
NMR spectroscopy. When correctly phased, the dispersion mode signal has a
vanishingly small integral, whereas the absorption mode signal has a non-zero value.
The ratio between these intensities integrals gives the zero order phase correction,
^ C
^
I /(C O ) Jco
0 Q = tan"'

J Rm

(2 .88)

do

The baseline offset can be a problem when computing the integral values. To
avoid this, the average value over the first and last few points of the profile are
subtracted before the integration. Also to differentiate the noise from the signal during
integration a threshold value is set equal to three times the noise standard deviation of
the same points averaged to the baseline correction.
Once the zero order phase correction has been applied to all pixels according to
equation (2 .86 ), the next step is to fit a linear equation to the phase centre row or
column profile. This equation is used to determine the phase correction as a function of
pixel position and is applied to all rows or columns along the image.
The zero and first order parameters for the phase correction after the row or
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column DFT are determined for an image acquired with no electrical current. These
values are then stored in a file and used to correct the phase images acquired with the
electric current on. These procedures produce phase images where the phase changes are
those produced by the electric current magnetic field.
2.4. The B ruker spin-echo sequence
In the previous section the spin-echo pulse sequence was described. It is slightly
different from the actual spin-echo sequence used in the electrical current measurement
experiment, which is presented here. The Bruker spin-echo sequence is called multi-slice
multi-echo or MSVE. It allows us to acquire a sequence of slices with different echos
as its name implies, although for the current experiment just one slice is acquired at a
time, because it is necessary to synchronise the electrical current pulses with the NMR
pulse sequence (see section 3.1). The time diagram of the Bruker MSVE pulse sequence
is given in figure 2.34.
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rCTOcusing
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Figure 2.34- The Multi-slice Multi-echo pulse sequence used in the experiments.

The major difference between the MSVE and the spin-echo sequence shown in
figure 2.19 is the position of the phase encoding gradient. The Bruker system applies
the phase encode gradient just after the 90° RF pulse. Because of the phase encoding
position, a straight line used to appear in the centre of the NMR image. At the beginning
of this project this line was eliminated by averaging two images, but this procedure
required a longer period of scanning.
The reason for this line can be understood by considering the RF pulse
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imperfections. This is not a perfectly pulse and therefore it will not rotate the selected
spins by exactly 90° as would be expected. Instead some spins are left behind and may
have their rotation equalised to 90° by the equally imperfect 180° pulse. It may also
happen that some spins may be rotated by exactly 90° by the edges of the 180° RF
pulse. As shown in figure 2.34, after of the 90° RF pulse all the spins within the
selected slice, that will contribute to the NMR signal are spatially encoded by the phase
encoding gradient. But after the refocusing RF pulse some spins which were not encoded
because they were out of the tomographic plane are brought to the selected slice and
start to contribute to the NMR signal. Since these spins are not phase encoded they will
have a constant phase and their signal after the first FT will not be modulated. In other
words their spatial position in the phase encoding direction have not been codified.
Therefore after the second FT the signal corresponding to these spins appears as a line
in the centre of the image where the frequency is equal to zero.
This problem was solved by modifying the spin-echo pulse sequence program.
The sequence was modified to acquire every other spin-echo signal with a +90° pulse
interspersed with a spin-echo signal acquired with a -90° pulse. To compensate from the
signal inversion the receiver gain multiplied every echo from the -90° pulse by -1 and
the echo from the +90° pulse by +1. Therefore, at the end all spin-echo signals are the
same as that of a normal spin-echo sequence. The pulse and gain changing affects only
the signal from the 180° RF pulse. Since the 180° pulse is always the same, the signal
from the spins that were not encoded are also the same, but now they are modulated by
the receiver gain. The modulation frequency produced by the receiver gain in the signal
from the spins that are not phase encoded occurs at the Nyquist frequency for the second
FT. The resulting effect of this modulation is to bring the artifact line from the centre
of the image to the border of the field of view.
2.5. Conclusion
The relevant basic concepts of NMR necessary for the electrical current
measurement have been reviewed, although this is not a complete review, since many
aspects such as coil design, chemical shift etc. have not been covered.
The implemented Fourier transform algorithm worked satisfactorily and was used
to analyse the experiments described in this thesis. The only problem found is that the
actual image moves within the Field of View (FOV), depending on the slice position
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selected, but this is a particular problem of the NMR Bruker system. The reason for the
movement is that the Bruker system uses the same RF pulse frequency to select the slice
position, and as the reference frequency (5^^^and

in figure 2 .21 ) to demodulate the

NMR signal, thus producing an offset in the Fourier domain.
The phase correction algorithm also worked as expected producing reasonably
flat phase images. This correction could be improved by the use of a higher order
equation, instead of a simple linear one to correct the phase according to the pixel
position.
With respect to the line artifact due to the Bruker MSVE sequence, the solution
implemented was probably the simplest one since it did not require major modifications
in the routine already implemented. Most of the images presented in this thesis, do not
show the artifact line at the edge of the FOV because they may have been zoomed in,
or the line may have been removed to avoid problems with the image contrast.
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Chapter 3
Imaging of Electrical Current Distribntion
Imaging of electrical current distribution by NMR is a technique that makes it
possible to indirectly analyse the electrical current distribution in any non uniform and
conductive medium that can be imaged by NMR. This technique was first demonstrated
as being able to measure the two-dimension current distribution in a cylindrical phantom
by Joy et a l (1989). Scott et a l (1991) proved that it was also possible to measure a
three-dimensional non uniform current distribution using a cubic phantom containing a
ping-pong ball inside of it.
The basic principle is that NMR, being sensitive to any magnetic field, is able
to measure the induced magnetic field produced by an electrical current applied through
the object during the scan. Therefore, by measuring the three orthogonal components of
the induced magnetic field it is possible to calculate the electrical current distribution
in the NMR tomographic plane using for example the curl operator.
Although this technique is the only existing method of measuring electrical
current inside of an object without interfering with the current distribution or causing
damage to the medium being probed, it has some drawbacks which are inherent to the
technique itself. The major disadvantage is that it uses pulses of DC current, and due
to the intrinsic NMR noise a reasonably large

current must be applied to the object.

Pairs of symmetrical current pulses are usually applied, avoiding any problems of
electrolysis that may occur but the current can produce physiological stimulation and is
a limitation for in vivo studies. Another disadvantage, is that in order to measure the
three orthogonal components of the current induced magnetic field, the object needs to
be rotated inside the NMR magnet. The need to rotate and the diameter of the magnet
bore limit the size of the objects that can be studied.
In a literature review only three abstracts about the application of this technique
to measure electrical current in tissues were found. The first abstract showed images of
the electrical current distribution in the chest of a sacrificed rabbit. The aim of this was
to prove that the technique was able to measure electrical current in tissues (Thompson
et a l , 1991). The second abstract showed images of electrical current in a finger and the
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aim was to remove the error arising from the muscle motion caused by the current
stimulation (Yip, et al. 1992). The authors claimed that their technique removed the
motion artifact caused by the current stimulation, but the scan time was four times
longer. The third abstract showed images of the current distribution in a mouse tumour,
with the aim of understanding the electrical current distribution used in therapy (Zhao,
et a i, 1993). In the first two papers the electrical current applied was 41mA and
6.25mA respectively and in the tumour experiment 29.9mA.
To overcome the disadvantage of having to rotate the object, an alternating
current (AC) technique was demonstrated by Scott et a l in 1992. The AC technique
used RF currents at the Larmor precession frequency (around lOOMHz for the 2.4T
NMR system). In a very simple approach, instead of rotating the object the nuclear-spins
are rotated by the electrical current applied during the experiment. Tissue images using
the AC technique at lOOMHz were recently published (Scott et a l, 1995). Unfortunately
at lOOMHz frequency the electrical current will propagate straight through the cell
membranes, so the resulting current distribution will not be the same as in FIT which
uses an applied current at a frequency of 50kHz.
In a very recent paper (Ider et a l, 1995), a theoretical study and simulation of
a technique which may be able to measure electrical current at low frequency was
reported. The authors claimed that this technique should be able to measure AC
electrical current in the KHz range, though this remains to be proven experimentally.
In conclusion therefore, considering the aim of this thesis, which was to study
the electrical current propagation in the head at low frequency, the suitable technique
is still thought to be the DC current technique.
This chapter describes the version of the DC technique developed at UCL, and
which is based on the technique first published by Joy et a/. (1989) and improved by
Scott et a l (1991). The major difference with the UCL implementation is that we
compute the absolute current per pixel instead of current density per pixel.
3. Imaging of Electrical Current Distribution
The process of computing an image of current distribution for each orthogonal
component 4 , 4 and 4 in a specific tomographic plane involves a sequence of five steps:
1- The NMR experiment with applied electrical current pulses;
2- Determination of the phase shifts produced by the current;
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3- Phase unwrapping;
4- Electrical current image calculation;
5- Image registration.
3.1. The NMR experiment with applied electrical current pulses
To perform the experiment to measure the electrical current distribution, a
sequence of current pulses, synchronised with the NMR pulses must be applied to the
object being imaged. Section 2.2.3 describes the NMR spin-echo sequence used in the
experiments and figure 3.1 illustrates such a sequence of current pulses synchronised
with the NMR pulse sequence.
- T E /2 -

- T E /2 -

RF pulses
slice selection
gradient

ilr

phase encoding
gradient
frec^uency encoding
gradient

-l J

A

spin echo signal

—Hîd
electrical
current

-yz-yz-

Figure 3.1 - The NMR spin-echo sequence and the electrical current pulses.

The electrical current applied to the object during the process of NMR data
acquisition is divided into a positive current period and a negative current period. The
positive current is switched on just before the 90° RF pulse and lasts until just before
the 180° RF pulse. After the refocusing pulse a negative pulse of current is applied until
the NMR echo signal is acquired in the presence of the frequency encoding gradient.
The total period that the current is applied is equal to

and the period during

which the current is turned off for the spin inversion is equal to T^. If the 90° RF pulse
and

interval have the same duration the total current time will be equal to the echo

time TE.
A detailed explanation of the current source, the current pulse and the NMR
trigger control is given in section Appendix C.
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3.2. Determination of the phase shift caused by the current

The current magnetic field and phase shift of the nuclear spins
The NMR signal S(t^ty) for a slice parallel to the xy-plane in the time domain is
given by,
”

J J P (^J)

where ç>(x,y) is the nuclear spin density,

dx dy

(3.1)

is the gradient field in the %-direction, Gy is

the gradient field in the y-direction.
When an electric current is applied to an object with electrodes that are small
with respect to the object size, the current will spread through the object and will
produce a current magnetic field Bfx,y,z). Consider that the electric current is applied
in the y-direction and the main field B q is in the z-direction. The new current magnetic
field B fx,y,z) may be incorporated into equation (3.1) as follows,
“

JJ

e ' ^ d x

dy

(3 .2)

The two-dimensional spin density Ç)(x,y) may be represented by its Fourier
transform F(k^ ky) where

and ky are the wavenumbers in the x- and y- direction

respectively,
F{k^ , k^) =

J J P(%,y) g

^^

dx dy

(3.3)

Comparing equations (3.2) and (3.3) as before (section 2.2.2) we see that
X k = J X G^ t + y B (x,y,z) T

t < t < t

y k^ ^ y y Gy ty + y Bfx,y,z) T

0 < t < ty

where the components y x G ^ and y y Gy are the frequency components produced by the
phase and frequency encode magnetic gradients respectively. Together they define a
point

inthejcy-plane for the image reconstruction

procedure. The othercomponent

yBJx,y,z) is the frequency determined by the current induced magnetic field.
In equation (3.4) the factor y BJx,y,z) must be smaller than y x G^ and y y Gy
otherwise it may interfere with the phase and frequency encode processes which would
result in pixel movement and produce images artifacts.
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To estimate the size of the frequency shift due to the readout gradient and that
caused by the current magnetic field, consider two adjacent pixels. We will use the same
parameters as for the phantom image shown in the last chapter, i.e., FOV equal to 10
cm and sample rate 25KHz. For a quadrature detector, the complex FT gives a spectrum
b a n d w id th w h ic h is equal to the sample rate, i.e. 25kHz. Thus the read gradient is
equal to 2500Hz cm'^ (25000Hz/10cm), or 0.936 mTm'^ (2500Hz cm'^ divided by y=2.61
X

10^ T 's"'). The image matrix is equal to 256 by 256 pixels and the pixel size is 0.39

mm (lOOmm/256). Thus considering the figure of 2500Hz cm % the difference in
frequency between two adjacent pixels is equal to 97.65Hz.
The magnetic field of the electrical current has to produce a frequency shift
smaller than 97.47Hz (or 365nT), otherwise the image would be destroyed. If we
consider that the current propagates in the centre of one pixel, from Biot-Savart Law
B = (I

[Iq)/(2 n p ), (p is the distance from the centre of one pixel and the centre of its next

neighbour), it would require a current of:
2 K Ç)

2 K 365 10 "

'W b

0.39 10-3

m^
4 n 10"

0.71 mA

(3.5)

Wb
m A

to produce a frequency shift equal to the frequency encoding gradient in the
neighbourhood of the current pixel. This situation is very unlikely to happen since, as
we are going to see, the maximum current per pixel measured in the experiments was
around lOOpA/pixel. Added to this fact, we never have an isolated pixel conducting
electrical current, but a region of the object through which the current spreads. This
means that the field produced by each pixel is reduced by the field produced by its
neighbouring pixel as happens in the centre of a conductor where the field intensity is
zero.
A further point to be considered relates to the components of the current
magnetic field. Since the electric current is applied in the y-direction, the current
induced magnetic field is in a plane parallel to the xz-plane. From the Larmor equation
the nuclear precession frequency is proportional to the magnetic field strength. Therefore

Consider here the spectrum bandwidth as being equal to the difference between the minimum and maximum
resolved frequencies, and not the difference between the frequencies where the signal intensity decays 3dB.
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to produce effects on the spin precession it is necessary to change the main field B q.
Hence, only the current induced magnetic field components which are parallel to the
main field will produce variations in the frequency of precession.
Since the change in the frequency of precession produced by the current
magnetic field is very small, it will just appear as a phase shift in the precession
frequency which is given by,

(p , I =
B Jh

fy

^

Bpc,y,z) I

- y Bpc,y,z) | T

Z

z

The phase shift produced by the main field inhomogeneity
Inhomogeneities in the main field B q will produce small phase shifts across the
im ag e'\ These small phase shifts will be mixed with those arising from the magnetic
field induced by the current. Since for current image distribution calculation it is
necessary to know exactly the phase produced just by the current, a method of
compensation for the B q inhomogeneities must be used.
Basically there are two procedures to avoid the phase shifts caused by field
imperfections: 1) acquire an image with the current on and another without the current
and then subtract the two. In this way, the phase shifts caused by the main field
imperfections will be cancelled; 2) acquire an image with two different current pulses
sequences, first a phase image with positive-negative current pulse sequence, second a
phase image with a negative-positive current pulse sequence and then subtract the
images. The second procedure is the one suggested by Joy et a l (1989).
In figure 3.2(a), vector M represents the bulk magnetisation of a certain volume
V in the sample after the 90° RF pulse. Consider that no current is applied through the
object and at this point v there is a B q inhomogeneity which produces a phase shift (py
on the net magnetisation. After the 180° refocusing pulse the total phase shift will be:
(%, - ( 180 -

(3.7)

Now consider the situation where a positive-negative current pulse sequence, as
shown in figure 3.1, is applied to the object. The orientation of the spins for this

Some figures of field inhomogeneity for the 2.4 T Bruker system used in the experiments are: with an
sphere of 3cm: O.OSppm, with a sphere of 5cm: 0.04ppm and with a sphere of 14cm: 20ppm.
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(2) (1)

(2) ( ’)

y
(1)
Figure 3.2-The net magnetisation in the rotating fram e.(a)Tlie phase shift produced by main field
inhom ogeneities;(b) and (c)The phase shifts produced by a PN and NP current pulse sequence,
respectively.

situation are represented in figure 3.2(b). The same phase shift (p/ caused by the main
field imperfection is present. Consider also that the positive current pulse, applied in the
+y-di recti on (number 1 in figure 3.2(b)), produces a small increment in the main field
Bf). This

increment, by the Larmor equation, produces a slight increase in the

frequency of precession which gives rise to a phase shift (p,- Then the current is turned
off for the spin inversion (figures 3.1) and a negative current pulse in the -y-direction
is then applied (number 2 in figure 3.2(b)). This produces a decrease of the main field
B„ at the same point v which decreases the frequency of precession and produces a
phase shift tp,. The total phase shift (p^ produced by applying the positive-negative
current pulse sequence is thus equal to:
(3.8)

(p^ = ( 180 - ( cp, + (P2 + % ) )

Subtracting the image with the positive-negative current pulse from the image with no
current applied, i.e., equations (3.8) and (3.7), the total phase shift cp^„ is.
t±Jn

180 - (p, “ 92 “ 9n “ 180 + (Pi= “ (9%

93 )

(3.9)

which is just the phase shift produced by the current magnetic field.
For the second procedure, first an image with a positive-negative current
sequence is acquired. The phase shift produced by this current pulse sequence, is the
same as in figure 3.2(b) (equation (3.8)). After that a second image now with a negativepositive pulse sequence is acquired. This sequence is illustrated in figure 3.2(c).
In figure 3.2(c) the same phase shift cp, produced by the main field imperfection
is still present. During the 90° RF pulse, a negative current pulse is applied to the object
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and this will produce a negative current magnetic field which will decrease the
frequency of precession and produces a phase shift (p2 (figure 3.2(c)). After that comes
the 180° RF pulse during which the spins are rotated and for this period the current is
turned off (figure 3.1). Following this, the current is reversed which increments the
frequency of precession producing the phase shift (p^.
The total phase shift

produced by the negative-positive current sequence after

the refocusing pulse, is
(p,, = 180 + ( cp2 - 9i ) + 93

(3 10)

Calculating the difference between the images with positive-negative current and
negative-positive current, i.e. equation (3.8) and equation (3.10), the total phase shift
9f±/f is,
9f±/, “ 180 - (pj- cp2~ 9] - 180 - 9z + 9i - 9]
(3.11)

- - 2 ( 92 + 93 )
Both procedures eliminate the phase produced by main field inhomogeneity
across the image, but in the second one the current induced phase shift is twice that
produce by the first. From equation (3.6) the current magnetic field can be determined
from the phase shift difference. For the first case (i.e., the difference between one image
with current and another with no current) the current magnetic field is equal to,
B

.

9tt/„

(3.12)

YT’c
and for the second case (difference between one image with a positive-negative and
another with a negative-positive sequence) the current magnetic field is equal to,

B

-

'

(3.13)

2

3.3. Phase "unwrapping"
In Magnetic Resonance Imaging, the process of image reconstruction is through
the Fourier Transform
complex function,

of the spin-echo signal. The FourierTransform produces a

and the argument of this produces what we call the NMR

phase

image.
The arguments of a phase image are computed by the trigonometric arctangent
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function. The arctangent is limited to the prime intervals + n and - 7t, which are called
the principal values, any argument outside this interval will be reflected back within
these limits. This "wrapping" effect produces an image with a sequence of black and
white gradations, instead of a unique smooth transition from black to white. Figure
3.3(a), illustrates what a phase wrapped image looks like and figure 3.3(b) is an intensity
profile along a horizontal line one pixel wide across the centre of the image. Each
discontinuity from white to black characterises a 2n transition, as can be seen on the
profile.
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Figure 3.3 - Phase wrapped image o f a
transverse section o f a cube (slice width
5mm).

Figure 3.4 - Phase w rapped image profile along a
horizontal centre line o f figure 3.3.

Phase unwrapping consists of computing the actual phase from the principal
values of a sequence of arguments. Many techniques for this purpose have been
published: differentiation, wrapping and integration the principal values into each path
(Itoh, 1982; Hedley and Rosenfeld, 1992); cellular automata (Ghiglia et a i, 1987; Spik,
1991) and least squares approximation (Lin and Vesecky, 1992).
3.3.1. Phase unwrapping: Basic principles
Consider a sequence of arguments, represented by

where the label pv

means principal value. These principal values are the NMR imaging data, as illustrated
in figure 3.3, and the limits for these values are the prime interval + n - n.
(3.14)

Suppose that cp/n), is the n"' true phase value of this array, which is recovered
from the principal values. A wrapping operator co can be defined as.
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0). [ cp^(n) ] * (p^(«) + 2 71 k . ( n )
where A: g

-

< CO. [ (p/M) ] < + 71

K

(3.15)

integers and i is a label to specify the wrapping operator. All this operator

does is to find out how many 271 intervals it is necessary to add or subtract from the
actual phase cp^, to get to the principal values. The difference between two principal
values using the wrapping operator co„ is given by,
®i[(p,(«)]-COj[cp/n-l)] = (p/«) + 2 71 k ^ ( n ) - [cp/w - 1) + 2 7t

k^(n

-

1)]
(3^6)

=

- cp^M - 1) + 2 7C [ k ^ ( n ) -

(p^(n)

k^{n

- 1)]

Applying the wrapping operator to the difference,
- û)j[cp/n-l}]] = cp/n) - cp/M-l) +
(3.17)

+ 2 7t

[k^(n)

-

Â:j(«-1)] + 2 71 k f ( j i )

considering the wrapping operator definition,
-

7t < CÛ2[C0j[(p^(/î)l - C0j[(p,(/7-l)]] < + 7C

(3.18)

and since the NMR data are within the range + n and - n,
-

K

<

cp^(n) -

% ( n - l)

<

(3.19)

+ K

thus,
2 71

[k^(n)

-

k^(n -l)]

+ 2 %

k^{n)

=

0

(3.20)

and
cp,(n) - cp/M - 1) = C02[C0 j(p,(«)] - (0 ,[(p/n - 1)]]
(3.21)

cp,(«) = cp/rt - 1) + C02[C0,[cp//7)] - (Ojcp/w - 1)]]
Starting at one corner of the image and assigning to the initial pixel a true phase,
the path of a sequence of principal values can be unwrapped up to the

pixel.

77 = 1

9,(0)
9,(1)
9/2)
9,(3)

- 9p„(0)
- 9,(0) + cOjfojJcp,)!)] - 03i[<p,(0)]]
- 9,(1) + Q)3[a)2[9,(2)] - (o^tç,)!)]]
- 9,(2) + a>4[0)3[9,(3)] - CÛ2[9,(2)]]

r/7V
n -1
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Equation (3.22), originally developed by Itoh(1982), states that a sequence of
three operations are necessary to unwrap an image: 1) determine the wrap difference
between the starting point and the next phase point, 2) wrap the difference, so that it
will be a prime interval and, finally, 3) add it to its starting point. By repeating these
three steps along each path, the whole image will be unwrapped.
For NMR phase images all pixels are principal values since the matrix is
computed from the arctangent function. This means that it is not necessary to wrap the
pixel values before computing the difference between two neighbours. On the other
hand, the difference is out of the principal value range when a transition of 2n has
occurred. Every time it occurs the phase difference is wrapped and added to the value
of the last unwrapped pixel. To implement this procedure two thresholds are necessary,
one of 71, for positive difference angles, and another of -7i, for negative difference
angles. Once the difference is greater than +K, 2n is either subtracted from the
difference, or 2n is added to it.
Another possibility, avoiding the need for a threshold is to compute the phase
difference by vectorial algebra.

Figure 3.5 - The difference angle between two com plex vectors

As shown in figure 3.5, the phase difference (p^ between two complex vectors can
be computed by dividing the scalar and vectorial products, equation (3.23).
B I sin((p.)
A X B
= tan(cp.)
A ' B
I A I I B I cos((pJ
each product is calculated by the equations.

(3.23)

(3.24)

in this way, the phase difference is calculated directly from the real and imaginary
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components of the FT, equation (3.25)
- /,

tan((p.) =

(3.25)

^1 ^2 + A h
This procedure avoids the need to define a threshold to wrap the difference
before the integration (Patel and Hu, 1993).
3.3.2. Noise artifacts
Whatever the method used to compute the difference between phases before the
integration process, if for any reason noise is present in the path, a 271 interval can be
added to the path producing artifacts on the final image. In figure 3.6 some artifacts
produced by noise points after unwrapping are illustrate.

-c'

:

' it- '

Figure 3.6- Artifacts produced during the process o f phase unwrapping.

A routine to detect the presence of noise is based on checking all 2 x 2 sample
regions in the two-dimensional principal-values array, figure 3.7. Basically, the sum of
the wrapped difference along the closed path is determined. If the sum is different from
zero, equation (3.19) is violated and all points are flagged as inconsistent and are not
used during the unwrapping process, otherwise all points are said to beconsistent
(Hedley and Rosenfeld, 1992; Ghiglia et a i, 1987).
A.
1|4-----

4

k=i

1 ^ 0 , inconsistent path

2

Figure 3.7 - The region o f 2 x 2 pixels and the closed path used to detect noise during the phase
unwrapping process.

In figure 3.8, some pixels flagged as inconsistent are illustrated and highlighted
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in white. All these regions are jumped during the phase unwrapping process, avoiding
the artifacts produced on figure 3.6. Figure 3.9 illustrates the unwrapped image with the
flagged points.

Figure 3.8 - Highlighted noise pixels
detected by closed path difference
checking.

Figure 3.9 - The fla g g ed points after
the phase image in figure 3.8 had been
unwrapped.

Another problem is related to the field of view (FOV). On NMR images, as
illustrated in figure 3.3, the FOV is greater than the object that has been imaged. This
introduces a dilemma about whether a pixel is inside or outside the object. One possible
solution to this problem is to look at the magnitude image, if its value is lower than a
threshold, the pixel is outside, otherwise it is inside (Hedley and Rosenfeld, 1992). This
technique can also be used to avoid very low signal pixels which introduce artifacts in
the unwrapped image.
3.3.3. The implemented algorithm
Phase unwrapping is a process that does not always work by itself the first time.
It is very dependent on the SNR of the image, for instance with a high and uniform
SNR the process of phase unwrapping is straight forward, otherwise many artifacts will
appear in the unwrapped image. In this case the process needs to be repeated many
times with a constant intervention to change noise pixel values that were unable to be
detected.
An algorithm to unwrap the NMR phase images was written specifically for this
project. It was implemented in the "C" programming language and is divided into four
main routines: imcige thresholding, noise detection, phase unwrapping, and phase
interpolation.
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Image thresholding
Image thresholding consists of defining a threshold value to distinguish the
background pixels from the objects pixels in the FOV of the NMR magnitude image.
The threshold algorithm is divided into three steps: image filtration, histogram
calculation and threshold calculation.
- image filtration : In the applied current experiment, due to the current-spin time
integration, a long echo-time is required. Therefore, mainly in the case of the
piglet experiments where no control over the relaxation times exists, the NMR
images have a poor SNR. During the implementation of this algorithm we found
that if the NMR magnitude image was slightly smoothed, the threshold definition
was more effective. Hence before the threshold calculation, the magnitude image
is filtered with a Butterworth filter. The filtering routine used was that from the
UNC image processing package called "butter". The parameters used were n=8
(filter order) and c=0.3 (which defines the filter bandwidth). The UNC butter
routine Fourier transforms, filters and makes the inverse Fourier transform of the
magnitude image;
- histogram calculation : Once the NMR image is filtered the next step is to
calculate the image histogram. The routine implemented finds the minimum and
the maximum values of the image. This range is then divided into a hundred
parts and the frequency of pixel values for each part is counted. In figure 3.10
is shown the histogram of the image shown in figure 3.11(d);
M a g n itu d e im a g e h is to g r a m

background

40000

60000

pixel value

Figure 3.10 - Image magnitude histogram used to define the threshold value during the p ro cess o f phase
unwrapping.

- threshold calculation : The histogram in figure 3.10 has two well defined
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regions, one related to the background pixel noise values in the FOV and another
related to the object pixels values in the FOV. The threshold routine looks for
the minimum frequency between the two maximums. The pixel value
corresponding to the minimum frequency is set as the threshold value between
the two regions.
Finally, a mask image is generated with the corresponding pixels set to unity if
the signal intensity is bigger than the threshold. This mask image defines the ROI that
will be unwrapped by the recursive algorithm. The major problem in this step were
found to be the regions of the skull in the piglet head images. These regions have a low
signal and therefore tend in general to be set to zero, leaving gaps in the mask image.
At present, the routine displays the mask image and these gaps are manually filled,
otherwise they would not be considered by the unwrapping routine.
Noise detection
It is important to detect noise pixels before starting the process of phase
unwrapping. If any pixels have a wrong phase value, artifacts will be produced in the
final unwrapped image. Two techniques were implemented to exclude these pixels from
the process of phase unwrapping: low signal intensity and inconsistent phase loops.
- Low signal intensity : This step uses the same threshold obtained from the
image histogram to flag all the pixels within the ROI with a low signal level.
These pixels are classified as potentially noise pixels and their corresponding
phase are avoided during the process of phase unwrapping. In general the bone
regions in the piglet images are detected but most of these regions are not noise
at all. To reduce this problem the threshold is manually reduced up to the point
where artifacts starts to appear in the unwrapped image;
- Inconsistent phase loops : In this step the actual phase value is checked in a
loop of 2 by 2 pixels as previously described. If an inconsistent loop is found,
the four pixels are flagged as phase inconsistent and their phase values are not
used during the phase unwrapping. An interesting point is that most of the pixels
that have a low signal intensity such as the regions of the bones, are not always
detected as phase inconsistent and these pixels do not produce any artifact in the
phase unwrapped image. On the other hand pixels with high signal intensity are
sometimes classified as phase inconsistent and they certainly produce artifacts
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in the unwrapped image.
Phase unwrapping
To unwrap the phase image a recursive painting algorithm was implemented.
Initially, we select a starting pixel for each isolated ROI inside the FOV and mark it as
painted. The starting point must be selected in a region where the phase is noise free.
Next, for each ROI the algorithm looks for the next neighbouring pixel that has not been
flagged by the threshold or the loop technique. Once a neighbouring pixel is selected the
program determines the difference between their phase values and wraps the difference,
i.e., if the difference is bigger than +7t subtract 2n, if smaller than -n add 2tc. The
unwrapped phase value of the neighbour is then made equal to the calculated wrapped
phase difference plus the starting pixel phase value and it is set as painted. The
algorithm then moves to this pixel and from it identifies its next neighbouring pixel that
is neither flagged nor painted and repeats the above steps. The recursion takes place
until all the pixels not flagged by the noise detection algorithm in the ROIs are painted.
Phase interpolation
After the unwrapping algorithm has been applied, the next step is to deal with
all the noise flagged pixels in the unwrapped image. To treat these pixels a local linear
interpolation is used. The interpolating subroutine looks for each pixel within the ROI
that has been flagged, finds the next ten neighbouring pixels on either side and uses
these pixel values to interpolate the centre flagged pixel.
In the case of the images acquired with no applied current, the interpolation
process is very simple because the phase is linear. Actually in general the images with
no current do not need to be unwrapped, but the algorithm was applied just to correct
some noise pixels and remove the background noise in the FOV. This is not the case
with the current images where the phase changes can have any shape and the process
of interpolation is much more complicated. The local linear interpolation does not
always work, and fitting polynomials is difficult because of the presence of noise.
Therefore, after the local linear interpolation, the unwrapped phase is displayed and if
the interpolated pixels do not show a good contrast with its neighbourhood pixels the
phase value is manually corrected.
Figure 3.11 illustrates each step in the process of phase unwrapping. The image
is a transverse section of a cube, described in section 5.1.1, in which a cylinder replaces
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the perspex platform.
H ^ m i

■ 1
(a ) a b so rp tio n
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(b) d isp er sio n m ode
(c ) m agn itu d e
(d )m a g n itu d e s m o o th e d
(e) p h a se
(f) m ask im age o b ta in e d from
t h e th r e sh o ld value
(g ) p h a se im age with pixels
o u t s id e m a sk s e t t o zero
(h) pixels with low signal
s e t t o one
(i) in c o n s is te n t p h a se valu es
fla g g ed by t h e loop n o ise
d e te c tio n
(j) f ir s t iso la te d region
unwrapped
(k) s e c o n d is o la te d region
unw rapped

(I) fla g g ed pixels in te rp o la te d

S Ices: 1 to 12 of 12

File; x 1 2 6 1 c p n . 0 vc>i,unc

Figure 3.11 - Illustration o f each step during the phase un wrapping procedure.

3.4. Electrical Current Image Distribution Calculation
The Current Distribution and Ampere^s Law
According to the Biot-Savart Law, an electrical current produces a magnetic field
in a plane orthogonal to the current direction and with an orientation given by the righthand rule. Hence a component of current in the y-direction produces a magnetic field
parallel to the %z-plane. From Ampere’s Law, the current through any path can be
computed using the following equation.
i H ' dL - — i B '

where,

dL - I

is the current induced magnetic flux density (Tesla or Wb/m^),

(3.26)

is the

current magnetic flux intensity (A/m), Po is the permeability of free space, equal to 4
71 10'^ H/m. Therefore, if it is possible to measure at any region the magnetic field
produce by an electrical current, it is also possible to compute the current through this
region.
By the NMR technique it is possible to compute an image where the pixel values
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are the magnetic field density produced by an electrical current passing through the
object. Considering that

and equation (3.12) the current induced magnetic

field intensity is equal to,
H

(3.27)
y î ’cM^o

The limitation is that (p^ is the nuclear spin phase shift produced only by the
component of current magnetic field parallel to the main field Bq, since just this
component affects

B

q

.

Therefore the value of

calculated by equation (3.27) is just

one component of the current induced magnetic field, which is in the direction of Bq.
To measure the other components the object needs to be rotated.
Also, equation (3.26) is an internal product, which means that the value of
is the projection in the direction of dL. But if a square path is chosen and the object is
rotated by 90° the direction of dL will match the direction of
the projection of

B

q

.

In this situation it is

along of the path that is measured directly by the NMR experiment

and the cosine factor of the dot product can be dropped.
Since to create the closed paths requires rotation of the object and a different
sequence of NMR image slices, the calculation of each component is analysed separately
below. In the following analyses consider that the desired current tomographic plane is
parallel to the xz-plane.
ly Current Calculation
To compute the I y current component, two sets of images are required. One with
the jc-axis parallel to the main field and another with z-axis parallel to the main field.
Each set is composed of two images, one obtained with a positive-negative current pulse
sequence and another without current or using the difference current pulse sequences,
described in section 3.2.
The current distribution in the tomographic plane is computed pixel by pixel.
This is done by selecting regions of 3 by 3 pixels, as illustrated in figure 3.12. The
^ H - dL is computed along the closed path 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-1, which is equal to,
3

5

7

1

Æ ,3 + J h , , Æ 3, + J h „ dL,, +
1

3

5
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— Az
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Figure 3.12 - The closed path used to compute the f. component o f current.

Each simple integral is determined by the numerical trapezoidal rule for
integration,

(3.29)
J
/?

=

h - Cl
----------------

a

n

=

,
h

X,

=

X

'

where each path is divided into two parts, n = 2. When the z-axis is parallel to
figure 3.12(a), the components

and Hy, are equal to zero, and the integrals from 1

to 3 and 5 to 7 are equal to.

(3.30)

(AT, + 2 AT, + / f )

In figure 3.12(b), jc-axis parallel to B q, it is the current magnetic field in the xdirection that is measured. The integrals from 3 to 5 and 7 to 1 are then equal to.
5

^

J «,5 dL„ - 1 ^ (W, . 2 + //,)
(3.31)

1

^

J «V, ‘1C - - I ^

+ 2 //, + //,)

The closed integral, equation (3.28), is then equal to,
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I, - j H ■dL - -1 [(//, * 2 H, ^ H,) * (- H, - 2 H, - //,)]
(3.32)

+ ^

[(«, + 2 //, + //,) + ( - / / , - 2 W, - //,)]

4 Current Calculation
Consider now the component of current in the %-direction. This requires a set of
three images to compose a closed path parallel to the vz-plane in order to apply
Ampere’s Law, as illustrated in figure 3.13.
b o tto m ^
slic e /

'

I

. X ' V / / : /’i
.!

7^*•* *

I
to p
slice

to p ;
slice i

x:
z k r ÿ x ....
b o tto m :
slice
;
Ax

(b)

(a)
Figure 3.13 - The closed path used to calculate the f component o f current.

Similarly,
3

/, -

ju ■dL -

5

f//,3

7

k ,

dL^,.

1

k ,

k ,

(3.33)

Now, with the z-axis parallel to Bg, figure 3.13(a), the integrals are equal to.

(3.34)
"

5,

dL ,,

-

2 H , .

H ,)

and with the y-axis parallel to Eg, figure 3.13(b), equal to.

(3.35)
1
d L ,^

-

I

f

(« 7
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The closed integral, equation (3.33), is then equal to,
>, - f » -

[(//, + 2 / / , +

+ ( - //, - 2 //, - //,)]
(3.36)

- ^

-

^^3

2

« 4

*

+

+

(^ 7

+ / / ,) ]

2

Current Calculation
Consider now the component of current in the z-direction. This also requires a
set of images with three slices, as illustrated in figure 3.14.
ï4 7

y

top

%

(b)

Figure 3.14 - The closed path used to compute the f current component.

Similarly,
3

5

7

1

(3.37)

cIL -

In figure 3.14(a), x-axis parallel to B q, the integrals from 5 to 7 and from 1 to 3 are
equal to,
^ ,3 d p , -

-

1

^

.

2

3- / / , )
(3.38)

dC - I

^

(W, + 2

+ //,)

and the integrals from 3 to 5 and from 7 to 1 are determined with the y-axis parallel to
B(j, as shown in figure 3.14(b),
J«,3 dL„ - - 1 ^

. 2

+ H,)
(3 .39)
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The integral in equation (3.37) is then equal to,
[{H, . 2 f/,

2

- ff,)]
(3.40)

[{- H, - 2

+

- H,)

2

. //,)]

The template form o f the current equations
To apply equations (3.32), (3.36) and (3.40), they need to be written in a
template form, composing a mask to be convolved ( 0 ) with the NMR phase images. As
shown in figure 3.15, the closed integral area is equal to 4 A~, and the pixel area is equal
to A". Thus the area of integration needs to normalised, i.e., the closed integral result has
to be divided by four.

2

1

3
X

6

4

a=4A?

7

5

6

Figure 3.15 - Area normalisation to make the templates to convolute with the NMR phase images.

The template forms of equations (3.32), (3.36) and (3.40) are then equal to.
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A program was implemented in "C" to apply the above templates and to compute
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the three orthogonal current components and the current magnitude. The routine needs
to be fed with the current-on current-off difference images and also with the mask
images created by the unwrapping program. The mask images are used to limit the
process of current calculation to the object region in the FOV and to avoid the border
of the images. If both sequences of current (positive-negative and negative-positive) are
considered, a total of 27 images are read. The programme then applies equation (3.27)
to determine the current magnetic field and the routines to convolve the templates with
the field images. It also performs a surface integral to determine the total current in the
image.
Current Image Distribution and MaxwelVs Equation
Instead of computing the electrical current that passes through each pixel by
applying Ampere’s Law, it is also possible to compute the current density (7) directly
from Maxwell’s equation.
dH

dH

dy

dz

a

+

dH

dH

dH

dH

dz

dx

dx

dy

(3.44)

Each partial derivative is a derivative of the NMR phase data, 8^((0), which is calculated
by the equation,
0 tco) = arctan

f I{(£>)
R (o)

(3.45)

The partial derivatives of 6^((o) are calculated by.
d . ^
.
1
du
— (arctan u) = ---------------dx
\ +
dx

d
dx

(3.46)

^du^
^ d v^
- u
dx
dx

Resulting in.

J0(co)

dx

1

R{(ù)

R ifiif +
R {of
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de{(û)

R((ù)

dx

dx

. . . (dR{(ù)^
- /(œ)
dx

(3.48)

R {(üf + I{(ùf

The gradients for each part of equation (3.44) can be computed from the real and
imaginary components and scaled to compose the current magnetic field. This procedure
eliminates the need for the unwrapping procedure.
3.5. Image registration
In the last section we showed that to measure the three orthogonal field
components, the object needs to be rotated inside of the NMR magnet. To perform this
rotation the object is removed from the magnet centre, rotated and placed back inside.
The magnetic field is again shimmed, and the pulse gain, resonance and slice position
re-adjusted. This procedure moves the image in the FOV, hence before the current
calculation it is necessary to register the images.
The process of image registration involves rotation and translation. First we
choose one of the images as a reference and bring all other images to this position. To
determine how much the images need to be rotated and moved inside of the FOV to
reach the reference position, an algorithm was implemented in C language. The
algorithm is divided into three sub-routines: 1) Image subtraction and display, 2) Image
translation, and 3) Image rotation;
Im age subtraction
First, using the region function of the UNC display program called "xdispunc”,
a mask of each image to be registered is produced. The mask has the pixels that match
the object inside of the FOV set to unity and the others set to zero. The routine
implemented to register the images reads the mask images, subtracts them and then
displays the difference.
By an user interactive process, the routine now asks if one of the images, needs
to be moved or rotated, executes the selected function and displays the difference. This
process is repeated until most of the image difference is equal to zero.
Im age translation
To move the image inside of the FOV, sub-routines which shift the image to the
right, left, up or down can be selected. For each direction there is one function that is
repeatedly called for the required number of times. Each time the function is called a
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pixel line or column is moved. The routine implemented does not move half pixels to
avoid image interpolation.
Im age Rotation
To rotate the image, each pixel position is considered as a vector and to rotate
the image in relation to its centre, the vector origin is chosen at the centre of the FOV.
The vector rotation is done using the following equations.
f
' K id

sin (0)

"
V

where,

and

cos (0)

cos (0) -sin (0)

Ar
Y

X

new

^new

(3.49)
j

are the pixel position before the rotation,

and

are the vector

position after the rotation, and 0 is the required angle to rotate the image. First a new
image matrix is generated, each vector in this new matrix is rotated back to original
image using the above equations. If the rotated vector coordinates exceeds the original
matrix size, the pixel value in the new matrix is set to zero. Also if the rotated vector
coordinates are not integer values, they will not match exactly the coordinates in the
original image, thus a two-dimensional interpolation function is called to determine the
intermediate value in the original image. To perform the two-dimensional interpolation
a Bicubic Spline function from Numerical Recipes in C is used. In each interpolation
5 pixels around the point to be interpolated are selected to fit the equation.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the images displayed by the program during the image
registration process. These images are from the in vivo piglet experiment described in
Chapter 8. Figure 3.16(a) shows the mask images and the differences before the image
registration and figure 3.16(b) shows the mask images and the differences after being
registered. Because during the NMR experiment the head is rotated in relation to the
body it is not possible to register the neck region of the image.
Once the mask images are registered the number of pixels moved in each
direction and the total angle rotated are printed. These values are then set in a Unix
script file together with the command lines of the programs to move and rotate all the
dispersion and absorption mode images acquired during the NMR experiment.
3.6. Conclusion
In this chapter the existing techniques to measure electrical current distribution
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Figure 3.16 - Image displayed during the image registration, (a)before the image registration (b) after
the image registration.

by NMR were reviewed and the technique chosen for the studies reported in this thesis
described in detail.
The algorithm implemented to unwrap the phase images performed well. The
major problem was concerning the interpolation routine, particularly when applied to
unwrap the phase images acquired with an electrical current applied. These images do
not have a linear phase change across the object, and the local linear interpolation
algorithm implemented generally sets a low phase value to the pixels detected by the
noise routines. Because of the relatively high noise in the data, polynomial interpolation
also does not always give a good result. Therefore, most of these pixels were corrected
manually and the values set were based on the values in the neighbourhood of the
flagged pixels.
Considering the registration technique, we have also tried some automated
techniques based on the image centre of mass and stochastic signal changes (Venot et
a i, 1984), but they did not work very well for the NMR images, even when applied to
the phantom images which in general have a good SNR. Therefore we decided to
implement the routine described above and make the registration manually.
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4. Current Magnetic Field Simulation
This section describes a simulation performed to formally validate the
experimental measurements of the electrical current distribution described in chapters
7 and 8. The simulation was based on a cylindrical phantom constructed to perform the
experiments. Many different aspects of the technique used to measure the electrical
current using NMR were studied with this simulation.
The section starts by describing the phantom and the equations used to determine
the current magnetic field. Following this, the field and current images are presented and
a preliminary analysis of the first simulation results is done followed by a more accurate
numerical simulation. During the simulation another aspect about the position of the
wires that connect the current supply to the object been imaged was raised and it is
analysed in the last section before the discussion and conclusion.
4.1. Phantom description
To perform the simulation and compare the theoretical results with those of the
NMR experiment, a cylindrical shaped phantom was constructed. The advantage of
choosing this shape is the simple analytical solution that it provides. The main
disadvantages are that its current distribution has just one component along the cylinder
axis, and also it has a uniform current density which gives a simple uniform current
image. These problems are however less important than the advantage of being able to
simulate the electric current induced magnetic field with the cylinder in a noise free
manner.
The cylindrical phantom constructed is illustrated in figure 4.1. It consists of two
concentric tubes made of perspex with inner diameters of 26.1mm and 79mm, length
82mm and wall thickness of 2mm and 5mm respectively. The cylinder bases are two
95x95mm squares of perspex 10mm thick. In each base a circular groove was machined
for each cylinder, with their centres matching the centre of the square bases.
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Figure 4 .1 - Cylindrical phantom used to com pare the NMR experimental results with the fie ld simulation.

Two 25mm diameter electrodes made of copper were place in the top and bottom
of the inner cylinder, and 1mm holes in the top and bottom base centres enabled copper
conductors to connect the electrodes to the current supply. In the bottom of the square
base the copper conductor lies in a 2x2mm machined slot. Two nylon-screws holes in
the upper square base make it possible to fill the cylinders.
The inner and outer cylinders were filled with a 5mM (T, and T 2= 230ms ) and
lOmM (T, and T 2= 120ms) copper sulphate (CuSO^) solution respectively. The inner
cylinder solution resistivity was measured using the symmetrical current pulses with a
duty cycle of 20% for three different currents (12.2mA, 24.4mA and 36.6mA). The
resistivity average value was equal to 789Qcm.
4.2. The magnetic field equations
The problem of determining the current magnetic field for the cylindrical
phantom described above was divided into three parts: the magnetic field due to the
current in the cylinder, that arising from the top and bottom wires and the magnetic field
due to the returning wire on the side of the cylinder.
- Cylinder magnetic field
The magnetic field equations inside and outside of the inner cylinder are based
on the diagram shown in figure 4.2, where I is the electrical current applied through the
electrodes in the y-direction, / is the cylinder length and r is the radius of the inner
cylinder.
From the Biot-Savart law the magnetic field intensity at a point P(Xp, y^, z^)
produced by the current I passing through the differential element clL is equal to (Hayt,
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Figure 4.2- Axes reference used to determine the magnetic fie ld arising from the electric current
propagating in the inner cylinder.

1989%
(4.1)

4

71

IP

where dL is the differential length in the current direction, equal to dy

and â,. is the

vector unit in the P direction. The vector product is solved graphically using figure 4.2,
dL

= dy

X

= dy sin 0

x

(4.2)

where sin(0) = sin(180 - 0) = p/| P| , and jPj = ^p^ + (y - y^f . Applying equation
(4.2) into (4.1) the total magnetic field Hp^ outside of the inner cylinder is given by the
integral,
+//2

H Po

/ p

dy

r

4 ^ -1,1 [

(4.3)
2

i3 /2

+ ( V - y„ y ]

which is equal to '\

H Po

2
(4.4)

4 Kp
( 2 - y f + p=

du
{ u~ + a -2 \) 3/2

where
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If P is inside of the inner cylinder and assuming a uniform current density, the
induced magnetic field is determined by considering the amount of current enclosed in
the area determined by the radius p (Hayt, 1989),
(4.5)

applying (4.5) into (4.4) the magnetic field

_
Hr.
"Pi =

inside the inner cylinder is equal to.

2

/P
A%

2

\

a

(4.6)

( - j - y / + p'

The rectangular components of equations (4.4) and (4.6) are equal to,

(
-

L

-

4

- « « 4 «Z

Hro j

(

j

(4.7)

magnetic field from the top and bottom wires
To determine the induced current magnetic field produced just by the top wire,

consider the illustration in figure 4.3 where the wire goes from x=0 to x=x^.

luctor

y^=52m m

I

lower

, '

co n d u cto r

y „= -4 6 m m
Figure 4.3 - Top w ire position used determ ine the magnetic fie ld produ ced by the electric current.

The magnetic field at a point P(Xp, y^, Zp) is given by equation (4.1) where
P = (x^- x) â^+ (y^- y j

and dL - dx â^.

The vector product in equation (4.1) is equal to.
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dL

dx

X

a

a

0

0

-

y

Zp

J

(yp- y j dx â - dx zâ ^

(4.8)

\ l ( \ - x f+ (y^- y j^ + Zp

Substituting equation (4.8) into (4.1), the total magnetic field at P(Xp, y^, Zp) due
to the wire at the top of the cylinder (Hpt) is given by the integral,

^ « -^ [-Z p

tV p - y » ) “ p

dx

]J

(4.9)

whose solution is equal to'^.

H pt

4 K

-

[-Zp «P+ (y p -y j “ p]

4:)

(4.10)

[(yp-yj"+ Zp] [(4:p-x f+ (y „ -y y + z^ ]

jc-O

The magnetic field due to the wire in the bottom of the cylinder is given by the
same equation (4.10) just making /= - / and y^=-y^,

H Pb

-I
^ .. \ 2 , „ h
4 n [-Zp«p+(yp-yJ^p] [(y,-y,f+Zp] Mxp - x Y2 *. ( y 'y
p' J - * z ; ]

(4.11)
jc-O

- magnetic fie ld due to the returning conductor
Figure 4.4 shows the returning wire diagram used to determine the magnetic field
generated by this part of the circuit.
Again, the magnetic field at P(Xp,yp,Zp) is given by equation (4.1) where
P = {Xp- x j â^+ (yp- y) â^+ (Zp- z) â^, dL = -dy

dL

0

X

(^ p -

-dy

0

(y p - y )

Zp

and the cross product is equal to,

(4.12)

\/(^-4:J"+(yp-y)'-"Zp

substituting this value into equation (4.1) and solving the integral, the magnetic field at
P due to the returning wire is equal to.

13

/■(w

du

where u = x - x :.d x = -du and
2 \T

+ a )

\lu^+
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Figure 4.4 - Return w ire position to determ ine the m agnetic fie ld pro d u ced by the electric current in it.

H Pb

«

-CXp4n «
- [

2 . „ 2-11/2
[ ( xp - x wY' + (^ yp - yY+ z J
2 -

(4.13)

2

+ Zp ]

4.3. Simulation and experiment results
A C program was implemented to solve equations (4.4), (4.6), (4.10), (4.11) and
(4.13) for three adjacent tomographic planes at >^^=-3mm, yp=0 and at j^=+3m m along
the %y-plane with the dimensions given in figure 4.1. The results were summed to
determine the total magnetic field in each direction. Also included in the results were
the magnetic fields due to the small sections of wires along the cylinder axis on the top
and bottom of the cylinder that connect the upper and lower fixed wires to the
electrodes. This field was calculate using equation (4.13) by making x^=0.
An NMR experiment was also performed with the cylinder to measure the actual
magnetic field produced by the electrical current and to compute the current images. To
make sure that the NMR tomographic plane was in the cylinder centre, four capillaries
were place into 2.1mm wide by 1.5mm deep adjacent slots on opposite sides of the
cylinder wall. The reason for using several capillaries is because sometimes, depending
on the shim, the abrupt magnetic susceptibility changes due to the cylinder solution,
perspex and capillary glass mean that the capillary image may be shifted from the NMR
tomographic plane. The diameter of the capillaries is 2mm and each had a different
length to help with the image registration. Three adjacent slices of 3mm thickness were
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acquired for each orientation of the cylinder in relation to the main magnetic field. For
each image 256 absorption and 256 dispersion mode spin-echos were acquired each one
sampled 512 times. The echo-time was set to 60ms, the repetition time to 600ms, the
field of view to 13cm, the current time to 60ms, and the current pulse amplitude to
12.2mA.
Figure 4.5 (a) shows the top, (b) the centre and (c) the bottom NMR images after
they were reconstructed and registered. This set correspond to the images acquired with
a positive-negative current sequence and with the x-axis (figure 4.1) parallel to Bg. The
capillary plane matches the NMR tomographic plane since their images do not appear
in figures 4.5(a) and (c).

inner cylinder
wall

regions to determine th e
noise in th e current images

Figure 4.5 - NMR magnitude images to show the slice positions used to measure the current magnetic
field, (a) 3mm above (b) centre and (c) 3 mm down.

Figure 4.6 shows the current magnetic field components for the simulation and
figure 4.7 the magnetic field measured from the NMR experiment after the phase images
were reconstructed, registered, phase unwrapped and scaled by l/(y T) to give the pixel
values in Tesla. Only the field components at the centre slice position (y^=0) are shown.
In figures 4.6 and 4.7, (a), (b) and (c) are the electrical current magnetic field
components in the x, y and z directions respectively, and (c) is the magnitude field
component.
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Figure 4.7- Current magnetic fie ld components
measured from the NMR experiment, (a) xdirection (b) y-direction (c) z-direction and (d)
magnitude.

Figure 4.6 - Current magnetic fie ld components
from the simulation, (a) x-direction (b) ydirection (c) z-direction and (d) magnitude.

Figure 4.8(a) shows a horizontal profile across the centre of figures 4.6(a) and
4.7(a) and figure 4.8(b) a vertical profile in the centre of figures 4.6(c) and 4.7(d). The
profiles show a very small difference between the inner field measured in the NMR
experiment and that of the simulation. Also in figure 4.8(b), the returning wire field
produces a slightly bigger difference between the simulated and experimental field,
probably due to the returning wire not being exactly at the centre of the side of the
cylinder during the NMR experiment.
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Figure 4.8-One pixel wide profile o f figures:(a)4.6a dotted line, 4.7a fu ll line;(b) 4.6c dotted line, 4.7c
fu ll line
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4.4. Electrical current images
ly and

The electrical current components

were computed as described in

section 3.4 for both the magnetic field measured by the NMR experiment and simulated
with the C program. Figure 4.9 shows the /,, component of the simulated field. Only the
7^. component is shown since the others are equal to zero. Figure 4.10 shows the 7^, 7^
and 7^ components of the NMR experiment. The components 7^ and 7^ are just the
intrinsic NMR noise that propagates to the calculated current images.

^A/pixel

Figure 4.9 - Current image in the y-direction from the sim ulated magnetic field.

wllvponr V4.5 OKplav

c o n to u r line

■5

pA/pixel

+ 7.5

Figure 4.10- Current components from the NMR experiment, (a) f , (b) /,, and (c)

Figure 4.11 is a surface plot of the 7,, component to detail the image in figure
4.10(b). This surface plot was made by reducing the number of pixels from 256 by 256
to 36 by 36 using an averaging mask of 5 by 5 pixels and cutting off the image edges.
Figure 4.12 shows the horizontal image profile, one pixel wide, in the centre of
the current images calculated from the simulated magnetic field (figure 4.9) and from
the experimentally measured field (figure 4.10(b)). The profile from the simulated data
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Figure 4.11 - Surface p lo t o f figure 4.10(b).

shows a small non uniformity in the current distribution inside the inner cylinder. The
reason for this were subsequently found to be due to the inappropriate use of equations
applicable to wires of infinite length, since in this case, the cylinder length (81mm) is
comparable to its diameter (26mm). A correct analysis is given in the next sub-section.
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Figure 4.12 - Experim ental and sim ulated horizontal centre profiles o f the current images.

Calculations were performed to check if the total current applied was equal to
the total current measured. For the simulated experiment the integrated current is equal
to the total current applied 12.2mA if the integrating region is equal to the outer cylinder
diameter. If the integrating region is defined along the edge of the inner cylinder the
total value is equal to 12.10mA. This difference is caused by the artifact produced by
the closed integral mask (section 3.4) at the cylinders border between the regions with
and without current. Because the integral mask and the cylinder field are symmetrical
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the artifact around the edge of the inner cylinder is cancelled when it is integrated. To
view the artifacts the contrast in the current image shown in figure 4.9 was reduced to
a range from -3nA to +3nA, the stretched image is shown in figure 4.13.
xdispunc V 4J D isplay

Figure 4.13 - Artifacts in the cylinder current image showed in figure 4.9.

For the NMR experiment, the current within the inner cylinder was integrated by
defining the contour region shown in figure 4.10(b). This contour line was automatically
defined by the display program xdispunc. The result is equal to 10.37mA. The difference
is partially related to the area lost during the current calculation in order to avoid the
border of the image. For the NMR experiment the inner cylinder wall was made of
perspex which does not appear in the NMR images (figure 4.5) and the phase values are
set to zero. During the current calculation whenever a pixel of the mask reaches the
edge, the current is set to zero. That is the reason why the cylinder wall appears bigger
in the current images (figure 4.10) compared to the NMR images (figure 4.5). The
region area measured in the current image is equal to 502.08mm^ (number of pixels in
the region=1947, fov=13cm and image matrix 256 by 256). The cylinder area is equal
to 535.02mm^ (inner diameter 26.1mm). The area lost is equal to 32.94 mm^. If the
current is considered to be uniform, the current density in the cylinder is equal to
22.80p.A/mm^ ( 12.2mA/535.02mm^) which means that the current missing is equal to
0.751mA. Adding this result to the integrated current result gives a value of 11.12mA.
Therefore the integrating error to consider to be equal to 8.85%.
Approximately the same error is found by comparing the current per pixel instead
of integrated current. The mean current of a region of 5 by 5 pixels in the centre of
figure 4.10(b) is equal to 5.26|iA/pixel or 20.42pA/mml Comparing this value with the
theoretical current density expected, 22.80|LiA/mm^, the error is equal to 10.45%.
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A noise analyses was also performed to quantify the standard deviation in the
magnetic field image and in the current image (just for the I y component). The phase
standard deviation, a((pj, in the NMR phase image, is determined on a pixel by pixel
basis by the ratio a (|M |)/|M | (equation (6 .21 )), where a ( |M |) is the signal standard
deviation and \M\ is the signal intensity. This ratio was determined by placing two
regions of 10x10 pixels one in the inner cylinder and another in the outer cylinder. Just
one set of images (top, centre and bottom slices) with the cylinder jc-axis parallel to B q
was used. The regions are indicated in figure 4.5. For each region the standard deviation
was calculated and the above ratio determined pixel by pixel. The average standard
deviation of each region was then calculated. The expected current standard deviation
that propagates from the noise in the NMR phase images to the current image is given
by (section 6.3),
a ( / ) - ___ 'Ê .___
4 Y
lij,

|(a |

\/3(Aj:^ +

(4.14)

The results for the noise analysis are shown in table 4.1. The predicted average
standard deviation in the current image for the inner cylinder region is equal to O.TOpA
and in the outer cylinder region l.OSpA which are very near to the measured values
using in the current images. For the field image the mean standard deviations are equal
to 1.84nT and 2.88nT, inside and outside the inner cylinder respectively. These explain
why it is not possible to measure the magnetic field shown in figure 4.6(b), where the
range of image values is ± 3nT.
Table 4.1 - N oise analyses results to quantify the standard deviation in the current image.
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figure
3.5

magnitude
a(M)

<M>
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14.66
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14.40

c
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4.5. Preliminary analyses of the results
In figure 4.12 the dashed profile of the current calculated from the simulated
field showed a slight non-uniformity across the inner cylinder. This non-uniformity
should not exist since the electrodes completely fill the ends of the inner cylinder.
The magnetic field in the inner cylinder was determined using the same approach
described in electromagnetism books for the field inside of conductors (Hayt, 1989;
Ramo et a l, 1993). The difference between the equations of the magnetic field inside
and outside of the inner cylinder is that inside of the inner cylinder just the current
enclosed in the area determined by the radius p is included, as we did using equation
(4.5). This procedure implies that to determine the magnetic field inside the inner
cylinder, the total current applied was not considered to flow in one line as assumed
when calculating the field outside of the inner cylinder, but rather a uniform current
distribution across the cylinder was assumed. We also determined the magnetic field of
a complete circuit, not just that of a finite element of current that started at -1/2 and
finished at +1/2 (figure 4.2), which would be the case if just the cylinder field was used.
By looking at the field equations (4.4) and (4.6), if the cylinder length is made
much bigger than its diameter the square brackets are approximately equal to two, and
the resulting field is then given by the normal equation found in text books (I-H 2 n p).
Therefore we concluded that it is not completely correct to apply Biot-Savart law in a
simple way to our cylinder case because its dimensions, (length and diameter) are
comparable.
The correct approach to determine the magnetic field produced by the inner
cylinder would be by developing a general equation of the magnetic field at a point P(Xp,
yp, Zp) produced by an infinitesimal line of current at any position w(x^, y^, z j . From
this equation the applied current I is replaced by the current density Jdxdz, and the
magnetic field at P, determined by the surface integral along x- and z-. Basically this
equation had already been developed for the magnetic field due to the returning wire,
so we just have to replace in equation (4.13) I by -?and zp by (zp-zw),

S!

-(yp-y)
2 - 11/2

“ l(Xp-x„f+(yp-yf+{Zp-zJ]
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Because the surface integral in this equation does not have a simple analytical
solution, a C program was implemented to numerically solve it. Basically the program
divides the inner cylinder into n (n=2077) current pixels, each one representing 1/n of
the total current applied. For each current pixel the magnetic field in the %- and zdirections were determined for all remaining pixels within the outer cylinder which
includes the inner cylinder pixels except for the selected current pixel where both
components are set equal to zero. The sum of the field produced by each current pixel
gives the total field at a position P.
The results of the numerical calculation were added to the magnetic field
produced by the surrounding wires. The resulting magnetic field images in the x- and
z-directions are shown in figure 4.14(a) and (b) respectively. The

component is the

same as shown in figure 4.6(b).
*J}*pui*cV4S Dkplmy

c u rre n t direction
fo r th e sim uiation

-321 n-Lm

+127 nT

Figure 4.14- Numerical sim ulated magnetic fie ld components o f the cylinder using equation 3.15. (a) xdirection and (h) y-direction.

Using the same current program, the current image in the y-direction was
computed. Figure 4.15(a) show the calculated image and figure 4.15(b) is the profile in
the centre of it.
The simulated current image in figure 4.15 now has a flat current distribution
which proves that no error exist in the process of calculating the current image from the
magnetic field. The differences between the previous analytical solution and the now
numerically calculated field components in the x- and z-directions can be seen in figure
4 .16(a) and (b).
The range of values in figure 4.16 shows that at most the difference between the
analytical solution using equations (4.4) and (4.6) and that using the numerical solution
of equation (4.15) is ±3nT, which is very small compared to the range of values of the
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Figure 4.15- Electrical current image calculated from the sim ulated fie ld component shown in figure 4.14
and the one pixel wide image profile.

c u r r e n t direction
fo r th e sim ulation

Figure 4.16- The difference between the sim ulated field shown in figure 4.6 and in figures 4.14. (a) the
component and (b) z component.

X

field images in figures 4.6 and 4.14.
To compare the numerically simulated field and the field measured in the NMR
experiment, the image profiles are shown in figure 4.17(a) for the field component in
the z-direction and 4.17(b) for the field component in the %-direction.
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Figure 4.17- Profiles o f the numerical sim ulated field and that o f the NMR experiment
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4.6. The infinitely long wire case
It is also necessary to consider the effects of the wire positions used for the in
vitro experiments (Chapter 7) performed prior to the development of this simulation. In
these experiments, the wires that connected to the power supply did not make a
complete loop around the head as was done for the cylinder phantom simulation. During
these experiments just the wire length going from the top of the head to the border of
the frame (figure 7.1) was rotated with the head, the remaining wire being kept parallel
to the main NMR field. Hence the returning wire field that would complete the magnetic
circuit enabling us to apply Ampere’s Law was not measured. This can be noticed in the
magnetic field images of the in vitro piglet results (figures 7.3 and 7.15).
In theory it is not necessary to worry about the wire positions during the NMR
experiment. Even though their magnetic field is measured, their current flows outside
the imaged object and does not contribute to the ^ ^ • dL results. In practice however,
keeping them as far away as possible may help to avoid unnecessary 2% transitions in
the NMR phase images. On the other hand, keeping the wires always parallel to the
main magnetic field introduces another error in the current calculation. As explained
here, this error for the cylindrical phantom is very small and may not affect at all the
in vitro experiment results obtained with the piglet head where no symmetry exists and
the current distribution is completely non uniform.
To look at this problem let us considered here that the wires used to connect the
cylindrical phantom to the current source were always kept parallel to the main field and
that just the field in the cylindrical phantom is measured in the NMR experiment. Since
the wires are very long (because the current supply is placed far from the NMR
magnet), they can be considered as having an infinite length. Therefore to determine
their magnetic field contribution, the limit in equation (4.9) has to be change from x=x^
to X=oo,

4 71

[-Zp

(4.16)

(y,-y) ÂJ
;c-0

The infinite case is solved by applying L ’Hospital’s rule.
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and the magnetic field at P due to the infinitely long wires is equal to,

H

( y , - z l r
4 K

+
[-Z . « .+

[Cv„-

(y„- y j Ô 1

(4.18)

y j + z„] [x.+ ( y - y Ÿ + z j

Equation (4.18) shows that even for very long wires parallel to the main
magnetic field aligned along the %-axis of the cylinder, the current magnetic field
components are in the y- and z- directions. Since the precession frequency of the nuclear
spins is just affected by the magnetic field parallel to B q, these components are not
measured by the NMR experiment. The same will happen when the cylinder is rotated
and its z-axis is parallel to B q. Therefore we are left with just the field from a finite
element conductor where the current starts at y =4/2 and finished at y =+1/2 (figure 4.2)
and the magnetic field is given by the numerical solution of equation (4.15).
To confirm this approach an NMR experiment was performed with the same
cylindrical phantom shown in figure 4.1. The connecting wires were changed so they
could always be kept parallel to the NMR field. For the experiment the field of view
was set to 15cm, repetition time 1000 ms, echo-time and current-time 60ms and slice
thickness 3mm. The slices were acquired in the cylinder centre with a current amplitude
of 12.2mA. The same solution describe before was used to fill up the cylinders. Just two
slices were acquired for this experiment, one with the jc-axis parallel to B q and another
with the z-axis. Therefore just the current magnetic field in the y-direction can be
determined. Figures 4.18(a) and (c) shows the numerical solution of equation (4.15), no
other field was added to this field, and figures 4.18(b) and (d) show the actual magnetic
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field components measured in the NMR experiment.

-170 nT

.

-170 nT

+170ftT

+170nT

Figure 4.18- Simulated magnetic fie ld (a) in the x-direction (c) in the z-direction. NMR fie ld measurements
(h) x-direction and (d) z-direction.

Figure 4.19(a) shows the horizontal profiles of figure 4.18(a) and (b) and figure
4.19(b) the vertical profiles of figure 4.18(c) and (d). The profiles show a reasonably
good agreement between these field images.
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Figure 4.19- Image profiles o f a one pixel slice o f figure 4.18, (a) from images (a) and (b), (b) from
images (c) and (d).

In figure 4.20 is shown the current image surface plot obtained from the NMR
experiment, and in figure 4.21 is shown the current image surface plot obtained from
the numerical simulation. Just the induced magnetic field produced by the current
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propagating in the cylindrical phantom is considered in the current calculation and
measured in the NMR experiment. These surface plots were made by reducing the
number of pixels from 256x256 to 36x36 using an average mask of 5 by 5 pixels and
cutting off the image edges.
X 10
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Figure 4.20- Surface p lo t o f the current image com puted fro m the m agnetic fie ld m easured in the NMR
experiment. This experim ent was perform ed keeping the connecting w ires p a ra llel to the main field.
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Figure 4.21- Surface p lo t o f the current image com puted only fro m the sim ulated m agnetic fie ld produ ced
by the current in the inner cylinder.

The current image profiles are plotted in figure 4.22. The full line shows the
current image profile obtained from the NMR experiment. The dashed line shows the
current image profile calculated using the cylinder field only, and the dotted line is the
profile of the current image calculated using the field of the cylinder plus the wires
around it. The dot profile is the right one since the current image was computed from
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the total magnetic field, and not just the cylinder field.
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Figure 4.22- H orizontal profiles o f the current images from : the fie ld m easured in the NMR experim ent
(full line), sim ulated cylinder fie ld (dashed line), and sim ulated cylinder plu s w ires (d o t line)

As seen in the surface plot (figure 4.21), in the outer cylinder region there is a
very small negative current, which should not exist since all the current applied is
confined to the inner cylinder region. Figure 4.22 detail shows the current images
profiles. The dashed line is the profile of the current image calculated using just the
numerically simulated cylinder field show this slightly lower current per pixel than the
dot line. The full line profile in figure 4.22, obtained from the field measured in the
NMR experiment show a better agreement with the dashed. This is because just the
cylinder field was measured in the NMR experiment.
To quantify the error introduced in the current measurements, we performed a
region surface integral to compare the total current applied with the current measured
in the NMR experiment. Figure 4.23 shows the current images and the total current
integrated per region. Figure 4.23(a) is the current image computed from the fields of
the cylinder plus the wires around it, figure 4.23(b) is the current image computed from
the cylinder field only and figure 4.23(c) is the current image computed from the field
measured in the NMR experiment.
For the complete magnetic circuit, figure 4.23(a), the total current integrated is
12.2mA, equal to the applied current, if the integrating region encloses both cylinders,
and is equal to 12.0mA if just the inner cylinder region is integrated. This difference is
due to the same artifacts shown in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.23- Current images calculated from (a) cylinder plus wires fie ld (b) ju st the cylinder fie ld (c)
from the fie ld measured in the NMR experiment.

In the current image calculated only using the cylinder field the integrated values
are equal to 9.0mA and 11.41mA, respectively for the outer contour and inner contour.
The 9.0mA is due to the negative sum of the current in the outer cylinder which
subtracts from the current integrated in the inner cylinder. The 11.41 mA value instead
of the 12.2mA which is the actual current applied, can be associated with the artifact
shown in figure 4.13 plus the problem of applying Ampere’s law to a short element of
current. Therefore the difference between the current computed using the complete
magnetic circuit and that just from the cylinder is equal to 0.59mA.
For the current image calculated from the field measured in the NMR
experiment, just the integrated value of the inner cylinder is given since the rest of the
image is just noise, the current integrated is equal to 9.7mA. This difference may be
associated with two factors. Firstly with the area lost during the process of current
calculation and secondly with fact that just the cylinder field was measured in this
experiment. The area of the region used to integrate the current is equal to 466.92mm^
and the actual inner cylinder area is equal to 535.02mm^ (inner diameter 26.1mm), thus
the area lost is equal to 68.1mm^ Considering a uniform current density equal to 22.8|liA
(12.2mA/535.02mm^), the current not integrated is equal to 1.55mA, which adds to the
current integrated of 9.7mA given a total of 11.25mA. Therefore the difference between
the current applied and the current measured in the NMR experiment is equal to (12.211.25=) 0.95mA. Part of this difference is due to the fact that the magnetic field of the
wires was not measured. This introduces a difference of 0.59mA as explained above, and
the remaining difference between the current measured by the NMR experiment and that
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applied is equal to (0.95-0.59=) 0.36mA, which can be associated with the intrinsic
NMR experiment measurement error due to the noise.
To quantify the level of noise in the current image for this NMR experiment and
compare this with the error introduced by using just the cylinder magnetic field, a noise
analysis was performed as before. Two regions of 10x10 pixels, one in the inner
cylinder and another in the outer cylinder were selected to measure the noise in the
magnitude images. Both NMR magnitude images acquired before and after the object
rotation were measured. Table 4.2 shows the noise analysis results which are in good
agreement for the two orientations of the cylinder. The predicted mean standard
deviation inside and outside the inner cylinder are 0.58|iA/pixel and 0.63|iA/pixel
respectively.
Table 4.2 - N oise analyses results to quantify the standard deviation in the current image.
magnitude
region

phase (degree)

o(B)

0(1)

"cm
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(\yA)
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0(M)

<M>
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(nl)
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376.40

2.67

4.03

0.513
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x//b

16.80

363.58

2.66

3.65

0.510

14.71

360.00

2.35

3.30

0.451

out

0.583
0.515
0.462

z//b
measured values

17.65

307.87

3.30

3.45

0.634

0.724

** predicted values

4.7. Discussion
In the first analytically solved simulation, because the calculated current image
showed a non uniform distribution, we concluded that the simulated field was not
completely correct. It would have been difficult to realise this problem by considering
just the field images shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7 and also with the profiles in figure
4.8, and for this reason we have decided to leave in the thesis this introductory part of
the simulation, even though it is not completely right. The correct simulation is given
in section 4.5, where the magnetic field produced by the electrical current in the inner
cylinder is numerically solved.
At the beginning of this PhD project, it was thought to be very important to keep
the wires that connected the current source to the object being imaged always parallel
to the main NMR field. This procedure would avoid any interference from the magnetic
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field due to the wires on the field measured inside the object. However, during the
simulations described here we realised that this idea was not correct as subsequently
proven in the second simulation. The NMR experiment performed by keeping the wires
parallel to the NMR field produced results which agree with just the numerically
simulated field produced by the current flowing in the cylinder, but which do not agree
with the theoretical result expected when the full magnetic circuit is considered (cylinder
plus wires). Although there are differences in the results they are very small, and can
only be seen for the cylindrical phantom which has a uniform and predictable current
distribution.
Comparing the profiles in figure 4.22, the right current per pixel is 7.8pA (inner
cylinder area 535.01mm^ (diameter 26.1mm), pixel area 0.34mm^ (fov 150mm, image
matrix 256), current applied 12.2mA) while the dashed line in this figure shows
7.5|1A/pixel. A difference of 0.3pA/pixel. The noise standard deviation in the current
image is equal to ±0.54p.A (table 4.2). Therefore for the cylindrical phantom case, the
error introduced by not measuring the wires field is within the predicted error bars.
Now, in the piglet head experiments performed prior to this simulation, the
current standard deviation for the lowest noise experiment is ±1.24|xA/pixel (table 7.7),
which is at least twice the ±0.54pA/pixel of the cylindrical experiment. Hence, the effect
of not measuring the field due to the wires in the experiments may not be significant in
the resulting current image distribution. However, it is better to measure their field and
this was done for the live piglet experiment.
4.8. Conclusion
Two simulations and experiments were performed to validate the NMR technique
to measure the electrical current. During the simulation development some aspects
concerning the procedure used to perform the NMR experiments prior to this work were
reviewed. The main point that arose is that to correctly measure the electrical current
using the NMR technique, it is important to correctly place the wires that connect the
object being imaged to the current source. They must be kept fixed to the object so that
they can be rotated together and have their field measured. Even though the current in
the wires does not contribute to the actual current being measured, their fields contribute
to complement the magnetic circuit and allow Ampere’s law to be applied correctly.
Otherwise the current image distribution may contain small errors.
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5. Phantom experiments
5.1. Cubic phantom experiment
In this chapter the results of an experiment performed to validate the algorithm
used to calculate the By field component, and to test the NMR image protocols used for
the in vivo experiments is presented. As explained in section 3.4, to perform the current
measurement experiment it is necessary to rotate the object by 90°. Since the NMR
magnet has a small bore, the angle of rotation that can be achieved in the in vivo
experiment is limited to a maximum of 45° (because of the size of the piglet body).
Hence, the actual component measured during the NMR experiment is a product of two
components of current (section 7.2.1.4), and a post processing algorithm is required to
determine the By component.
The experiment was performed with a cubic phantom which was placed inside
the magnet at the same positions planned for the in vivo experiment (chapter 8 ). For this
the cube was placed inside the frame shown in figure 7.1, although the ceramic points
were removed and the nylon-screws adjusted to press against the cube walls to hold it
in position.
Since the results of a simulation with a cylindrical phantom have already been
given in chapter 4, the analyses in this experiment are limited to a comparison between
the total current measure and the current applied during the experiment, and on verifying
the current and magnetic field directions using the "right-hand" rule.
5.1.1. Phantom description
The initial experiments to measure the electrical current were performed with two
different cubic phantoms. The first was a simple water tight cube with a filling hole in
the top enabling it to be filled with the CuSO^ solution. The second cube was designed
to be dismantlable to enable different objects to be placed inside it, thereby modifying
the electrical current distribution. Although two cubes were constructed only results from
experiments with the second cube are presented here.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the cubic phantom constructed to produce a non-uniform
three-dimensional current distribution. It is constructed from perspex of 10mm thickness
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Figure 5.1 - Sketch o f the cubic phantom constructed to produce a non-uniform current distribution and
its axis reference.

and the internal size is 60x60x60mm. The six pieces (2 pieces of 80x80mm; 2 pieces
of 80x62mm and 2 pieces of 60x62mm) were cut and machined to the right size. On the
top side a recess of 3mm was machined to hold a rubber seal (1mm thickness). The top
side is fixed onto the cube with six nylon-screws. To provide support for whatever
object is intend to be placed inside of the cube, a circular cavity of 4.0mm was
machined on the inside surface of the top and bottom sides. These holes can be used to
locate and hold a supporting rod. Also on the top and bottom, a circular cavity 1.0mm
deep was machined to hold the silver electrodes in form of annuli with external and
internal diameters of 25mm and 10mm respectively. The electrodes were electrically
connected to the outside by a 1.0 mm silver wire.
The electrodes are made of 1mm thick silver sheet coated with silver-chloride,
with the silver-wires joined with silver-solder on the back. The silver-solder is required
to avoid possible corrosive effects in the contact. Silicon-rubber was used to stick the
electrodes in position. This avoids water leaking through wire hole that goes through the
wall of the cube. To minimize any disturbance of the main magnetic field near to the
cube, pure copper wires were used as the connecting wires coming from the current
source.
The object placed inside the cube to make the current inside of it non-uniform
is a platform with two holes of 9 and 12mm diameter. The platform is made of 2mm
perspex and is held at the centre of the cube with adhesive tape and a supporting rod.
Since the platform was a tight fit inside the cube, nothing special was done to prevent
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the electrical current going through the small gaps that may exist between the cube wall
and the platform edges.
The copper conductors at the top and bottom sides of the cube lay in 2x2mm
machined slots, and the returning wire from the top electrode ran along the cube wall.
The conductors were held in position with cyanoacrylate adhesive. The power supply
was then connected to these conductors through a pair of twisted wires, as in the
cylinder phantom simulation experiment.
To distinguish the image slices three capillaries of 2mm diameter but different
lengths and separated from each other by 3mm centre to centre, were drilled in the cube
wall. The centre of the first capillary is 6 mm from the centre of the platform and is
32mm long. The second and third are 24mm and 17mm long.
The salt solution used to fill the cube was 0.9g/dl of NaCl with 0.25g/dl of
CUSO4, which gives a T, and Tj approximately equal to 100 ms.
5.1.2. NMR image parameters and electrical current
The spin-echo sequence used for this experiment was set to a repetition time of
600ms, echo-time of 60ms, slice thickness 3mm and field of view of 16cm. 256 by 256
image matrix pixels of 0.63 by 0.63mm were used in both transverse and coronal slices.
The slice positions are shown in figure 5.2(b), the bottom, centre and bottom slices are
at 6 mm, 9mm and 12mm from the centre of the platform. The scan time for each image
in these experiment was 3 min and 10 sec.
The amplitude of the current pulses was set to 60mA, divided into a positive and
a negative pulse each of 30ms duration. During the refocusing pulse the current was
switched off for 4ms. The current was applied in the %-direction of the axis orientation
as shown in figure 5.1, going from the top to the bottom electrode.
5.1.3. Results
In figure 5.2(a) are shown the NMR magnitude images before registration with
no current and showing the axis orientation in relation to the main field B q. This figure
is divided into three sets (or columns in the figure), each set corresponds to one
orientation of the cube in relation to the main field and each set is composed of three
different slice positions called bottom, centre and top slices (rows in the figure). All
tomographic planes are parallel to the yz-plane. In figure 5.2(b) the position of the three
slices in relation to the platform is shown. In figure 5.2(a) the capillaries lengths defines
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the slice position. In the top slice the capillaries did not have enough contrast, probably
because of poor filling with CuSO^ solution. The dots in these image are the capillaries
in the columns of the frame built to hold the piglet during the experiments (see section
7.1.1.1 for details of the frame design). Just three of the four columns had their
capillaries filled with CuSO^ solution. The position of the empty capillary is the origin
of the object axes reference. Also note the difference in the x-axis orientation between
that in figure 5.1 and that of the images in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2- (a) Slices o f the cubic phantom to show the image orientations in relation to
transverse slice to show the image positions in relation to the platform.

and (b) a

5.I.3.I. Electrical current magnetic field
In figure 5.3 the calculated magnetic field from the NMR phase unwrapped
images at the centre slice position are shown together with the axis orientations and the
applied current direction during the experiment. In this figure the top row are the field
components in the %-direction, centre row in the y-direction and bottom row in the zdirection. The axis that was parallel to Bg during the image acquisition is also indicated
on the left-hand side of this figure. The magnetic field in the y-direction is the result of
the field calculation as described in section 7.2.1.4.
In figure 5.3 the black regions represent the negative field and white positive,
and they are consistent with the predictions given by the "right-hand" rule. Consider, for
instance, the

component which is the bottom row in figure 5.3. This component
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Figure 5.3 - Current magnetic field in the x-, y- and z-direction at the three slice positions and a sketch
o f the platform inside o f the fram e with the object axis orientation.

shows that the magnetic field due to the current inside the cube and that from the
current in the wire running along the outside wall of the cube. The current through the
holes is coming out of the paper plane producing the white and black regions on the
right and left side of the platform, which can be verified by the "right-hand" rule. The
same thing happens with the return current wire field, where now the current is going
into the paper plane and therefore produces fields in the opposite direction. The
magnetic field along the slice plane can be better visualised with the vector plot shown
in figure 5.4. To plot the vectors the

and
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Figure 5.4 - Vector plo t o f the current induced magnetic field, and a schematic o f the platform inside o f
the cube with the axes orientation.
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slices, were used and the number of vectors in the ROI was reduced with a 3 by 3 mask
to average the signal intensity.
The vector plot shows that in the region between the holes there is no zcomponent of the magnetic field. This is because the holes split the current into two
parts, mainly oriented in the x-direction, and the fields produced in the z-direction by
each part of current nearly cancel each other.
Another aspect of the vector plot is the field direction in the central region of the
cube. The vector plot shows that the field in this region is oriented in the 4-y-direction,
against the direction given by the "right-hand" rule when just the direction of the current
through the roles is considered (see draft in figure 5.4). The explanation of this relies
on the -z-current component shown in figure 5.6(b) which has a reasonably high value
and hence determines the field direction in this region.
5.1.3.2. C u rren t images
Figure 5.5 shows the images of the electrical current component in the xdirection in the three adjacent tomographic planes (a) is in the top, (b) is in the centre
and (c) is in the bottom slice. In this experiment just the positive current is shown,
because only the NMR data with a positive-negative current sequence was acquired.
ifir
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Figure 5.5 - Component o f current in the x-direction. (a) top slice, (b) centre slice and (c) bottom slice.

In figure 5.5, even though the total amount of current passing through each slice
is the same, the contrast in the three images has been set to different ranges. The reason
for this is that the current per pixel is larger in the slices near to the holes in the
platform.
The total current crossing each slice was integrated by defining a contour line
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around the /, images shown in figure 5.5. In the top slice the total current integrated was
53.41mA, in the centre slice 52.46mA and in the bottom slice 52.44mA. Considering
that a total of 60mA was applied during the experiment the overall average of the
integrated current gives an error of 12 .6 %, which is within the expected error as
explained in the conclusion of the noise analyses, section 6 .6 .
In figure 5.6 the electrical current components in the y- and z-direction are shown
together with the current magnitude image at the central position of the three slices. The
magnitude is the calculated vector sum of figures 5.5(b) and 5.6(a) and (b).
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Figure 5.6 - Current components in the y-direction (a), z-direction (b) and magnitude (c).

Using the

and /, components, figure 5.6(a) and (b), the vector plot shown in

figure 5.7 was produced. To plot the vectors the number of pixels in the ROI was
reduced with a 3 by 3 mask to average the signal intensity. A program was implemented
in C to perform this task and also to store the averaged data in a format suitable for
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Figure 5.7 - Vector plo t o f the current in the tomographic plane, and a sketch o f the platform to show the
holes position and object axis orientation.
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"Mathematica" which was used to plot the vector images.
5.1.4. Discussion
The current images and the vector plots show that even for this simple, uniform
and isotropic medium the electrical current is not just restricted to the immediate
surroundings of the holes in the platform, on its route from the top electrode to the
bottom electrode. Instead it spreads throughout the upper side of the cube, going as far
as to the opposite side of the holes in the platform (see the /^-component in figure
5.6(b)). The three images of the 4 component in figure 5.5, show that at the position of
the slice nearest to the platform, practically all the x-current is concentrated in the holes
whereas in the top slice it is more spread across the image. In figure 5.5 and in the
magnitude image figure 5.6(c) it is possible to visualize the difference in the current
density due to the holes diameter, which is higher in the right-hand side where the hole
is smaller.
5.1.5. Conclusion
In this section an experiment to measure a non-uniform current distribution inside
a cubic phantom was described. The experiment was performed with the aims of firstly
creating the NMR image protocols to be used in the in vivo experiment and secondly
to validate the routine implemented to compute the By field component from the small
angle of rotation. The results of the total current integrated in x-direction, which depends
on the algorithm implement to project the field measured in the y-direction, gave an
error of about 12% which is within the expected error as concluded in Chapter 6 .
5.2. Experiment performed with a EXT tank phantom
This section presents results of some experiments performed to verify the contrast
resolution of the current image, i.e., the minimum current difference between two
regions that can be measured. The idea is to increase the resistivity in the central region
of a "conventional" EIT tank phantom specially constructed for this experiment by the
addition of a rod of polyacrylamide gel or a synthetic sponge. Both of these materials
have been fully tested for this purpose by the UCL EIT group (Holder et al. in press).
The polyacrylamide gel increases the local solution resistivity from 10% to 200%
depending on the gel concentration (Holder and Khan, 1994), and synthetic sponges may
increase the local solution resistivity by up to a maximum of 17% depending on the
sponge density. The first experiment was performed with a polyacrylamide gel which
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increased the local resistivity by 10 %, and the second experiment was performed with
a high density sponge which increased the local resistivity by 17%. Because in the
experiment with the gel no differences in the current image were detectable, just the
results of the second experiment with the synthetic sponge are presented here. These
experiments were performed with opposing electrodes being driven in order to maximise
the current in the middle of the phantom, but as a preliminary study, one experiment
was performed on a uniform phantom using adjacent electrode drive which is the most
commonly used configuration in conventional EIT.
5.2.1. Phantom description
The EIT tank constructed for the experiments is similar to those used in many
EIT experiments (Webster, 1990) and it is illustrated in figure 5.8. Basically it consists
of a cylinder of perspex with inner diameter of 79mm and length of 35mm. The cylinder
is sandwiched between two 100 by 100mm squares of perspex 5mm thick. In the base
a circular groove was machined into which the cylinder could be located and glued. The
top is fixed to the cylinder with eight nylon-screws of 3mm diameter, therefore the tank
can be opened. To ensure a watertight seal, a rubber-seal 1mm thick and 78mm inner
diameter is placed between the cylinder and the top square.

curren y
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\c u r r e n .t
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Figure 5.8 - EIT phantom

The 5mm diameter electrodes were made of 1mm thick silver sheet with silverwires joined on the back. These are fixed to nylon-screws of 4mm diameter, the screws
heads being removed to allow the electrodes be near to the cylinder wall. A 1mm
diameter hole along the length of the nylon-screw lets the silver-wire pass through it.
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the hole being sealed with silicon rubber. The screws are fixed to the cylinder wall
through threaded holes and finally, from the outside of the cylinder, a rubber washer and
a nylon-nut are used to avoid water leakage. A total of sixteen electrodes are
symmetrically distributed around the middle of the cylinder.
5.2.2. NMR image parameters and electrical current
The spin-echo sequence used in this experiment was set to a repetition time of
600ms, echo-time 120ms, slice thickness 2mm and field of view 12cm. 256 by 256
image matrix pixels of 0.47 by 0.47mm were used in the coronal and transverse slices.
All slices were acquired parallel to the xz-plane. The central slice was set at the tank
centre and the top and bottom slices 2mm and -2mm from this position. The scan time
for each image in this experiment was 2 min 43 sec.
The current pulse amplitude was set to 18.3mA, divided into a positive and a
negative pulse, each of 30ms. During the refocusing pulse the current was switched off
for 4ms. The pair of electrodes selected for the application of the electrical current were
the two diametrically opposed electrodes in the z-direction (figure 5.8), the reason for
this choice is that this configuration gives a more uniform current distribution inside the
tank.
5.2.3. Results
5.2 3.1. Current density in the EIT tank with adjacent electrode drive
The same NMR image parameters described in section 5.2.2 was used in this
experiment. The electrical current pulse amplitude applied during the image acquisition
was 6.1mA. Figure 5.9 shows images of the current images components 4 , ly,
with the current magnitude

together

Also indicated in this figure are the electrodes used to

drive the electrical current.
The images can be easily analysed as follows. The black region shown by the
4 component near to the electrode where the current goes into the tank (/,„ in figure 5.9)
is due to the current going in the negative direction of the %-axis. Next, the part of the
current that keeps within the 2 mm slice thickness turns into the -z-axis which is
indicated by the black region between the adjacents electrodes in the

image. Finally

this current turns into the x-direction to reach the other electrode and leaves the tank
producing the white region in the 4 image. The two white spots in the

current

component are due to the electrical current that goes deeper into the tank producing
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Figure 5.9 - Electrical current distribution inside the EIT tank using adjacent current drive electrodes.

components of current in the +z-direction at the outside edge of the electrodes. The /,,
component is much more uniform across the image, probably because the very small
\
part of the current that goes out of the plane is bidder' by the noise in the image.
The

image in figure 5.9 shows the total current in five different regions

inside the tank. It is interesting to note that the electrical current more than a few
millimetres from the electrodes is reasonable uniformly distributed across the
tomographic plane.
S.2.3.2. Current density in the EIT tank with opposite electrode drive
Figure 5.10 shows (a) the NMR magnitude images acquired with current and (b)
the corresponding NMR phase images, together with the axis orientations in relation to
the main field B q, after the images were registered. These images are divided into three
sets (or rows in the figure), each set corresponds to one orientation of the phantom in
relation to the main field and each set is composed of three different slice positions
called bottom, centre and top slices (columns in the figure). All tomographic planes are
parallel to the

plane defined by the object axis, figure 5.8. The images in the centre

column show the capillaries used to mark the central slice position of the phantom,
which match the plane defined by the 16 electrodes placed around the phantom.
In figure 5.10(a) the lower NMR signal in the centre of the tank is due to the
reduction of the water content in the region occupied by the synthetic sponge. This is
the reason why the sponge is well defined in the centre of the NMR magnitude images.
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Figure 5.10 - (a) The NMR magnitude images and (h) the corresponding phase images o f EIT phantom
experiment.

On the other hand, because the synthetic sponge itself does not affect the main NMR
field, and because the current changes produced by its presence are very small the phase
images in figure 5.10(b) are not able to show the sponge presence.
Electrical current magnetic field
Figure 5.11 shows the calculated magnetic field from the unwrapped NMR phase
images at the centre slice position together with the object axis orientation and the
current direction applied during the experiment. In this figure the image contrast had to
be stretched to a range smaller than the range of actual image values, otherwise the
central region of the phantom would not be easily visible. This procedure caused
saturation of the regions near to the electrodes. Thus the average values of regions of
5 by 5 pixels around the image and near the electrodes are indicated in the figure.
Note that in this experiment the current is applied in the +z-direction which is
along the centre of the image plane. Hence, the only field in figure 5.11 that can be easy
verified using the "right-hand" rule is the

component, which shows a darker region,

or negative field, in the upper side of the image, and vice-versa. Note also that the
values indicated in the magnitude of the field shown in figure 5.11, are as expected
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Figure 5.11 - Magnetic field in the EIT phantom experiment at the central slice position

symmetrical because of the phantom symmetry.
Electrical current images
In figure 5.12 the images of the electrical current component in the

y- and z-

direction are shown together with the current magnitude image for the central slice.
Again, in this figure, because the current density near to the electrodes is very high, the
contrast in these regions is saturated and the scale bar does not include the values of the
saturated regions, but the mean value of various regions of 5 by 5 pixels are again
indicated in the images. In this experiment because the plane of the image is not
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Figure 5.12 - Current images in the EIT phantom experiment
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transverse to the current direction it is not possible to quantify the total current measured
and to compare it with the current applied during the experiment.
In the

and ly components, figure 5.12, the four mean values indicated in the

central region of the phantom are very low compared with the local standard deviation.
This is because the current density in these regions is too small compared with the
intrinsic noise level of the NMR system. However, near to the electrodes where the
current density is higher the absolute values indicated are very similar. This symmetry
is more remarkable in the

and

components and the reason is probably the phantom

symmetry.
The

current component in figure 5.12, only faintly shows the presence of the

sponge in the centre of the phantom. This is confirmed by a vertical profile, 10 pixels
width, taken across the centre of the image and which is shown in figure 5.13. A dip in
the data indicates where the sponge is located. In this profile two horizontal lines have
been drawn: the lower line indicates the mean value at the sponge site (approximately
1 l|iA ), while the upper line shows the expected value in the central region if the sponge

were not present (about 13.5|iA). The difference is about 19% which is approximately
equal to the resistivity increase produced by the sponge as measured by the EIT group
here at UCL (17%).
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Figure 5.13 - Vertical profile, 10 pixels wide, o f the Iz com ponent shown in figure 5.12.

Figure 5.14 shows a surface plot of the 7^ component of current. Before the
surface was plotted a 3 by 3 mask was applied to average the signal intensity and reduce
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Figure 5.14 - Surface p lo t o f the f com ponent o f current.

the number of pixels. It is just possible to observe in the centre of the plot the dip
produced by the slight reduction in the current per pixel due to the sponge presence.
5.2.4. Discussion and conclusion
The aim of the EIT phantom experiment was to verify experimentally the
minimum contrast resolution in the current image that can be measured by the NMR
current experiment. To perform this test it is necessary to place objects in the phantom
that locally change the solution conductivity. Ideally, the object should contain enough
water to produce a reasonable NMR signal, otherwise it would not appear in the NMR
images. The polyacrylamide gel and the synthetic sponge tested here, perfectly achieve
these aims. However, because the polyacrylamide gel made for this experiment only
increased the impedance by 10 % it was practically unnoticeable in the current images.
In the sponge experiment the increased impedance is about 17% and the current image
just starts to show the resultant changes in the current (figure 5.13).
In conclusion, this experiment demonstrated that because of the intrinsic NMR
noise, it is very unlike that current changes produced by impedance variation of less
than about 17% can be measured by the NMR technique. In chapter 6 the NMR noise
is analysed and as shown in figure 6.4 the minimum current standard deviation in these
phantom experiments is around Ip A which is more or less the same deviation indicated
in the four central ROIs of figure 5.12 where the current is more uniform. (Since the
higher gradient in the current density near to the electrodes affects the standard
deviation, these values can not be considered for this analysis).
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6. Electrical current noise analyses
The aim of this section is to review the NMR noise sources and determine the
noise level in the electrical current measurement by the NMR technique. Since the
electrical current image is computed from the NMR phase images the current standard
deviation is related to the NMR noise. This section starts with a brief introduction to the
main sources of noise in NMR, and some parameters related to the image acquisition
that affects it. This is followed by the phase error propagation theory and finally the
equation that determines the error in the current image is developed.
6.1. Noise sources and SNR in NMR
The sources of noise in NMR images can be grouped into two main types: those
produced by the electronic system and those related to the subject or sample. The system
noise sources are the electrical resistance in the receiver coil, pre-amplifier noise figure
and RF transmitter noise. The subject noise sources are the dielectric and inductive
losses (Hoult and Lauterbur, 1979; Hoult and Richards, 1976). The coil noise is the
thermal, or Johnson, noise produced by the coil resistance {R^ ) that is proportional to
The sample increases the noise due to the conductive losses in the tissues of
the body, which lower the quality factor Q of the receiving coil tuned circuit. It can be
shown that the increase of noise due to the Q factor is proportional to (Q^mpty /
(Libove and Singer, 1980).

The dielectric sample losses are related to the coil

distributed capacitance along its length. The electric field produced by the distributed
capacitance across the sample dissipates energy orienting the molecular dipoles. These
sources of noise are intrinsic to the NMR experiment and can only be reduced by careful

T he rms valu e o f the thermal-resistancc, or Johnson, n oise v o lta g e v„ over a frequency range
is given by the exp ression (M illm an and H alkias, 1972),

vl - A k T R B
w here k is the B oltzm ann constant, J/°K, T is the resistance temperature, °K, R is the resistance, ohms,

B is the bandwidth,

Hz. T he sam e n oise p ow er ex ists in a giv en bandw idth regardless o f the centre
frequency. Such a n o ise distribution is called white noise
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system and coil design, and also by signal averaging.
It can be shown that the noise standard deviation in the NMR image is inversely
proportional to \/n , where N is the number of averages of the NMR signal (McVeight,
1985), and directly proportional to the root square of the spectral resolution^"^, that is
equal to 1/^7^ where

is the total sampling time use to sample the spin-echo signal.

It is interesting to note that for the same sample time T^, the number of sample points
selected (which defines the number of pixels) does not affect the noise standard
deviation (since it does not change the bandwidth of frequency within a pixel), but it
does change the signal intensity and for larger pixels it improves the SNR as shown by
equation (6 . 1).
These sources of noises in the NMR images are stochastic, with a Gaussian
probability density function, stationary and ergodic (McVeight, 1985), see also section
6.5 about the noise in the NMR magnitude and phase images. By stochastic noise we
mean that for each image (or a realisation of a process) the noise signal at a particular
pixel is a random variable and can not be determined or avoided by any means. The
ergodic condition implies that one image of a set of images (or ensemble) will have the
same statistic as any other realisation of the ensemble. Finally, the noise in the NMR
images is spatially invariant, or the statistic is the same over all regions in the image,
which is called a stationary random process.
From the above considerations, the pixel SNR in the NMR image can then be
determined by (Edelstein et a/., 1986),
SNR -

Ay Az /„

where N is the number of excitations used to average the spin-echo signal,

is the total

sampling time for a spin-echo signal, fj^ represents a factor related to relaxation times
and proton density*^. Ax, Ay and Az are the pixel size, and \}/^ is the
the system plus the subject noise.

SNR

% is measured with a cylinder

j

for an inverse recovery seq u e n c e /^ is equal to,

/^ = p ( l - e ^ ) e
w here, p is the proton density o f the tissue o f interest relative to the water, 7^ is the p u lse repetition tim e,
Tg is the spin ech o tim e, T, and 7^ are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation tim es resp ectively.
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phantom of volume V in ml and applying the following equation (Edelstein et a l, 1984),
1/2
’

s '

1

a

1/2

a

y

- G.

(6 .2 )
.

where S and a are the signal averages and standard deviation along the NMR projection
amplitude,

is the number of points in the projection. The last term corrects the system

SNR by considering the coil loading effect, where Qq is the quality factor for the coil
alone and g , is the quality factor for the coil with the subject inside.
In order to reduce the acquisition time it is possible to halve the number of phase
encoding steps. For example, instead acquire a 256 consecutive spin-echoes it is possible
to acquire only the 128 phase encoding steps in the centre region of the ^-space and add
64 zeros to the ends of the A:-space in the phase encoding direction. Therefore, for a
time-domain matrix of 256 by 128, the final reconstructed image matrix after the zero
filling and FT will have the same 256 by 256 pixels but would be acquired in half the
time. The zero filling improves the noise standard deviation by sjl (McVeigh, 1985).
On the other hand the zero filling increases the Gibbs phenomenon, which is evidenced
as striations or edge ringing (Helkelman and Bronskill, 1987).
The decision about the pixel size is also a very important step in determining the
final SNR of NMR images. From equation (6.1) it is possible to see that the SNR is
directly proportional to the voxel size. As is shown in figure 6.1, unlike the case of
ionizing radiation, where the SNR is proportional to the root square of the pixel area.

X - ray im ages ( 5.N.R. a

5.N.R.

1

c o a r e e pixel

a rra y

pixel a re a )

pixel
average

1/2
fine pixel
a rra y

average pixel

N.M.R.. images ( 5.NX. a pixel area )

pixel
average

5.N.R.

1

c o a rse pixel
a rra y

1/4
fine pixel
a rra y

1/2
average pixel

Fig. 6.1 - Effect o f pixel size on SNR f o r ionizing radiation imaging and NMR imaging. F or NMR images
pixel averaging o ver a fin e r array recovers ju s t h alf o f that coarse array.
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in the NMR images, pixel averaging does not recover the SNR of a coarse array
(McVeigh, 1985).
6.2. Error propagation in NMR phase images
As described in section 2.3 the NMR images are derived from two independent
quadrature time-domain signals. These signals are Fourier transformed and phase
corrected to produce the Absorption A(o) and Dispersion D(co) images. The NMR phase
images are then calculated using equation (6.3).

(p((0) = tan'

D(co)
A(co)

(6.3)

Ideally, the NMR signal for a perfectly uniform magnetic field and phase
correction is concentrated in the absorption mode and the NMR phase image would be
zero at any position over the object. As shown in figure 6.2 the NMR phase image has
a very low SNR and the only reason that makes the phase image well defined in the
field of view, FOV, is the noise background around it, which is caused by the signal
(absorption and dispersion modes) fluctuation around zero. Therefore, differently from
the magnitude image, it can not be referred to in terms of SNR but rather in terms of
the phase standard deviation or phase error.
To determine the phase error accumulated from the absorption and dispersion
modes, the theory of error propagation from two independent observables to two
parameters is applied here (Cliffort, 1973). The variance in the phase image, a'fcpj, is
determined by.

•I

1

0 20

40 6 0 &0 100 120 t40 160 1Ô0 200 220 240

(b)

h o riz o n ta l p o sitio n [pixel]

Figure 6.2 - The noise background in the NMR phase image (a) makes the object image well defined in
the FOV, (b) horizontal image profde.
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a((p)^ =

(6 .4 )

( (p - (p )2 ]

where (p is the mean or expected value E equals to,
(6.5)

? - £ [ 9 ] - 52 9 , f # ; )
j

and Pj((^j) is the probability of the event (py, equal to

( (p^. ) = 1 im
y

The difference in equation (6.4) can be approximated by the Taylor’s expansion
function of two variables (Heading, 1970),
(6.6)

9 -c p = | i [ A - A ] + | l [ D - D ]

dA

SD

substituting ( 6 .6 ) into (6.4),
(6.7)

a((p)^ = E
V

oA
dA

oD
dD

y

and expanding the brackets squared results in.
^3cp Y
^3(p
£[ (A - A) M +
3Â
V
y

0 (9 )'

+ 2

where

E[ {A - A) ^]

"3(p
[9A

E[ ( D - D) ^]
(6 .8)

E[ (A - A) (D - D)]

is the noise variance of the absorption image, cy^(A),

E[ { D - TD)^] is the noise variance of the dispersion mode, c^(D), and the last term

contains the covariance between the absorption and dispersion modes, which can be
written in terms of the correlation coefficient p and standard deviation a as,
£ [ (A - A) (D - ZT) ] - cov{AJ)) - p(A,D) a(A) a(D)

(^9)

Substituting equations (6.9) into (6 .8 ), the variance in the phase image results.

a((p) ^ =

3cp y
M

3(p
3D

a(Ay- +
( 6 . 10)

2 p(A,D) a(A) a(D)
3A
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Each partial derivative is determined using the chain rule‘s. Thus, for the phase
partial derivative in relation to the absorption mode,
3(p ^
3(p
3[tan(p]
dA
3[tan(p]
dA

( 6 . 11)

where each partial derivatives is determined as follow,
tan '

a

8 q)

1

1^1

3[tan(p]

D

1

cos^cp
+D

+

(6 . 12)

(d \
3[tan(p]
dA

JdD ^
A ___
dA

D

dA

D

dA

A"

hence.
dtp
2/ \ ^
— L = - COS^(cp) ----dA

(6.13)

A^

and for the phase partial derivative in relation to the dispersion mode,
3(p _
3tp
3[tan(p]
dD
d [tamp]
dD

(6.14)

where.
fd D ^
d [tan(p]

D

,

\ _____ L

dD

dD

A2

(6.15)

1
~A

hence substituting equations (6.12) and (6.15) into (6.14) gives.

dD

(6.16)

= cos^cp J_
A

Finally, substituting equations (6.13) and (6.16) into (6.10), the variance in the
phase image is,
a^(ç) - c o s > —

Chain rule

dx

a \A ) +

g \D ) - 2 p

du dx
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If the variances in the absorption and dispersion modes are assumed to be the
same and equal to Gq,
(6.18)

o^(A) = a \ D ) = Go

and the correlation coefficient p is equal to zero, equation (6.17) can be simplified to,

o\<P) - Oo +

cos"^((p) (A^ + Z)^)

(6.19)

where
M

and

cos(cp) =

( 6 .20 )

M

thus the standard deviation in the phase image is equal to.
G„
G((p) =

(6 .21)

M

This equation determines the phase standard deviation on a pixel by pixel basis
(in radians) as the ratio between the signal standard deviation and pixel signal intensity
inside of the object and was derived using the noise theory propagation by Conturo
(1990). To measure the standard deviation in the magnitude image it is important to
avoid pattern noise that may exist through the image. This can be done by selecting a
small and uniform

region

to calculate the signal standard deviation. A related

discussion about the measurements in the NMR magnitude images is presented in
section 6.5.
6.2.1. Phase error propagation experiments
A program was written in "C" to solve the full equation (6.17) and the simplified
equation (6.21) for any pixel position and region size within the FOV. The program read
the real and imaginary images reconstructed with the routines described in section 2.3.5,
calculates the standard deviation, variance and the correlation coefficient for each region
selected, and solves the above equations on a pixel by pixel basis. To compare the
results, it also computes the phase image and determines the phase standard deviation
of the regions selected.
An NMR experiment was performed with the cylinder phantom described in
section 4.1. The inner cylinder was filled with a solution of 0.2mM MnCl, with
approximate Ty=650ms and T2=50ms and the outer cylinder was filled with a solution
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of 0.058mM MnCl plus 0.8mM CuSO^, where the approximate r,=760m s and
7^= 152ms. This range of values matches approximately the range of Tj and T values
2

found in the newborn piglet brain in the first few days of life. Six time domain data sets
of 256 spin-echos, each one sampled 512 times were acquired (FOV=12 cm, slice
thickness 3 mm, repetition time 1000 ms). Each time domain set was acquired with a
different echo-time (50, 100, 150, 200, 300 and 400 ms) and reconstructed and phase
corrected according to the routines described in section 2.3.5. After the FT, the 512 pixel
columns was reduced to 256 by selecting the central square region of the FOV. The
image pixel size is 0.47mm x 0.47mm. No electrical current was applied during the
experiment. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the result obtained for the inner and outer cylinder
respectively. The phase standard deviation values calculated and measured are given in
degrees. Since the theoretical phase error is calculated on a pixel by pixel basis, the
mean standard variation value^^ of all the pixels within the selected region is also given
in the tables. Figure 6.3 is a plot of the phase standard deviation predicted using
equations (6.17) and (6.21), measured and the ratio <M>Ig {M) against the echo-time.
Note in these plots the good agreement between the predicted and measured values
whilst the ratio <M>/a(M) is bigger than 2 .
6.3. Error propagation in the current image
As described in section 3.4 the current images are calculated by applying
Ampere’s Law in regions of 3x3 pixels in the NMR unwrapped phase images. Since the
NMR experiment just measures the components of current magnetic field parallel to the
main field B q, the closed integral and the scalar product of Ampere’s Law can be
decomposed into simple integrals and simple products. The component of current 7^ is
equal to (see figure 3.12),
3

5

- f H ■ dL - j H,, dL,,
1

+ J

7

H,,

3

+ J

1

H,, dL,,

+ J

5

(6-22)

7

and applying the trapezoidal rule, the final equation for ly considering the standard

1/2

The mean standard deviation is determined by < G ((p )> = G(cp) = —
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Table 6.1 - Results f o r a region o f 36 pixels within the inner cylinder.
TE
(ms)

g (A)

o(D)

o(M)

M/a(M
)

<o(M)/M>
Eq.(6.21)

50

16.54

14.10

13.71

14.54

3.97°

100

13.50

15.32

14.91

6.32

150

14.38

14.64

13.97

200

13.94

14.25

300

14.82

400

13.62

<af(pj>
Eq.(6.17)

c((p)
measured

P
lOf^

4.85°

4.88°

113.46

9.45°

8.76°

8.71°

22.03

3.58

18.69°

19.09°

19.82°

-59.58

12.08

2.28

56.20°

65.35°

78.11°

66.04

14.78

9.26

2.15

66.38°

106.01°

108.23°

-98.19

13.76

8.56

2.05

50.54°

80.76°

105.56°

-27.54

<12.31>

Table 6.2 - Results f o r a region o f 36 pixels within the out cylindef^.
IE
(ms)

g (A)

o(D)

50

15.14

15.38

100

13.74

150

o(M)

M/o(M
)

< g (M)/M>
Eq.(6.21)

13.93

18.84

3.05°

15.22

14.29

13.18

13.60

13.90

13.06

10.60

200

14.29

15.12

14.96

6.75

300

13.25

13.56

13.50

400

14.06

14.88

12.73

2.44

afcpj
measured

P

3.61°

3.60°

167.91

4.38°

4.51°

4.49°

80.43

5.49°

6.02°

5.99°

102.42

8.48°

8.32°

6.98

17.91°

19.85°

18.32°

16.70

59.56°

68.48°

56.36°

97.69

<G((p)>

Eq.(6.17)

<13.76>

120
o(<p) experimentally measured
c ( 9 ) from efi^uatlon 17
yA
0 (<p) from equation 21 y y '

110

100

<M
>/a(M
)

90

a(<p) experimentally measured
0 ( 9 ) from ec^uatlon 17
0 ( 9 ) from actuation 21
' <M>/ct(M)

70
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Figure 6.3 - Phase standard deviation and SNR V5 echo-time, (a) inner cylinder (b) out cylinder.
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of each measurement of the magnetic field H is,

deviation

h ±

“ 4

( ( ^1 ±
-( 7/5 ±

^ 2 (
) -

±

2 ( 77g ±

f ( 7^3 ±
) - ( 77^ ±

)
) } +
(6.23)

{ ( 773 ±

) + 2 ( 77, ±

-( 77^ ± G^ ) -

) + ( 77, ±

2 ( 77g ± G^ ) - (

)

77j ± G^ )}

and 77 is determined from the NMR phase images by the following equation,
^ ±

9 ± G((p)

(6.24)

Y î'c %
where y is the gyromagnetic constant,

is the current time and jLtg is the permeability

of free space. It is also assumed that all phase pixels values have the same standard
deviation.
Substituting (6.24) into (6.23) and considering just the phase standard deviation
results,
- 0 ^ T

{ % + 2 G, + G, + a , + 2 (7^ + o J

^

+
(6.25)

( % + 2 % + % + G, + 2

+ GJ

8 Y Y, Ho

and summing up the standard deviations**.

The sum of standard deviation. If X=x(i,j) and Y=y(i,j) are two independent random processes, and Z=X+Y
the variance in the sum is equal to,

G^ = E[(z - W ] = E[(z ^ - 2 Z Z + ~z)] = E{{x + y)^] = E[x^ + 2 X y + y^] = jF + 2 % ÿ + ÿ^
z " - ( I +ÿ)^
+ 2 xÿ +ÿ'
gJ = j p + 2 % ÿ +
- 2 Xÿ G^ - G^ + G^
The same result is obtained if the two images are subtracted. Whenever when a subtraction or an summation
is performed between two images the variance always will be the sum of each individual variances, increasing the
noise in the final image. Thus the standard deviation is equal to.
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o ( /J

1/3 (

)

(6.26)

and applying equation (6 .21 ) into (6.26), the final current image standard deviation is
equal to,
f

1

(6.27)

To eliminate any starting phase shift produced by the NMR system, field
imperfections or remaining phase after the zero and first order correction, the images
acquired with the electrical current and with no current are subtracted. The result is just
the phase shift produce by the electrical current magnetic field. The noise in the
subtracted image increases by \fl ,

c (7 )

1

A
(6.28)

6.3.1. Current image error propagation experiment
The same NMR experiment set up described in section 6.2.1 was used to acquire
three sets of images to calculate the electrical current in the y-direction. Each set was
acquired with different echo-times (50, 100, 150, 200, 300 and 400 ms). Since the aim
is to verify the error propagation, no current was applied during the NMR experiment.
This procedure avoids the problem of image registration that may add error in the final
current images. The current images were calculated as described in section 3.4. Table
6.3 gives the noise predicted using equation (6.28) and measured in the current image.
Figure 6.4(a) and (b) shows a plot of the current standard deviation measured,
predicted with equation (6.28) and the ratio <M>lc(M) versus echo-time. The a ( |M |)
used for the predicted plots were the mean standard deviation values show in tables 6.1
and 6.2. The signal intensity \M\ was determined by fitting an exponential decay
equation to the NMR signal intensity measured for the six different echo-times
mentioned above. The plot shows that the predicted and measured values of a(/^) have
a good agreement as long as the <M>/a(M) is greater than 3.
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Table 6.3 - Current noise p redicted with equation (6.28) and measured.

TE

0(1) \iA

(ms)

inner cylinder

outer cylinder

measured

predicted

M/o(M)

measured

predicted

M/o(M)

50

1.81

1.67

14.54

1.25

1.29

18.84

100

2.11

1.99

6.32

0.983

0.923

13.19

150

3.38

2.62

3.59

0.915

0.770

10.60

5.92

2J7

0.909

0.924

6.75

200
300

7.64

4.66

2.15

1.28

1.26

3.78

400

5.71

2.66

2.05

3.09

3.14

2.44

20

r

7.5

6.0
7.5

o ( ly )

measured

70

a ( y predicted (T^slSZma)

65

<M>/a(M)

6.0

5.5
5.0
<"

4.5

I :
a ( y predicted (Tj=50me) -

(/

a ( y measured
<M>/a(M)

2.5
"

2.0
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05
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Figure 6.4 - Current standard deviation and < M > /a(M ) vf echo-time.

6.4. Mis registration error propagation
The aim of this sub-section is to provide a figure for how much the current
image is affected by any image mis-registration. The error introduced in the final current
image by mis-registering the NMR images will obviously depend on the object
symmetry and mainly on the current distribution, but even so, for reasonably uniform
current distribution and for small differences in the image registration the results should
be more or less the same.
This study was done using the data from the cube phantom experiments
described in chapter 5. The reason for using this data is that the platform it contains
with the two holes of different sizes makes the current distribution inside of the cube
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very non-uniform and more similar to the situation expected in vivo. Also, if the ROIs
used to integrate the current were chosen in the centre of the image, the border artifacts
or any other structure that might exist in the image could be easily avoided. Since only
the component of current orthogonal to the images can be quantified, just the effect on
the 4 component was studied.
The field images with the y-axis parallel to B q, (figure 5.3(e)), were used as the
reference and the images with the z-axis parallel to Eg, (figure 5.3(h)), were moved up
and down and to the left and to the right by a known number of pixels. Each time the
z-images were moved the current images were re-calculated and the current at three
selected ROIs of 17 by 17 pixels was measured. Two ROIs were placed near to the
holes in the platform and one in the centre of the cube image. In each direction, the zimages were moved 14 pixels and the error was calculated assuming the current through
each region at the starting position as the initial value. Figure 6.5 shows a plot of the
error versus pixel shift.
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Figure 6.5- The error caused by m iss-registering the images during the im age processing, (a) shift up and
down, (b) shift left and right.

6.5. The difference when SNR is lower than two
In figure 6.3 it was show that the standard deviation of the measured phase and
that calculated using equation (6.21) do not agree when the SNR is lower than three. In
a very recent review about NMR noise theory (Gudbjartsson et a i, 1995) the reasons
for this difference were made clear. This theory was not applied first because the NMR
image SNR was bigger than six, which makes the procedure that was applied here
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perfectly correct and secondly because the programs were implemented before this
publication. Nevertheless, considering the aim of this chapter, we decided to extend the
noise theory discussion when the SNR is lower than two. The following review is based
upon the Gudjartsson (1995) publication.
In NMR the noise in both quadrature signals in the time-domain has a Gaussian
distribution as explained in section 6.1. The absorption. A, and dispersion, D, modes are
reconstmcted through the complex FT, which is a linear and orthogonal process and it
will preserve the Gaussian characteristic of the noise. The magnitude image are however
calculated pixel by pixel by M=[A^+ D^]

and this is not a linear step and the noise

distribution in the magnitude image is therefore no longer Gaussian. In fact it has been
shown that the noise distribution in the magnitude image will follow the Rice density
given by (Carlson, 1975),
(6.29)

where M is the signal intensity measured in the magnitude image, S is the signal
intensity in the absence of noise, a is, as defined before, the Gaussian standard deviation
in the absorption and dispersion modes and I q is the modified zeroth order Bessel
function of the first kind‘s. Equation (6.29) can be simplified under larger-signal
conditions to'^,
p^{M) «

‘

(6,30)

since the exponential term in this equation dominates, the envelope PDF is essentially
a gaussian curve with variance ( f and centred at [S^ + o^]

This is a small deviation

for large SNR, however, when the SNR is small the measured value <M> is not the true
expected signal intensity S, but an approximation. Figure 6.6 illustrates the transition of

The modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero is defined by

71

7q(v) = - J — r g
2 71 7

"I" J(|) with the properties

/^(v) = '
\ /2 K
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the envelope PDF from a Rician curve to a Gaussian curve as S become large compared
to a, and the corresponding mean value of each curve is indicated by the vertical line.
A look up table (Henkelman, 1986) and an analytical equation (Gudbjartsson and Patz,
1995) to correct the difference between the measured value <M> and the true expected
value S can be found in the literature.
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Figure 6.6 - The Rician distribution f o r several SNR and the corresponding mean.

Since the NMR phase image is calculated through the arctangent function its
noise distribution is also no longer Gaussian, but it can be approximate to it if the SNR
is greater than three. In fact, it can be shown through a completely different derivation
(Carson, 1975) to that applied in this chapter that when S »

a the deviation in the

phase angle, A0, due to the noise has a distribution equal to.
1
PAG

"

( -A8\ \
\2

{a lM Ÿ I

(6.31)

V^2 n
In this equation the phase standard deviation is equal to that in equation (6.21)
with a zero mean. To apply this equation the values of M and a were measured at small
ROIs in the intensity image. Hence, when the SNR is small, as shown in figure 6 .6 , the
mean value starts to deviate from the true signal S and errors in the calculated standard
deviation of the phase are introduced.
Although the noise study described here does not affect at all the results of the
noise analyses performed in this thesis, because in all the experiments the SNR is
greater than six, it does explain the difference between the measured and calculated
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values when the SNR is lower then three.
6.6. Discussion
The NMR image noise has been analysed and some image acquisition parameters
that affects the SNR, such as signal average, pixel size, zero filling were introduced. If
just the noise is considered, the only way to reduce it without increasing the time of
image acquisition is by increasing the spectral resolution, which means a longer
sampling time, T^, for each spin-echo. The increase in the

also reduces the maximum

frequency and requires the cutoff frequency of the low pass to be filter adjusted.
The signal maybe increased if the number of sample points and phase encoding
steps are reduced to half, quarter, etc, keeping the same FOV size. This will increase the
pixel size and reduce the time of image acquisition, but the resolution will be lower.
From tables 6 .1 and 6.2 the standard deviation in the absorption and dispersion
modes have approximately the same values, and the correlation coefficient is
approximately equal to zero. Which means that both quadrature NMR signals have the
same uncorrelated noise.
The current error propagation theory shows a good fit with the values measured
in the current image experiments, as long as the ratio between the signal average and
standard deviation is greater than two. The reason for this is that the true noise
distribution in the NMR magnitude image is a Rician, but it approximates to Gaussian
when large signals are present. In the graph plotted in figure 6.4, for the last two
measurements in the inner cylinder (7^=50ms) for TE=300 and 400ms, the ratio is near
2 and these points do not match the theoretical result. Actually for these lower ratio
values it is almost impossible to distinguish the image from the background noise.
The current standard deviation also increases very sharply for small current
integration times as shown in figure 6.4, due to the short magnetic current-spin
integration period. For the worse case T2=50ms (figure 6.4(a)), the best applied current
time would be around 50 to 100ms which would give a current standard deviation
around 2 qA. For longer T (figure 6.4(b)), the current standard deviation will be smaller
2

at, approximately 1 jiA. Other points that may affect the current image error include:
the image registration and the precision with which the 90° rotation and the slice
position selection is performed during the image acquisition.
Equation (6.27) is similar to the equation given by Scott et a l (1992b), the
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difference being in the SNR measurement where, they used the approach given Edelstein
et al. (1986). We found easier to determine the noise in the current image using the
Conturo et al. (1990) approach to determine the phase error.
The mis-registration study showed that the error in the current image is very
dependent on the direction of the shift and that for this particular cube experiment, a
shift of just 4 pixels, which is equivalent to approximately 2.5mm, can result in a error
in the integrated current of about 10 %.
Finally, since in the previous experiments no current was applied we have to
consider if any noise is introduced by the current source during the NMR experiment.
This question can be answered by comparing the noise standard deviation in the
simulation experiment (Chapter 5). There the current time is equal to 60ms and 7^ equal
to 800 ms and the noise level is around 0.8|LiA (table 4.1), which is within the values
show in table 6.3 for the echo-times between 100 and 150ms. Therefore we conclude
that no significant noise is introduced by the current source.
6.7. Conclusion
Two main types of error exist in the current images, the noise standard deviation
due to the NMR noise and the error introduced by image mis-registration, the latter ever
being dominant over the former. The image registration process will never be perfect
and error will always be introduced in the current images. From the experiment
performed in this thesis we can probably expected a mis-registration of at least 4 pixels
which means that the current integrated error will have a minimum error of 10 %.
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Results: In vitro Current Images in the Piglet Head
7. In vitro experiments with new born piglet
The aim of the in vitro experiments with the new bom piglet was to make a
preliminary study of the electrical current distribution in the head and to establish a
methodology to be used during the in vivo experiment. A total of six in vitro
experiments were performed, of which only the last three are presented here. The first
three attempts did not work well due to problems with the stereotactic frame constmcted
to hold the piglet’s head in the centre of the NMR magnet. The experiments presented
here are divided into two parts, the two experiments performed with isolated heads and
an experiment performed with an intact piglet.
The initial experiments were performed with an isolated head because the 2.4 T
NMR machine at UCL has a small bore of 40 cm. The image coil bore of 21 cm makes
it physically impossible to rotate the whole piglet’s body by 90°. For the in vitro
experiment with the intact animal, the head was rotated by just 45° in relation to the
main NMR field.
This chapter starts by describing the isolated head experiments, the methodology
used and the results. Next the experiment performed with the intact piglet is described.
The noise in the current images is then analysed and the chapter ends with a brief
discussion and conclusion.
7.1. In vitro experiments with isolated head
7.1.1. Methodology
The piglets used in these experiments were one day old sacrificed piglets that had
been used as part of a separate study into hypoxic-ischaemic brain injury. The piglets
had usually been killed by Nj inhalation or anaesthetic overdose, which should not affect
the results presented here. The experiments were performed between six and seven hours
after death and during this period the piglet was stored in a refrigerator at 4°C. The
head was then removed by severing the neck and placed in a special frame constructed
to hold it accurately in the centre of the NMR magnet. The subsequent studies took
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about four hours to complete.
7.1.1.1. The piglet’s head holder and image markers
The frame to hold the piglet’s head was made of perspex with a cubic structure
to help with the 90° rotation and is illustrated in figure 7.1. To hold and position the
head in the centre of the frame, three adjustable locating points were used, two on the
side of the head and one in the mouth. The side gripping points are made of "Macor"
ceramic, and are pressed into the skull by nylon screws which can move in slots on the
sides of the frame. The mouth holder consists of two bars also made of perspex, one
goes inside of the mouth and the other above it. These are pressed against each other
by adjustable screws on threaded plastic rods thus gripping the top of the jaw. To help
with image registration during the image processing, the four corner columns of the

axis coordinates
for th e Isolated head
experiment

axis coordinates
for th e whole body
experiment

capillary In t h e
column fram e
105

Figure 7.1- Frame to hold the p ig le t’s head inside the magnet during the NMR experiment.

frame have a hole of 2 mm diameter drilled along their centres. The holes were filled
with C 11SO 4 solution and sealed with nylon screws. These fluid filled tubes appear in the
images as white dots.
During the NMR experiment the head needs to be rotated. For the first two
positions (x-and z-axis parallel to B q) the NMR tomographic plane is selected as coronal,
and there is no problem of mis-registration of the slice position during the data
acquisition. However, for the third image the head is placed on its side and the NMR
tomographic plane needs to be changed from the coronal to a transverse slice
orientation. This requires reference points in the image in order to match the transverse
slice with the previous coronal view. Three methods were tried to help to physically
register the slice position. First we tried to use a triangular shaped section filled with
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distilled water doped with CuSO^ to reduce the relaxation times. The triangle was placed
at the side of the head and held in the columns of the frame. By measuring the length
of the water column in the image, it should have been possible in principle, to determine
the slice position after each rotation. Unfortunately, this technique did not work very
well since the length of the column of water that appeared in the image along the side
of the triangle hypotenuse was difficult to measure with sufficient precision. We also
tried to place an inclined capillary between the columns of the frame. If the distance
between the capillary in the column of the frame and the inclined capillary is equal to
the measurement made before the rotation, then the slices are at same position. The
problem with the inclined capillary is that the shim artifacts may move the capillaries’
position in the image and the slice maybe set out of position. We tried this procedure
in the second experiment described here. Finally, it was found to be much easier to
place two capillaries near the head but rigidly fixed in the frame and from the plane of
the capillaries, define the slice position. Figure 7.1 illustrates one of the two perspex
structures used to hold the capillaries on the right side of the frame. This allows the
capillaries to be moved up and down, forward and backward with respect to the head
and rotated. Therefore, after each 90° head rotation a fast image scan was performed
to localise the capillaries and from this to define the correct tomographic plane.
7.1.1.2. The electrodes and the electrical current pulses
The electrodes used were infant carbon ECG electrodes (X-ray translucent Arbo
H87VT) to minimise distortion of the main magnetic field. In both experiments the
electrodes were placed on the top of the head and under the neck which corresponds to
the y-direction of the current components. The reasons for placing the electrodes in this
way are explained in the discussion section. To reduce the electrical contact resistance
the regions under the electrodes were shaved.
In the first experiment, the total applied current time was set to 60 ms (30 ms
for each pulse of current) with amplitude of 48.8mA and a cycle repetition of 1000 ms.
In the second experiment, the total current time was set to 120 ms (60 ms for each pulse
of current) with amplitude of 24.4mA and repeated every 1200ms. In both cases the
current is turned off for 4 ms during the 180° refocusing pulse.
In each experiment, NMR data was collected for a positive current applied in the
y-direction (positive-negative current sequence - PN) and another with a negative current
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in the -y-direction (negative-positive current sequence - NP). We found that the contrast
between the final current images helped to define the electrical current distribution.
7.1.1.3. The NMR image parameters
The spin-echo pulse sequence (Multi-Slice Variable Echo - MS YE) used for the
first experiment was set to a repetition time (TR) of 1000 ms, echo time 60 ms, slice
thickness 3 mm, field of view 18 cm. The isocentre distances were set to 26 mm for the
top slice, 23 mm for the centre slice and 20 mm for the bottom slice, giving a sequence
of three adjacent slices. 256 by 256 image matrices with pixels of 0.70 by 0.70 mm
were used in both transverse and coronal slices. The total scan time for each image was
4.34 minutes.
For the second experiment the repetition time was 1200 ms, echo-time 120 ms,
slice thickness 3 mm and FOV 15 cm. In this experiment just one transverse slice for
each head orientation was acquired, and the isocentre was equal to 26.11 mm. The
image matrix was 256 by 256 pixels of 0.59 mm by 0.59 mm. The total scan time for
each image in these experiment was 5.20 minutes.
7.1.2. Results for the first experiment
Figure 7.2 shows the NMR magnitude images for the first in vitro piglet
experiment with an isolated head. The images are divided into three sets (or columns
in the figure), each set corresponds to one head orientation in relation to the main
magnet field Bq and each set is composed of three different slice positions called bottom,
centre and top slices (rows in the figure). All tomographic planes shown are parallel to
the xz-plane. The piglet’s head was placed upright and the z-axis was defined along the
head with the frame position indicated in figure 7.1. The images with the x- and z-axes
parallel to Bq shown in figure 7.2 (left and right columns) are coronal slices. After the
90° rotation performed to bring the y-axis parallel to

B

q

,

the slice orientation was set

to transversal (centre column in figure 7.2). The centre slice matches the two glass
capillaries (2 mm inner diameter) positioned at the level of the eyes. The capillaries
were filled with CuSO^ solution (Tj and 7^ approximately 100 ms). The distortions in
the images of the capillaries shown in figure 7.2 centre row are due to shim artifact
because of the distance away from the centre of the head.
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bottom
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is th e main
NMR magnetic
field direction
3o

centre
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Slices: 1 to 9 of 9

File: all,m ag.une

Figure 7.2 - No current NMR magnitude images o f the top, centre and bottom slices fo r the three
orientations x, y and z o f the head in relation to the main magnetic field.

7.1.2.1. Electrical current magnetic field
The time domain data once acquired in the NMR system were transferred to the
network, Fourier transformed and phase corrected as described in section 2.3.5. Next the
phase images were calculated, phase unwrapped, registered, and scaled to determine the
electrical current magnetic field (section 3.4). Figure 7.3(a) shows the magnetic field
produced by the positive current and 7.3(b) by the negative current at the centre slice
position.
The black regions represent lower field, and the white regions higher field, values
for the

and

field components and can be seen qualitatively to agree with the "right

hand rule" predictions for the magnetic field orientation with respect to the current
direction. For the B^. component it is necessary to visualize how the electrical current
propagates within the tomographic plane.
A vector plot of the magnetic field is shown in figure 7.4(a) for the positive
current and figure 7.4(b) for the negative current. The vector plot was made using the
R, and B^ images shown in figure 7.3. The number of image pixels was reduced by
using a 3 by 3 mask to average the signal intensity. A program was implemented in C
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Figure 7.3- Images o f the current magnetic fie ld components
current (h) f o r the negative current.
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(a) f o r the positive

to perform this task and also to store the averaged data in a format suitable for
"Mathematica" which was used to plot the vector images. Using the right hand rule it
is possible to check the field direction.
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Figure 7.4- Current magnetic fie ld vector p lo t using figure 7.3 (B^ and BJ. (a) positive current (b)
negative current.

7.12.2. Electrical current images
Figure 7.5 shows the images of the electrical current component in the %direction of the tomographic plane (/J. Figure 7.5(a) is the case where a positive
electrical current was applied along the v-axis. Figure 7.5(b) is the case for a negative
current. The contrast between these images helps to define the places where the current
is propagating, since brighter regions in (a) are darker in (b) and vice-versa.
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Figure 7.5 -

current component, (a) fo r the positive current and (b) fo r the negative current.

Figure 7.6 shows the images of the electrical current component in the ydirection (/J for three adjacent slices. Figure 7.6(a) and (d) are the top slice, figure
7.6(b) and (e) are the centre slice and figure 7.6(c) and (f) are the bottom slice,
respectively for the positive current and for the negative current. To help to decide
where the current is concentrated all the images in figure 7.6 have the same range of
values, from -45|LtA to +30pA per pixel (or from -91pA/mm^ to 60pA/mm^). These
figures show that most of the electrical current goes around the outside of the head and

Ndlspunc V4.4 «V) Oisplty

Wkpwme V4U (X>4 Dk#l#y

J

M^Upanc V4.4

Oitpiay

•

NdlspwMC V4.4 (KV) Display

Figure 7.6- f. current component images in the top, centre and bottom slices. First row f o r the current
in the positive y-direction and the other fo r the current in the negative y-direction.
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not through the brain.
Figures 7.7(a) and (b) show the current components in the z-direction. As with
the 4 data, the

component, is also split into a positive and negative applied current

direction. The dark region at the front of the head (figure 7.7(a)) shows that the
component is coming from the surface towards the inner part of the head.
xdtepiittcVMOlsplw

current direction
applied during
experiment

&# 0
Figure 7.7-1^ current component images, (a)for the current in the positive y-direction and (h)the negative
y-direction.

Using the

(figure 7.5) and

(figure 7.7) components, a vector plot is show in

figure 7.8(a) for the positive and (b) for the negative current. These help to visualize the
directions of the current propagation along the slice plane. To plot the vectors the
number of pixels in the ROI was reduced with a 3 by 3 mask to average the signal
intensity. In the case of the positive current, figure 7.8(a) shows that most of the current
in the front of the head is orientated towards the position of the eyes, and is coming out
of the eyes in the negative case, figure 7.8(b).

Figure 7.8- Current vector plot, (a) fo r the PN current and (b) fo r the NP current.

Using these three components /^, /^(centre) and 7^, the vector sum or current
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magnitude image was calculated and is shown in figure 7.9(a) for the positive current
experiment and figure 7.9(b) for the negative current experiment. Although they appear
to be the same, they were computed from two independent NMR experiments.
jtdlspuncV4J Display

HA/pixel
m?^;-5Hc€i;4of4

piaSO.tpn

Figure 7.9 Electrical current magnitude image, (a) fo r the PN current and (h) fo r the NP current.

7.1.2.3. Current per region in the head
Considering that the electrical current was applied in the y-direction, or
perpendicular to the tomographic plane, it is very unlikely that the current originating
in one electrode would pass through these slices, return back on itself and pass through
the slice again. Therefore, making this assumption it should be possible to calculate the
total current applied from the surface integral of the image. Also it should be possible
to determine the current per sector in the head. To do this one zero-current magnitude
image for each slice position was divided into four ROIs as illustrated in figure 7.10.
The use of different magnitude images to define the ROIs avoids the problem of
anatomical changes due to the 3 mm distance between the centre of each slice. In figure
7.10 ROI 1 consist of the front of the head and the eyes, ROI 2 is the brain, ROI 3 was
defined as the black region between the brain and other regions around it (ie the skull
and immediately adjacent tissues) and ROI 4 is the muscles of the neck. The ROIs were
defined manually following the pixel contrast. These ROIs were than applied to the ly
current images (figure 7.6) to define the surface integration regions. The results for each
ROI are given in tables 7.1 for the top slice, 7.2 for the centre slice and 7.3 for the
bottom slice. The percentage of the total current applied passing through each region is
also given in the tables.
From this first experiment the amount of current that passes through the brain
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at this tomographic position, when the electrodes are place on the top of the head and
under the neck, is about 20% of the total current applied. The differences between the
total current applied and the total current measured are about 5.77mA or 11.82% for the
top slice, 1.13mA or 2.32% for the centre slice and 0.87mA or 1.78% for the bottom
slice. These values are the absolute mean values of the positive and negative current
results.

/ \

horizontal
capillaries
j

n<plga6x.fna9.uftt

Figure 7.10- ROIs defined to determine the total /,. current in the images shown in figure 7.6.

7.1.3. Results of the second experim ent
The electrical current images from the second piglet head experiment are shown
in figure 7 .1 1(b) for the positive current and figure 7.1 1(d) for the negative current. Just
the v-component of current was computed in this second experiment. Figure 7.11(a)
shows the magnitude image for the top slice acquired with the x axis parallel to Bq and
figure 7 .1 1(c) shows the magnitude image for the centre slice acquired with the z-axis
parallel to

B

q

.

The magnitude images also show the measured capillary distances used to match
the slice positions before and after the rotation. Even though just one rotation of 90°
was done in this experiment, and coronal slices were used for both positions, meaning
that we did not need to change the isocentre distance to match the slice position before
and after the rotation, there was a difference of 0.87 mm between the distances indicated
in these figures. This may be due to shim artifacts that move the capillary images since
they are far from the head centre, or may be due to the precision limitation in the
distance measurement since the pixel size is 0.58 mm.
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Table 7.1 - Surface integration results f o r the top slice.
Top Slice - Current applied 48.8 mA
ly (mA)
ROI

area
(mrn^)

negative

positive

% of the
current
applied

-18.41

l/a rea (\LA/mml)
positive

negative

19.15

-18.86

I

976

18.69

2

1499

10.89

-10.59

22%

7.26

-7.06

3

627

10.86

-11.13

2J%

17.32

-17.75

4

1384

14.35

-14.21

29%

10.37

-10.27

Total

54.79

-54.34

difference

12%

11%

Figure 7.2- Surface integration results f o r the centre slice.
Centre Slice - Current applied 48.8 mA

ROI

area
(mml)

ly (mA)
positive

negative

% of the
current
applied

I f area (\tiA/mm^)
positive

negative

1

1425

19.65

-19.29

38.99

13.79

-13.53

2

1432

9.36

-8.85

18.24

6.54

-6.18

3

481

7.29

-6.67

13.98

15.15

-13.87

4

1648

14.38

-14.37

28.79

8.73

-8.72

Total

50.68

-49.18

difference

3.71 %

077%

Figure 7.3 - Surface integration results f o r the bottom slice.
Bottom Slice

ROI

Area
(mm^)

Current applied 48.8 mA

ly (mA)
positive

negative
-13.72

% of the
current
applied

I f area (\xA/mm^)
positive

negative

28%

11.68

-11.40

1

1203

14.06

2

1804

11.25

-11.63

23%

6.24

-6.45

3

629

7.58

-7.29

15%

12.05

-11.59

4

1825

15.28

-15.06

31%

8.37

-8.25

Total

48.17

-47.70

Difference

1%

2%
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Figure 7.11- (a) and (c) NMR images used to adjust the slice position during the experiment, (h) and (d)
current images fo r respectively the positive and negative current applied during experiment.

In figure 7.11 the current images appear noisier than in the previous experiment,
(figure 7.6). The reason for this is the signal reduction due to the applied current being
halved to 24.4mA, rather then the standard deviation of the current being increased.
Actually these images have a lower noise than the previous experiment as will be shown
in section 7.3.
To determine the electrical current per sector in the head the magnitude image
in figure 7.11(a) and (c) were divided into four ROIs. As before, ROI 1 consists of the
front head, ROI 2 is the brain, ROI 3 is the black region between the brain and other
regions around it (ie the skull and immediately adjacent tissues) and ROI 4 is the
muscles in the back of the head. The ROIs were again defined manually following the
pixel contrast. These regions were then applied to the current images (figures 7.11(b)
and (d)) to define the surface integration regions. As before, table 7.4 shows the current
integrated per sector of the head in this experiment.
Table 7.4 also gives the sum of the total current integrated per region. In both
results, positive and negative current, the sum is equal to 19mA, which is 20% less than
the total current applied in this experiment (24.4mA). This difference may be due to the
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Table 7.4- Surface integral p e r region f o r the second experiment. The regions are defined in figure
7.11(a).
Current per sector of the head - Current applied 24.4 mA

ROI

area
(mml)
(PN)

(NP)

% of the
current
applied

ly (mA)

1/region (\xA/mm^)
(PN)

(NP)

1

1427

6.02

-6.41

25.47%

4.21

-4.49

2

1763

6.48

-6.36

26.31%

3.68

-3.61

3

525

3.51

-3.33

14.02%

6.69

-6.34

4

&79

3.43

-3.24

13.67

3.90

-3.69

Total

19.44

-19.34

difference

20%

20%

contour area that produces the artifacts seen at the edges of the current image in figure
7.11. The border artifacts are produced by the convolution of the template with the
magnetic field images during the process of current calculation. This also happened in
the previous experiment, but now for this slice position the current is more concentrated
in the regions around the head where this problem exists. As before the border artifacts
were removed.
7.2. In vitro experiments with an intact piglet
This sub-section describes the only in vitro experiment performed with an intact
piglet, rotating the head by 45 degrees.
The piglet used was also provided by the NMR spectroscopy group, but this time
the piglet had died during preparation and prior to any hypoxic-ischaemic insult. The
study was performed between one and five hours after death.
7.2.1. Methodology
7.2.1.1. The mechanism to rotate the frame
To rotate the piglet head and keep it at a known angle during the NMR
experiment two squares of perspex 2 mm thick were fixed on the bottom and left side
of the frame illustrated in figure 7.1. Both squares were constructed as illustrated in
figure 7.12(a). They each have a hole in the centre plus 9 holes spaced by 11.25° along
a circle of 37 mm radius. To position the frame, a perspex base, figure 7.12(b), with two
pins is fixed onto the NMR trolley. By matching the centre hole and one other with the
pins in the base it is possible to lock the frame at a fixed angle with respect to the main
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magnetic field.
* -------130 mm
2 mm

I
8

105 mm

(a)

Figure 7.12 - The mechanism to adjust the head position inside o f the magnet

7.2.1.2. The electrodes and the electrical current pulses
The same carbon ECG electrodes used for the isolated head were use in this
experiment. The electrodes were placed as before on the top of the head and under the
neck, but now this corresponds to the %-direction of the current components. The
coordinate axes for the whole piglet’s body according to the frame position is given in
figure 7.1. To reduce the electrical contact resistance, the regions under the electrodes
were shaved.
The electrical current amplitude was adjusted to 48.8mA with equal periods of
30ms for the positive and negative pulse. Therefore the total current time is equal to
60ms. During the inversion of the spins the current is turned off for 4 ms. This cycle
was repeated every 800 ms. Again two different experiment were performed one with
current in the x-direction, (positive current), and another in the -x-direction, (negative
current).
7.21.3. The NMR image parameters
The NMR image acquisition was a spin-echo pulse sequence with a repetition
time of 800 ms, echo-time 60 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, field of view 17 cm, image
matrix 256 by 256 with 0.66 by 0.66 mm pixels.
The tomographic NMR planes were acquired as follow, first with the piglet
placed on its side and the neck angled forward, a transverse tomographic plane was
acquired (x-axis parallel to B„). Next still with the piglet on its side, but now with the
head aligned with its body, a sagittal tomographic plane was acquired (z-axis parallel
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to B q). Finally the piglet was placed upright and the frame rotated by 45°, a coronal
slice was then acquired (y-axis making 45° with B q).
Unfortunately for the last slice the piglet’s head moved slightly in relation to the
frame and just the 4 component of the top and centre slices could be computed from the
acquired NMR data. This movement was probably caused by the head rotation against
a body with rigor mortis.
7.2.I.4. The field projection algorithm to determine By
To compute the 4 component of current it is necessary to know the magnetic
field in the y- and z-direction. Ideally, it is necessary to measure the field components
By and

by rotating the head strictly by 90°. But since the NMR bore is too small for

the rotation of the whole piglet’s body, the head was instead inclined in relation to B q,
and the induced current magnetic field projected along B q was measured.
In figure 7.13,

represents the actual direction of the current induced magnetic

field at a certain voxel, a is the angle between the y-axis and B q, B^ is the field
measured with the z-axis parallel to

B q, B ^

is the B^ projection along

Bq

which is the

actual value measured by the NMR experiment. By is the desired field component in the
y-direction, which is equal to.

B

B

- B cos (90 - a )

is
is
5^ is
D y is

Figure 7.13 - The
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fie ld com ponent calculation.

To compute the 4 component, a sub-routine was add to the current program to determine
the magnetic field projection along the y-axis.
7.2.2. Results
Figure 7.14(a) shows the NMR magnitude images and the axis orientation of the
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in vitro experiment body before the images were registered. The gap between the head
and the body images is the neck which is off plane. Figure 7.14(b) shows the NMR
images after registration. The inclined images are coronal slices. These image were
acquired with the piglet upright and the head inclined by 45° with respect to Bg. For the
images with z-parallel to B q the piglet was on its side with the head and body aligned
with B q, a sagittal slice orientation was used in this case.
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Figure 7.14 -NMR images to show the orientation o f the piglet in relation to the NMR magnetic fie ld
(a) before (h) after image registration.

Since the piglet is bigger than the FOV, its body image may fold over onto the
other side of the image, as shown on the bottom of the images in figure 7.14(a) and (b).
To prevent the body image overlapping the head image, the head was moved from the
coil centre to the edge. This procedure brings the head to a region where the Bj field
is not very uniform and the NMR signal intensity in some parts of the image may be
affected. If Bj is not correct, some of the spins may not be rotated inside of the
tomographic plane resulting in a smaller net magnetisation and consequently the NMR
signal is reduced. The front end of the images in figure 7.14 of the inclined head shown
this signal decrease. Even though the signal may drop, the phase difference between the
images with current and without current is not affect by this inhomogeneity, but the
image will be noisier since the current standard deviation is directly proportional to the
noise to signal ratio.
The centre images in figures 7.14(a) and (b) show the image of the 2 mm
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diameter capillary used to match the coronal slice acquired with the piglet upright with
the sagittal slice acquired with the head on its side.
7.2.2.1. Current magnetic field images
Figures 7.15(a) and (b) respectively show the components

and

of the

induced magnetic field in the centre and top slices for the positive and negative current.
The B^. image components in the top and centre slices in this figure were computed
using equation (7.1). These images show some artifacts at their edges due to differences
between the sagittal and coronal slices. These differences are probably caused by small
errors in setting the slice position after the head is rotated. Although the capillaries
shown in figure 7.14 appear just in the centre slice it is necessary to consider that the
capillary is 2 mm in diameter and the slice thickness is 3 mm which leaves a possible
error of 1 mm. Also the skin around the head may move when the rotation is performed.
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Figure 7.15- Current magnetic field images (a)positive current experiment (b)negative current experiment.

1.2.2.1. Electrical current images
Figure 7.16 shows the image of the electrical current component in the jcdirection of the top and centre slices. Figures 7.16 (b) and (e) are the top and centre
slices for the positive (PN current sequence pulses), and figures 7.16 (c) and (f) are the
top and centre slices for the negative current (NP current sequence pulses). Only the
current component for the top and centre slices are shown because the piglet head
moved at the end of this experiment and the other components could not be calculated.
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Figure 7.16- (a) and (d) NMR images, (b) and (e) positive current, (c) and (f) negative current,
respectively top and centre slices.

7.2.23. Current per region in the head
The magnitude images of the top and centre slices shown in figure 7.16(a) and
(b) were divided into three regions. The inner contour defines the region of the brain
alone, the middle contour defines the region of the brain plus the skull and the tissues
nearby it. The outer contour encompassed the whole head and was drawn using figures
7 .16(a) and (b) to try and avoid the edge artifacts in the current images. For each region
the integrated current is given in tables 7.5 for the top slice and 7.6 for the centre slice.
7.3. Noise analyses in the in vitro current images
To determine the level of noise in the current images, a noise analysis was
performed as described in section 6.3. For each experiment a magnitude image was
selected in which to place three sample regions of 6 by 6 pixels. Figure 7.10(a) and
7 .1 1(a) show the ROI positions for the in vitro experiments with isolated head, figure
7.16(a) show the ROI positions for the whole body experiment. All three regions were
placed in the brain areas where the current is most uniform. In this way it is possible
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Table 7.5 - Surface integration results f o r the top slice. The ROIs are defined in figure 7.16(a).
Top Slice - Current applied 48.8 mA
ly (mA)
ROI

1/area (\lA/mm^)

area
(mm^)

positive

negative

% of the
current
applied

positive

negative

inner contour
(brain)

1413

11.38

-11.90

23.85

8.05

-8.42

middle contour
(brain plus skull)

1654

18.49

-18.59

37.99

11.18

-11.24

outer contour

282J

34.00

-32.93

68.58

12.04

11.66

skull
(middle - inner)

241

7.11

-6.69

14.14

29.50

-27.76

muscle
(outer - middle)

1171

15.51

-14.34

14.93

13.25

-12.25

Table 7.6 - Surface integration results f o r the centre slice. The ROIs are defined in fig u re 7.16(d).
Centre Slice - Current applied 48.8 mA
ly (mA)

1/area (\xA/mml)

area
(mm^)

positive

negative

% of the
current
applied

positive

negative

inner contour
(brain)

1460

9.08

-8.73

18.24

6.22

-5.98

middle contour
(brain plus skull)

1729

13.38

-13.08

27.11

7.74

-5.57

outer contour

3313

34.50

-29.26

65.33

10.41

8.83

skull
(middle - inner)

269

4.30

-4.35

15.98

-16.17

muscle
(outer - middle)

1584

21.12

-16.18

13.33

-10.21

ROI

38.21

to compare the predicted current standard deviation using equation (6.28) with the actual
value measured in the current image. Table 7.7 shows the noise analyses results.
For the first experiment the overall average of the current standard deviation is
equal to 2.57|iA for the second 1.24|xA and for the whole body experiment 2.57|LiA. The
predicted value and the measure values in table 7.7 show a very good agreement.
An interesting point to note in these results is the difference between the two
isolated head experiments. Comparing the images in figures 7.6 and 7.11 with the noise
results we should expected a much noisier image in the former which has an average
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current deviation of 2.57|aA compared with the latter which has a value of about
1.24|xA. Even though the NMR signal is lower for long echo-time, the parameters for
the second experiment demonstrated that a lower noise current image can be obtained
using a current-spin integration time of about 120 ms instead of 60 ms.
The main reason for the noisier image in figure 7.11 is that the total current
applied was halved to 24.4mA. Table 7.7 gives the mean value of current for each ROI
selected for the noise analyses. The mean current difference between the two
Table 7.7 - Results o f the noise analysis in the in vitro p ig le t experiments.

experiment

7 |M

ROI

***<M>/o(M)
measured

I
1st
experiment
ROI in figure
7.10
^

2nd
experiment
ROI in figure
7. II

^

1

2.59

2

2.95

3

2.00

1

1.44

2

0.57

3

0.55

3rd
experiment
ROI in figure

1

1.71

2

2.53

7.16

3

5.34

2.95
®<2.51>

®<0.85>

®<3.20>

predicted
3.35

18.12

2.98

20.33

2.47

2.18

27.69

1.16

1.17

10.89

1.28

9.93

1.50

1.13

11.23

2.68

1.97

14.58

2J7

12.66

1.72

16.68

2.25

0.99

2.66
2.36

**< 2J7>

®®<1.24>

**< 2J7>

ROI - current average
ROI - current standard deviation
ROI - NMR magnitude average divided by the standard deviation
average of the three values
average value = [(^ ^ )/3 f^
TE= 60ms, TR=1000ms, pixel size 0.70x0.70mm, current applied 48.8mA
TE=120ms, TR=1200ms, pixel size 0.59x0.59mm, current applied 24.4mA
TE= 60ms, TR= 800ms, pixel size 0.66x0.66mm, current applied 48.8mA

experiments is about a factor of three while the noise standard deviation is about two,
which explain the slightly noisier image.
Comparing the first experiment with isolated head and the third experiment with
the whole body, both were performed using the same applied current and current-spin
integration time, and the noise level is basically the same. The mean current value
difference of the three ROI between these two experiment is about 27% which is not a
large difference considering that the slices are not exactly at the same position, see
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figures 7. 2* and 7.16.
7.4. Discussion
A total of six in vitro experiments were performed, of which three were
described here. The results of the first three experiments were not presented because we
had problems in accurately positioning the frame to hold the piglet head in the centre
of the NMR magnet and in rigidly clamping the head into the frame. The design of the
frame and the head clamps was modified during the course of these first three
experiments.
The reasons for placing the electrodes in the top of the head and under the neck
and selecting coronal slices through the head was to enable images to be taken of the
regions around the skull were there are more surface tissues. These regions theoretically
are where most of the applied electrical current would propagate, since the skull has a
very low conductivity. In one of the first experiments, not presented here we tried to
place the electrodes between the ears and the eyes and acquire a coronal slice near the
midline region of the brain. However, the region on the top of the head between the skin
and skull is very thin and because of the edge artifacts produced by the template
convolution most of the data in this area is lost during the image calculation. For this
reason it was not possible to produce the current density images in the tissues near the
surface of the head.
In FIT the tomographic plane is in the plane of the electrodes. It is possible to
acquire NMR slices in the same plane as the electrodes, but there will be considerable
problems with the phase unwrapping procedure near the electrodes. Near to the
electrodes the current density is very high and probably the phase will wrap by more
than 180° per pixel and hence the actual unwrapped phase cannot be recovered.
Although it would still be possible to measure the current distribution in the brain,
where lower current density is expected.
A major problem during the animal experiments is to accurately identify the slice
positions acquired before the rotation, particularly when the slice orientation is changed.
The use of capillaries to mark the starting position and to define the tomographic plane
was found to be the best solution to overcome this problem, since it does not require
any calculation or measurement during the experiment. All we need is after the rotation
is to look for the capillaries in order to get back to the starting position. Even so, this
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is not a perfect matching technique as can be seen from the first experiment, which gave
the smallest difference between the total integrated current and the current applied. In
figure 7.2 each row should show exactly the same set of images, but for the yorientation images (b), (e) and (h) they show small anatomic differences when compared
to the

X-

and z-orientations, which are much more similar to each other. The reason for

the mis-positioning may be due to errors caused by the capillaries being 2 mm in
diameter compared with the 3mm slice thickness. Also, we have to consider that this
region of the head is much more subject to anatomic changes than the regions above.
For the first experiment, this slice mis-position error affects just the 4 and 7^
components which need data from both head orientations and from all three slices for
their calculation. On the other hand, calculation of the

component just needs one slice

position for the start orientation and one after the first rotation. In this case for both
orientations the slices were coronal. This fact explains the very small difference between
the sum of the current integrated per region and the current applied during the
experiment in tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3.
In the second experiment with the isolated head, the current applied was 24.4mA,
but with a longer current-spin integration time of 120 ms. The resulting current image
was not as good as in the first experiment. As demonstrated by the noise analyses, this
was not caused by an increase in the noise level of the images. The reason for the image
degradation was due to the lower current applied. As shown in table 7.7 the level of
current is too small for the experiment.
Considering now the results for the whole body experiment. The first point to
consider in this experiment is that it was performed soon after death and there should
have been little damage to the structure of the head. This experiment did prove that it
is still possible to measure in tissue the current distribution by rotating the head by just
45° instead of the ideal 90°. The images are quite reasonable and still show the current
distribution in a plane orthogonal to that of the electrodes used to apply the electrical
current. Unfortunately the piglet’s head moved at the end of the experiment and the
other components could not be computed.
The total current integrated using the outer contour, (tables 7.5 and 7.6), shows
that just 67% of the total current applied was actually measured. This difference is
probably due to the fact that the current in this slice position was much more
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concentrated in the tissues around the surface of the head. Since this is a region in
which it is not possible to measure the electrical current it may well explain a large part
of this difference. The same dead zone exists in the first experiment, but in this case
most of current is concentrated around the eyes as seen in figure 7.6. The other source
of error arises from the small rotation which only gives rise to a magnetic field which
is about 70% of the By component. Thus, some values of By may have been too small
to be measured by the NMR experiment. Another possible source of error in the total
current integrated compared with the current applied during the experiment is the use
of two different slices orientations to measure the magnetic field. But even so this error
is small if the difficulties of acquiring exactly the same tomographic plane before and
after rotation.
Considering just the current that propagates in the brain, in the first experiment
with the isolated head, tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show that about 18 to 23% of the total
applied current goes through the brain. In the second experiment (table 7.4) the
corresponding value was about 26%. The experiment for the whole body (tables 7.5 and
7.6) give for the top slice 24% and for the centre slice 18%. These values are consistent
with the results obtained in chapter 8 for the post mortem experiment table 8.2.
Considering now the accuracy of these measurements. This is highly dependent
on the technique used to match the slices position before and after rotation rather than
on the noise level in the current image. Comparing the total integrated current in the
head with the actual current applied, for the first experiment the difference for each slice
is 11.5%, 2.24% and 1.5%, for the second experiment 20% and for the third experiment
31% (all values are the mean value of the positive and negative results). From these
differences between the total current integrated and the total current applied it is possible
it is very unlikely that an absolute accuracy of better than 20 to 30% can be achieved.
When discussing the current images, just the ly component is integrated to give
a result that can be compared with the actual current applied during the experiment. The
integration of the 4 and 4 components can give any value, since the current may flow
along many pixels within the slice before going out of the plane in the direction of the
top or bottom electrode. This leads to the question: is it really necessary to measure the
4 and 4 components ? The answer is yes, and the reason can be seen if the magnitude
of the current image, (figure 7.9), is compared with just the 4 component, (figure 7.6).
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Looking just at figure 7.6 we can see that regions where ly has a very low or almost
zero value there is a very high component in the z-direction. Therefore the right
approach to visualise the total current distribution in the head is to use the magnitude
image which shows exactly how the total is distributed along the tomographic plane.
7.5. Conclusion
From the in vitro experiments we conclude that the minimum applied current
required for this experiment is around 50mA. Ideally this value showed be slightly
bigger, perhaps about 60mA. The ideal current-spin time integration for the piglet
experiment is around 100 ms which would make the inherent MR image noise less
significant. This value is however very dependent on the 7^ value which may be
different for a live piglet.
The results of the in vitro experiment with both the isolated head and the whole
body showed that about 17% of the total current applied to the head goes through the
brain when the electrodes are placed on the top of the head and under the neck. This
value maybe still different for a live piglet although it does not look like major
differences will occur. The accuracy of the current measurement in these experiment was
around 2 0 %.
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Current Images in the Piglet Head

8. In vivo experiment with a newborn piglet
In this chapter two experiments performed with the same newborn piglet are
presented. The first experiment described was performed in vivo on the anaesthetised
animal and the second, soon after death. In both experiments the same procedure was
applied. The purpose of this study was to determine if the current distribution previously
measured on a post-mortem pig head were representative of those that would be found
in the intact live animal, and if they were not, then to try and identify the major causes
of the observed differences.
This chapter starts by describing the animal preparation for the in vivo
experiment, the electrode positions, electrical current applied and the NMR image
parameters used to acquire the data. The results are divided into two parts, those
obtained with the animal alive and those after death. The chapter ends with a discussion
and conclusion.
8.1. Animal preparation
The in vivo experiment was performed on a one day old newborn piglet (weight
1.9kg). The animal was anaesthetised with an initial intraperitoneal dose of 10ml of
urethane (36% w/v) which was complemented with further doses of intravenous urethane
(1ml, 24% w/v), approximately every 15 minutes. An umbilical vein was cannulated to
apply the complementary doses. Three hours after induction of anaesthesia the animal
was given 5ml of gelofusin to help maintain blood pressure. During the experiment the
ECG and temperature were monitored. The ECG was measured with three carbon
electrodes placed in the chest of the piglet and the temperature with a rectal thermistor.
During initial tests (explained further in section 8.2) to determine the amplitude
of the current pulses to be applied in the experiment, it was noticed that the neck and
throat muscle stimulation caused by the electrical current was interfering with the
breathing, and a tracheotomy was therefore performed to ensure a constant open airway.
Once the animal was anaesthetised its head was fixed in the frame described in
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the last chapter. The head was held by the two ceramic points which were firmly
screwed against the skull in the regions between the eyes and ears. The nose was held
by the front bar which was placed in the mouth and held in position by pressure from
a second bar on the top of the snout.
To keep the piglet warm inside the NMR machine its body was wrapped with
cotton wool, over which was placed a sheet of aluminum to improve the thermal
isolation. At the beginning of the experiment the rectal temperature was 38.4° Celsius
and at the end 37.8° Celsius. The piglet preparation took approximately three hours and
the experiment was completed within seven hours. At the end of the experiment the
animal was killed with an intravenous injection of KCl.
8.2. The electrodes and the electrical current
During the in vitro experiments it had been concluded that for optimum S/N, the
electrical current to be applied in this type of experiment should ideally be more than
50mA, and the current-spin integration time more than 60 ms. The actual current
amplitude that could be applied in this in vivo experiment would however depend on the
electrode positions, and on how the animal would respond to the current pulses.
The current-spin integration time used in the in vivo experiment was set at 80ms.
The choice of this value was based on two reasons: firstly, the 7^ relaxation time in the
cerebral tissues of newborn piglets was measure found to be 80ms in experiments
carried out by the NMR group here at Medical Physics; and secondly, the results of the
in vitro experiments (section 7.4) suggested that a period of more than 60ms should be
used to reduce the standard deviation in the calculated current images.
To determine how much current could be applied, three electrodes were placed
on the head: one on the top of the head (which was the reference electrode and
connected to the current source), one under the neck (as was done in the in vitro
experiments) and another electrode on the inside roof of the mouth. The electrodes used
were the same ECG carbon electrodes used in the in vitro experiment, and the skin on
the top of the head and under the neck of the animal was shaved to improve the
electrical contact. To ensure that the electrodes would not come detached during the
experiment, cyanoacrylate adhesive was applied around the periphery of the electrodes.
The electrical current pulses were first applied using the electrode under the
neck. As the amplitude of the electrical current was increased beyond approximately
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24.4mA, it was noticed that the animal’s breathing became more difficult. Since no
muscle movements were observable it was concluded that the electrical current was
probably causing spasms in the trachea thus restricting the entrance of air. The same
effect was noticed when the electrode on the roof of the mouth was used. Therefore a
tracheostomy was performed to insert an endotracheal tube and hence relieve any
obstruction and provide a constant airway for respiration. With the endatracheal tube in
place, it was possible to increase the applied current to 60mA without causing any
difficulties in breathing. However, if the neck electrode was used at this level of applied
current, there was visible twitching of the muscles in the neck and throat. These
stimulation effects were much smaller when the electrode in the roof of the mouth was
used.
Ideally we would prefer to use the same electrode positions as used for the in
vitro experiments, so that both sets of results in principle could be compared, but to
avoid muscle stimulation in the neck, it was decided to use the electrode inside of the
mouth.
Using the electrodes on the top of the head and inside the mouth, it was possible
to use a current amplitude of 60mA, 10mA higher than in the in vitro experiments. It
was hoped that this increase in current would provide an improved SNR in the current
images, especially since with the second electrode on the roof of the mouth, more
current would be expected to propagate through the brain. The current was divided into
two symmetrical pulses of 40 ms, repeated every second.
The approximate electrodes position are indicated in a sagittal image shown in

Figure 8.1- Sagittal image o f the piglet head to approxim ately show the positions o f the electrodes and
the brain dimensions.
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figure 8.1. This image is not from this experiment, but from a previous in vitro
experiment performed at the beginning of the experimental work, which is not presented
in this thesis.
The electrical current was applied in the %-direction of the axis reference as
shown in figure 8.1. To reduce the time required to perform the experiment, we only
acquired images with a positive-negative current sequence.
8.3. The frame holder modifications
During the simulations we found that to avoid errors in the current image the
magnetic field produced by the conductors near to the frame should be measured.
Copper wires were fixed to the frame and the carbon cables from the electrodes were
connected to these. The copper conductors around the frame were fixed using superglue
at the positions shown in figure 8.2. The current supply was then connected to the
copper conductors in the frame via a pair of twisted wires.

conductor

axis coordinates
for th e "in vivo"
experiment

returning
conductor

iower
conductor

Figure 8.2 - Position o f the copper conductors in the fram e holding the piglet head (one o f the fron t
support bars is shown cut away fo r clarify).

8.4. The NMR image parameters
The spin-echo time used for the in vivo experiment was set to a repetition time
of 1000 ms, echo-time of 80 ms (equal to the total current time), slice thickness 3mm
and field of view of 16 cm. The isocentre distances were set to -23mm for the top slice,
- 2 0 mm for the centre slice and -17mm for the bottom slice, giving a sequence of three
adjacent slices. 256 by 256 image matrix with pixels of 0.63 by 0.63mm were used in
both transverse and coronal slices. The scan time for each image in these experiment
was 5.20 minutes. To position and hold the frame inside the magnet the same perspex
base shown in figure 7.12 was used. The frame was placed first with the z-axis parallel
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to Bf), then it was rotated 45° to measure B^. component, and finally on its side with the
x-axis parallel to Eg.
8.5. Results
8.5.1. In vivo results
Figure 8.3 shows the NMR magnitude images acquired with no current and the
axis of orientation in relation to the main magnetic field. Figure 8.3(a) shows the images
before registration and figure 8.3(b) shows the images after registration.
The images are divided into three sets (or columns in the figure), each set
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Figure 8.3 - NMR magnitude images o f the "in vivo" experiment, (a) before image registration and (b)
after image registration.

corresponds to one head orientation in relation to the main field and each set is
composed of three different slice positions called bottom, centre and top slices (rows in
the figure). All tomographic planes are parallel to the yz-plane. For the first two sets of
images, the piglet lay on its stomach in the magnet bore and the z-axis was defined
along the head with the frame position shown in figure 8.2. The piglet orientation with
respect to the main field during this experiment was not as described in the last chapter
for the whole body in vitro experiment. In this study with the piglet lying prone coronal
slices were use to acquire the images with the z-axis parallel to
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figure 8.3(a) and (b)), and with head inclined at 45° in relation to the main field
(centre column in figure 8.3(a) and(b)). This procedure reduced the possibility of slice
mis-position because the piglet body did not required repositioning and only the head
was inclined in relation to the field. Also, with this procedure the NMR slice orientation
and position did not need to be changed. To acquire the final images with the x-axis
parallel to B q, the piglet was turned so that it lay on its side and the neck was angled
forward until it was at 90° in relation to the main field. The body was also slightly
inclined in relation to B q, to minimise the angle between the head and the body.
8.5.2. The net magnetisation degeneration
During the experiment, when the piglet head was placed with the x-axis parallel
to the main field, the NMR signal intensity near the neck was observed to be low.
Figure 8.4 shows the transverse NMR images acquired in these circumstances with
■i**piiBeV44 0*s»Hir

Display

^0

capillary to mark the
bottom slice

Figure 8.4- The NMR images acquired with the x-axis parallel to B„. (a)top (h)centre and (c)bottom slices.

electric current on. The reason for this loss in signal could not be determined at the time
the animal was alive. However, after the piglet was killed and removed from the magnet
bore a possible explanation was found.
The carbon cable connecting the electrode on the top of the head to the upper
conductor was found to be lying near to the surface of the head. When the piglet was
placed with the x-axis parallel to the main field, the induced magnetic field produced
by the current circulating in this cable was in the same direction as

B q,

and

perpendicular to the tomographic plane. The field from this cable probably produced a
large inhomogeneity in B q and hence the net magnetisation in this region had completely
decayed after the 80ms echo-time. This effect was most marked in the top slice as
shown in figure 8.4(a).
Although this problem was very much reduced when the cable was re-positioned
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to align with the main field, a small area of the image was still affected near the
position where the carbon cable was bent to reach the electrode, figure 8.9 (top row).
Even if we had realised before the animal was killed that this curved cable was the
reason for the signal deterioration, it would have been necessary to repeat the previous
image acquisitions to keep the current paths in the same position during the whole
experiment. It would not have been possible to keep the animal anaesthetised for the
additional period required for these studies.
8.5.3. Electrical current magnetic field
Figure 8.5, upper row, shows the NMR phase images of the top, centre and
bottom slices acquired with the x-axis parallel to B q and figure 8.5, lower row, shows

b o tto m

Figure 8.5 - NMR phase images acquired with the x-axis parallel to B„ to show the effect o f the electrical
current, (a) wrapped phase and (b) unwrapped phase.

the corresponding unwrapped phase images.
In part of the wrapped image the phase changes exceeded 180° per pixel (mainly
in the top slice), which suggest a very high magnetic field in the B q direction. Because
the 180° phase changes happen in a space less than a pixel in size, the unwrapping
routine is not able to unwrap the phase and the data in this region is lost. During the
experiment we tried to halve the electrical current, which reduced the affected area but
still a reasonable region of the head showed a large NMR signal decrease.
In figure 8.6 the calculated magnetic fields at the centre slice position are shown.
The magnetic field in the y-direction is the result of the calculated field using equation
(7.1). Due to the superposition of many different fields arising from the upper and lower
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current direction
applied during
experiment

Figure 8.6 - Electrical current magnetic fie ld at the position o f the centre slice.

conductors, the returning wire and the field produced by the carbon cable, analysis of
the field using the "right hand rule" is impossible.
8.5.4. Electrical cu rren t images
Figure 8.7 shows the images of the electrical current component in the xdirection in the three adjacent tomographic planes, (a) is in the top, (b) is in the centre,
and (c) is in the bottom slice. In this experiment just the positive current is shown,
because only the NMR data with a positive-negative current sequence was acquired. In
the figure the edges of the images show some border artifacts due to the anatomical
differences between the three slices. The contrast in the three images has been stretched
to a range from -25|iA to d-25p.A/pixel.

wJispyBcV4.5 Dftpia

iXfW . ‘

4__ (2

25

Figure 8.7 - /, current component in the top (a), centre (b) and bottom (c) slices.
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In figure 8.8 the electrical current components in the y- and z-direction are shown
together with the current magnitude image at the centre position of the three slices. The
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and magnitude current components.

edges in these images and the region where the net magnetisation was decreased were
removed during the current calculation.
8.5.5. Electrical current per region in the head
The same procedure applied in the in vitro experiments to quantify the electrical
current per region of the head was applied in this experiment. The head was divided into
the three regions with the contour lines shown in the current images, figure 8.7^°. Table
8.1 shows the area of each region in square millimetres, the total current integrated per

region in milliamps, the percentage of the current integrated per region from the total
current applied, and the ratio between the current per region and the area of the
corresponding region.
The inner contour involves the brain alone, the middle contour includes the brain
plus the skull and the immediately adjacent tissues, and the outer encompassed all the
regions in front of the head and part of the neck. The inner and middle contours were
made by the xdispunc program using the automatic region contour function. To avoid
the artifact produced at the borders of the current images, the outer contour was made
using the current images shown in figure 8.7. In the neck region the outer contour was
drawn some millimetres apart from the middle contour. The inner and middle contours

20

T he contour lin es are on e pixel thickness and w ere drawn by the xdispunc program according to the contrast
inform ation in the m agnitude im ages. W e did not want to ch an ge their thickn ess to avoid any dam age in
the current im ages.
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Table 8.1 - Results f o r the live animal experiment.
Live experiment - Current applied 60 mA
Slice

Top

Centre

Bottom

ROI

area (mm')

IfmA)

inner'

1302

21.92

36.67

16.84

middle

1671

31.99

53.51

19.14

outer

2425

47.76

79.89

19.69

skulP

369

10.07

16.85

27.29

muscle'

754

15.77

26.38

20.92

inner'

1484

22.50

37.64

15.16

middle

1867

47.57

15.23

outer

2978

49.80

83.31

16.72

skull'

383

5.94

9.94

15.51

muscle'

n il

21.36

35.73

19.23

inner'

1679

22.39

37.45

13.34

middle

2261

31.27

52.31

13.83

outer

3430

45.83

76.66

13.36

skull'

582

8.88

14.85

15.26

muscle'

1169

14.56

24.36

12.46

l/region( [lA/mm')

' - Brain (inner contour); ^ - Brain plus Skull and adjacent tissues minus Brain (middle minus inner contour)
/ - Outer minus middle contour; - percentage of the total current

were made using the corresponding NMR image with no current applied. The regions
were saved into a file and then placed over the 4 current images.
8.6. Results of the experiment performed after death
In this section the results of the experiment performed soon after the animal was
killed are presented. The electrodes used were kept in the same position, i.e., in the roof
of the mouth and on the top of the head and the same amount of current, 60mA, was
applied. We also tried to keep the NMR tomographic planes at same position.
T h e c o m p le te e x p e r im e n t w a s p e r f o r m e d w ith in 4 h o u r s a f te r d e a th . D u r in g th e
e x p e r im e n t th e te m p e r a tu r e o f th e b o d y w a s m o n ito r e d w ith th e s a m e r e c ta l- s e n s o r . A t
th e b e g in n in g th e te m p e r a tu r e o f th e b o d y w a s 3 7 .5 ° C elsiu s a n d a t th e e n d 3 4 .3 °
C e lsiu s.

A lth o u g h

th e

te m p e r a tu r e

o f th e

body

w as

r e a s o n a b ly

m a in ta in e d ,

th e

te m p e r a tu r e o f th e h e a d w a s p r o b a b ly lo w e r th a n th is , a n d w o u ld b e b e tw e e n 3 4 .3 ° a n d
th e r o o m te m p e r a tu r e o f a r o u n d 2 5 ° C elsius.
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Figure 8.9 shows the NMR magnitude images acquired with the electric current
on and after registration and the axis orientation in relation the B q.

X parallel t o

region where th e n e t
m agnetisation w as
a ffe c te d by th e field
In th e electrode
co n d u cto r

3 q

capilliary to mark
th e b o tto m slice
position

y parallel t o

3 q

z parallel t o

€> q

Figure 8.9 - Magnitude images o f the experiment perform ed after death

As shown in figure 8.9, in the images with jc-axis parallel to B q, after the wire
running from the electrode on the top of the head was repositioned, the NMR signal
reduction was considerably reduced compared to the images shown in figure 8.4.
8.6.1. Electrical current magnetic field
The upper row in figure 8.10 shows the NMR phase image acquired with the xaxis parallel to B q, and the lower row shows the phase images after they were

i
centre

bottom

Figure 8.10 - Phase w rapped and unwrapped images acquired with the x-axis parallel to B,).
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unwrapped. This figure shows that even with a very low NMR signal level in the top
slice (see figure 8.9, top right) the phase image is still not affected and could be easily
unwrapped.
Figure 8.11 shows the current magnetic field components

and B^ in the

head at the centre slice position, and also the magnitude of the three components. The
component in the y-direction, B^, was computed using equation (7.1).

©

current direction
applied during
experiment

Figure 8.11 - Electrical current magnetic fie ld at the position o f the centre slice.

8.6.2. Electrical current images
Figure 8.12 shows the images of the electrical current component in the xdirection in the three adjacent tomographic planes, (a) in the top, (b) in the centre and
(c) in the bottom slice. The contrast of these three images has been stretched to a range

xiUspwnr V4.S Display

xtlispunc V4.S Display

* •

-25

^A/pix»!

25

Figure 8.12 - f current component in the after death experiment
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f r o m -25)J,A to +25)LiA /pixel, to a llo w c o m p a ris o n w ith fig u re 8 .7.

Figure 8.13 shows the current images component in the y- and z-direction and
also the current magnitude image. The edges of these images were removed during the

Mris»itncV4JI

-•.

t¥

MM
%

Slice-5 of 6

Figure 8.13- Current images (a) /^, and (b)
component in the centre slice, figure 8.12.

, fiws dtodvMtwy.ipn.enc

components, and (c) the magnitude calculated using the 1^

current calculation.
8.6.3. Electrical current per region in the head
As in the live animal experiment, the head was divide into 3 regions by drawing
contour lines. The inner contour involves the brain, the middle encloses the brain, skull
and adjacent tissues and the outer contour encompasses the whole head. These contours
were made using the same strategy as before, and the results are shown in table 8 .2 .
8.7. Noise analyses
A study of the image noise similar to that performed in the in vitro experiments
described in the last chapter was also performed here. Five regions were placed in the
current images shown in figures 8.7 and 8.12. The results of the noise analyses in both
experiments are shown in table 8.3.
In the last chapter with the in vitro experiments, it was concluded that an
increase in the current-spin time integration would reduce the current standard deviation.
This conclusion was not however borne out by the results in this study, since even with
an increment of 20 ms in the time the current was applied, the experiment after death
described here is noisier than any of the in vitro experiment described in the last chapter
(compare tables 7.7 with table 8.3). This is because the NMR images in the experiments
described here are noisier, and the only explanation found for this is that T * may
2
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Table 8.2 - Results f o r the dead anim al experiment.
Dead animal experiment - Current applied 60 mA
Slice

ROI

area (mmj)

IfmA)

inned

1341

13.13

21.89

9.79

middle

1745

23.26

38.77

13.33

outer

2543

47.40

79.00

18.64

skulP

404

10.13

16.88

25.07

muscle^

798

24.14

40.23

30.25

inner'

1517

13.07

21.79

8.62

middle

1987

23.56

39.27

11.86

outer

3186

49.19

81.98

15.44

skulP

470

10.49

17.48

22.32

muscle^

1199

25.93

43.22

21.63

inner'

1815

15.36

25.61

8.^6

middle

2259

23.51

39.18

10.41

outer

3522

46.78

77.97

13.28

skuW

444

8.15

13.58

18.36

muscle^

1707

23.27

Top

Centre

Bottom

l/region( ilA/mm')

13.63

' - Brain (inner contour); ^ - Brain plus Skull and adjacent tissues minus Brain (middle minus inner contour);
^ - Outer minus middle contour; - percentage of the total current.

increase after death (subsequent to this study an increase of 7^* after death was
confirmed by the NMR group in the Department).
8.8. Discussion
In this chapter two experiments with a newborn piglet have been described, one
performed in vivo and another performed soon after the animal was killed. The results
show that after death there is a substantial change in the current distribution in the head,
which reflects a change in the tissue electrical impedance.
The first point to be considered is the total current measured within the outer
contour which encloses the whole head. In the live experiment, table 8.1, the total
current and area measured are equal to 47.76mA and 2425mm^ at the top slice, 49.80mA
and 2978mm^ at the centre slice, and 45.83mA and 3430mm^ at the bottom slice. In the
experiment performed after death, table 8.2, the corresponding values are 47.40mA and
2543mm^ at the top slice, 49.19mA and 3186mm^ at the centre slice and 46.78mA and
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Table 8.3 - Results o f the noise analysis.
In vivo experiment

slice

ROI

top slice

centre
slice

bottom
slice

‘I\)A

In vitro experiment

^o(I)\lA

^SNR

‘l\tA

-a(I)nA

^SNR

1

6.41

5.59

5.28

3.24

4.54

5.20

2

5.76

3.99

7.25

3.31

3.01

6.16

3

8.48

7.08

4.56

4

5.21

7.57

6.06

5.52

3.65

6.80

5

6.01

4.01

6.09

3.87

3.78

5.06

I

6.76

4.18

7.30

2.05

4.61

5.66

2

3.78

3.29

8.40

2.49

3.17

6.09

3

8.43

6.39

3.34

4

4.17

4.00

6.53

3.87

3.66

5.87

5

3.91

3.47

7.81

2.34

3.00

6.46

I

2.80

4.70

3.35

2.84

2.45

5.24

2

5.03

3.38

2.42

1.07

2.27

7.68

3

6.81

3.09

4.51

4

5.32

2.98

2.29

2.19

3.38

6.26

5

3.20

4.69

2.50

2.90

3.08

7.87

^6.37

■‘5.41

U.63

5.14

5.18

4.97

^5.42

^4.08

^4.22

■‘4.1

“2.82

“2.70

3.65

3.87

2.93

^3.76

^3.71

^2.85

5.27

7.08

6.13

‘ ROI - current average; ’ ROI - current standard deviation; ^ ROI - NMR magnitude average divided by the standard deviation;
average of the five values; ^ average value = l(Tj?)/3]''^

3522mm^ at the bottom slice. The total area varies by approximately lOOOmm^ from the
top to the bottom slice positions, but the total current is basically the same, with an
average for both experiments equal to 47.8mA. Therefore, the remaining 12.2mA in both
experiments probably goes through the surface of the head, which can not be measured
because of the edge artifacts, or through the part of the neck near to the body, which
also cannot be measured because this region is affect by the head rotation. Because the
total current measured in the head is the same, a comparison can be made between these
experiments. These results are summarised in figure 8.14.
The total integrated current going through the brain is on average 62% higher in
the experiment performed with the piglet alive than that performed after death (60% in
the top slice, 58% in the centre and 6 8 % in the bottom slice). The current measured in
the region around the skull is approximately the same in both studies, apart from the
centre slice which was probably affected by the position of the contour lines. Comparing
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Top slice
40%
24.14
E 20

22% 15.77

21 %

12.6

17% 17%

body plus

surface of
th e head

C entre slice

25.93

«

post mortem

16

I

brain

10.49

scalp

skull

17/. 1M
10-2 10.51

dy plus
surface of
the head

Bottom slice

22.39

23.27

E 20

body plus
surface of
th e head

Figure 8.14 - The total current distribution in the head before and after death

the current that goes through the scalp, after death this increases by about 57% (53%
in the top slice and 60% in the bottom slice). Because of the image artifact, the centre
slice result was not considered in the average calculation. Figure 8.14 shows that the
changes in current in the scalp and the brain regions are about the same magnitude but
in opposite directions. Since the total current in the skull and body plus surface of the
head remains constant, the reason for the current change in the head after death is
associated with brain and/or scalp impedance changes.
There are several major causes of change in tissue impedance on death. Firstly
there is a change in tissue blood volume as the heart stops and gravity drains the blood
away. Secondly there is a change in extracellular water content as the cell ion pumps
fail, and finally there is a change in temperature.
Temperature may affect the current propagation in the head. Reported values for
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the temperature coefficient of conductivity of tissues are between approximately 1% and
3% °C '\ the highest for brain tissue being 3.2%°C^ (Duck, 1990). Choh-Luh et al.
(1968) have measured at body temperature, 36 °C, the resistivity of the cerebral cortex
as being equal to 556 ohm cm and white matter equal to 580 ohm cm. At a temperature
of 12°C they reported an increase in the cortex resistivity of 75% and in the white of
60%. Van Harreveld & Ochs(1956) observed a decrease in the conductivity of the cortex
of 20% when the temperature dropped from 35 °C to 25 °C. In our piglet study, even
though the head temperature during the experiment was not monitored, the registered
temperature of the piglet body at the end of the post mortem experiment was 34.3°C.
Thus it is expected that the brain temperature during the experiment should be, say,
about 30°C (above the room temperature of 25°C). Therefore, considering that during
the live experiment the temperature was 37°C, the maximum changing in the brain
resistivity which could be attributed to the temperature is around 21% (AT of 7°C).
The effect of volume changes in the extracellular water content of the brain
tissue, which is associated with cell swelling phenomena, has been studied before.
Previous work using cyanide to kill the neuron cells before circulatory arrest showed
that the effect of cell swelling decreases the brain conductivity by 30-35% within five
minutes (van Harreveld & Ochs, 1956). In our experiment, the animal was removed
from the magnet after death, and therefore it was subsequently necessary to re-tune and
re-shim the NMR machine. The first image after death was therefore acquired 10 to 15
minutes after the animal was killed, and so the effect of cell swelling should not have
had any further effect on the current distribution measured during the NMR data
acquisition. It is however certain that the increase in the brain tissue impedance due to
cell swelling will have changed the amount of current that goes through the brain.
The depletion of blood in the head may affect the distribution of current through
the brain and the scalp, although it is difficult to quantify. During the experiment, the
piglet head was fixed rigidly in the frame shown in figure 8.2. This frame kept the head
slightly above the level of the rest of the body, and hence, after the animal was killed,
the arterial pressure would drop and the blood would tend to drain out of the head. The
reported resistivity values of blood, for the dog at body temperature is equal to 144 ohm
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centimetres and for the human 170 ohm centimetres (Duck, 1990)^\ For the brain
tissue, the corresponding values are 556 and 580 ohm cm respectively for grey and
white matter (Choh-Luh Li et a l, 1968). Values for the scalp resistivity have not been
reported but because the skin impedance is relatively high (between 10k and lOM ohms
cm (Duck, 1990)) it is expected to be approximately the same as muscle, 245 ohm cm
at 37 °C (Geddes and Baker, 1967). Therefore since the blood conductivity is higher,
its presence should affect the current distribution in the head. However, even though the
brain is much more richly perfused than the scalp or muscle (reported values for
perfusion are 50ml lOOg'^min ' in the brain and 5ml lOOg 'min'^ in the scalp (or skin)
(Williams et.al, 1989)), both have approximately the same blood volume (reported
values for newborn piglets are 3.33ml lOOg'* in the brain and 2.19 lOOg'^ in the skin
(Linderkamp e t.a l(l9 S 0 f^). A value of 10% has been quoted for the increase in the
brain resistivity in the absence of blood (van Harreveld & Ochs, 1956), however
although the brain and scalp contains similar blood volumes this does not necessarily
imply the same increase in the scalp (no values for bloodless scalp have been reported).
It has been shown in measurements using an applied alternating current of 1 KHz
that soon after circulatory arrest caused by cutting the abdominal aorta, there is an
initial, (first few minutes), rapid decrease in the brain conductivity of 30-35%, following
which the brain conductivity continues to slowly decrease but with a diminishing rate
for the next 4-5 hours. The reasons for this decrease in the conductivity were attributed
to: 1) cooling of the brain to room temperature, which accounts for a decrease of about
2 0 % of the original conductivity, 2 ) drainage of fluid from the cortical surface,

ventricles and perhaps from the intercellular compartment which causes a decrease of
15-20% of the original conductivity and 3) emptying of blood vessels which contributes
to a decrease of 10% (van Harreveld & Ochs, 1956).
Comparing the integrated current in the brain and its corresponding cross
sectional area, in the in vivo experiment, (table 8.1), the top slice gives 21.92mA and
1302mm^, the centre slice 22.50mA and 1484mm^ and the bottom slice 22.39mA and

21

22

The blood resistivity is given b y p ^ - a cxpÇbH), where H is the percentage haematocrit and a and b are
constants depending on the type of blood.
Reported values are for human brain 5ml lOOg ' (Sakai et. a i, 1985) and for skin between 5 and 15ml lOOg ' (Cui and
Ostrander, 1990).
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Figure 8.15 - Diagram o f the estim ated resistivity o f the brain and extracerebral layers. Values given are
in ohm centimetres (from Holder, 1993b).

1679mm^ The total current in each slice is practically the same, although the area of
the brain has increased by 22%. In the experiment performed after death, (table 8.2), the
top slice gives 13.13mA and 1341mnr, the centre slice 13.07mA and 1517mm^ and the
bottom slice 15.36mA and 1815mm^. Again the total current in each slice is practically
the same but the brain area increased by 26% from the top to the bottom slice. These
results suggest a constant integrated current irrespective of the brain cross section. This
result can be understood with the aid of the diagram in figure 8.15. This shows that the
brain is surrounded by a layer of CSF^\ which has a low resistivity, about 65 ohms
cm, followed by the skull which has a higher resistivity, about 65,000 ohms cm, and

fr o n t

# 1

1

Figure 8.16 - Current vector plot (a) fo r the "in vivo" experiment (b) fo r the "in vitro" experiment.

23

For the echo-tim e and recovery-tim e used in the NMR experim ent, the C SF and the brain tissue appear with
the sam e brightness and therefore cannot be distinguished from each other. Thus the contour line used to
integrate the current in the brain also includes the current that goes through the CSF.
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finally by the scalp which has approximately the same resistivity as the brain (Holder,
1993b). Therefore, the skull would tend to act as an insulator, keeping any current that
enters the skull cavity within the brain. (There must of course be some route for the
observed current in the brain to enter and leave the skull cavity, and this is discussed
below.)
The current orientation within the slice for both the in vivo and in vitro
experiments is shown in figure 8.16(a) and (b), respectively. These vector plots were
made using the current images in the y- and z-directions. To plot the vectors, the number
of pixels in the ROI was reduced with a 3 by 3 mask to average the signal intensity.
These vector plots show a remarkable difference in the orientation of the current in each
pixel between the live and dead animal experiments.
In figure 8.16(a) the current per pixel is mainly oriented towards one side of the
head, while after death, figure 8.16(b), this orientation disappears. A possible
explanation for this is again the presence of blood in the brain. During the part of the
experiment to measure the %-component of the current induced magnetic field, the piglet
was placed on its side. This procedure means that one side of the head (the right side)
is higher than the other which could give rise to a shift in the volume of venous blood
towards the lower side of the head and hence increase the conductivity of this region.
This explanation, or some other blood flow/volume related effect is thought to be most
likely, since both the live and the dead studies required the head to be placed on its side,
yet only the results from the live piglet show this asymmetry in the vector plots. It is
also important to consider that if this explanation is correct, then the current distribution
must have been different in the head when the piglet was placed on its side to measure
the magnetic field in the %-direction, which would result in errors in the vector plot.
To try and confirm the theory about a blood volume shift, we measured the
volume of blood shift when the head is turned to one side in an adult human volunteer
using near infrared spectroscopy^"^. The volunteer lay supine to minimise any blood

T he H am am atsu N IR O 5 0 0 used in this experim ent applies lig h t at four w av elen g th s in the near
infrared region to interrogate tissu e chrom ophores, such as oxy h a em o g lo b in (H bO j), d eo x y h a em o g lo g in
(H b) and ox id ised cytochrom e oxid ase (C tO x). B ecau se o f the unknow n attenuation due to scattering in
the tissue, it is not p o ssib le to m easure the absolute concentration o f the tissu e chrom ophores. H ow ever
sin ce the scattering properties do not change during the m easurem ent period, it is p o ssib le to quantitate
the changes in the tissue chrom ophore concentrations from the m easured ch an ges in the attenuation. T he>
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pressure changes. The transmitting and receiving fibres were placed 4.2cm apart on the
left side of the head away from the midline and the temporal region. A base-line for the
NIRS signal was initially recorded with the head relaxed and facing upwards (centre
position). The head was then rotated through 90° to the left side and the signal recorded
for approximately 40 seconds. After this the head was brought back to the centre
position to repeat the signal base-line acquisition. The head rotation was performed very
carefully to avoid any movement of the probes with respect to the head, and the back
of the head was supported so that the subject made minimal physical effort in rotating
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Figure 8.17 - Changes in deoxyhaemoglohin (Hb), oxyhaemoglobin (Hb02) and the total haemoglobin
when the head is turned from the centre position to the left side.

the head. The head was then turned 90° in the opposite direction for a further 40 second
acquisition before returning to the centre again. This procedure was repeated three times
to the left and three times to the right.
Figure 8.17 shows the changes in oxyhaemoglobin (Hb 02 ), deoxyhaemoglohin
(Hb) and total haemoglobin (H b ,c o n c e n tra tio n obtained from the NIRS signal. This

su m o f th e H b a n d H b O j c o n c e n tra tio n c h a n g e s p ro v id e s a m e a s u r e o f th e c h a n g e in th e to ta l h a e m o g lo b in
(H b T o ta l) (E lw e ll, 1995a).
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Figure 8.18 - Changes in deoxyhaemoglohin (Hb), oxyhemoglobin
and the total changes in these
compounds concentration when the head is tipped from the centre position to the right side.

figure demonstrates the signal recorded when the head was turned to the left. Figure
8.18 shows the equivalent changes when the head was turned to the right.
It is possible to see that the head movement does affect the blood volume
distribution in the brain. For instance, figure 8.17 indicates that when the head was
turned to the left side there was an increase in Hb 02 concentration, beneath the probes
on the lower side of the head of approximately Spmolar. There was not a significant
change in the Hb concentration, which is probably due to the fact that even the venous
blood in the brain has only a low deoxyhaemoglohin concentration (typically 75% of the
venous blood is HbOj). A similar but smaller effect, can be seen in figure 8.18, which

Table 8.4 - Changes in chromophore concentrations in the brain when the head is turned to the left ot
to the right

AZ/60,

head to the
left ([iftiolar)

head to the
right (yanolar)

3.79±1.99

2.7d±2.0^
1.1J±2.73

AHb
AHb Total
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shows the changes in the concentration when the head is rotated to the right side and
the probe is now over the upper side of the brain. Here the Hb 02 increases by about
2|Limolar from the base line.
During the NIRS experiment the signal baseline may fluctuate, affecting the
measurements of concentration changes. Also to make sure that the light received has
penetrated significantly into the brain tissue, the transmitting and receiving optical fibres
need to be well spaced from each other. This separation on the other hand reduces the
amount of light that returns to the optical sensor resulting in a noisier signal. Therefore
to quantify the changes in the chromophore concentrations, the mean value of the
recorded NIRS signal for each position of the head was calculated. The average value
of the three differences between the turned head position and the preceding base line are
given in table 8.4.
These values show that there is increase in the total Hb concentration compared
to the central position when the head is turned either to the right or to the left although
the rotation to the left gives a slightly higher change. The changes in Hb are clearly
smaller than those of Hb 02 and may be difficult to interpret given the level of noise of
the signal.
Considering that the total haemoglobin concentration in the brain is around
50p,molar (Elwell, 1995b), the NIRS measurements show a change of approximately 8 %
in the blood volume at the side of the head. The fact that changes of this magnitude can
occur may help to explain the electrical current orientation towards the lower side of the
piglet head (figure 8.16) since blood is much more conductive than the brain tissue.
Porter et a i (1964) found resistivity changes of about 1.5% during bilateral carotid
compression in humans. It has also been reported that about 10% of current flow is
expected to be intravascular (van Harreveld et al., 1961; Rank, 1963).
Some points need to be considered in interpreting the NIRS measurements. For
instance, even though the volunteer was resting in a horizontal position to keep the
blood pressure constant in the brain it is possible that when the neck was turned, the
veins and/or arteries were squeezed producing changes in both the blood flow into and
drainage of the blood out of the brain. Ideally this measurement should be performed
on an inclinable table where the body is kept stationary and the table is inclined.
Another point is that because the brain floats in a CSF layer, it may move slightly
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The cu rre n t p ath d r a f t t o explain th e changing in th e
z com ponent am plitude shown in th e vecto r plot

Figure 8.19 - Median section o f the head o f a four week old pig; the nasal septum has been removed

towards and away from the inner skull table and hence produce a change
in the NIRS signals.
One further general observation that can be made from the vector plot in figure
8.16 is that the current seems in general to be flowing into the plane from the rear of
the skull. To help visualise and understand this the current propagation analyses, a
drawing of a median section of the head of a four week old pig is shown in figure
8.19(a). From this figure, it can be seen that if we assume that the bones of the skull
represent a high impedance path to the current flow, then with the electrode in the roof
of the mouth, the only way for the current to reach the upper side of the head is through
the larynx region. A current flowing through this region would produce contraction of
the muscles there and close the airway, which explains the observed interference of the
current with the animals breathing. It is also clear from figure 8.19(a), that the major
aperture into the skull is where the spinal cord enters the brain from the spinal column.
It is likely that through this aperture, the electrical current finds a path with a lower
resistivity than that of going through the base of the skull. In figures 8.16(a) and (b) the
vector plots show that the current flow near to the neck is mainly oriented in the -zdirection, indicating that the current comes from somewhere in the neck, otherwise it
would be more equally spread as found in the in vitro experiments with the isolated
head shown in figure 7.8. The vector magnitudes in figure 8.16(a) are bigger than in
figure 8 .16(b) which reinforces the fact that more current reaches the brain in the in vivo
experiment. In figure 8.16(a), the line on the left hand side of the vector plot
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Figure 8.20 - Top view o f a piglet skull

approximately shows the changes of the z-current component direction along the centre
of the brain. In an attempt to illustrate these changes, these vectors of the current path
are drawn in figure 8.19(b), which show that at the brain edges, the z-component points
to the centre of the brain.
A possible explanation of how the electric current leaves the skull cavity is the
suture lines which join the skull bones. Figure 8.20 shows a picture of the skull of a
piglet where the suture lines are easily identified. These lines intercepted at the top of
the head very near to the position where the upper electrode was placed. In a newborn
piglet these lines may not be completely fused and hence constitute a relatively higher
conductivity path for the electrical current to reach the scalp and the upper electrode.
8.9. Conclusion
In this chapter the electrical current propagation in the head was studied in both
the live and dead animal. The main conclusion of this experiment is that with the
electrodes placed on the top of the head and in the roof of the mouth about 37% of the
electrical current applied to the head reaches the brain. There was an increase of about
60% in the current that reached the brain in the live animal compared with the same
experiment performed post mortem. Since the post mortem current distribution measured
here was similar to that observed in previous studies on the isolated head, it appears that
the distribution is not affected by positioning the electrode inside the mouth rather than
on the skin surface under the neck. It was however found that inclination of the head
during the live experiment affected the current distribution in the brain, possibly because
of a shift in the venous blood distribution in the head.
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9. Conclusions and future work
In this thesis we have studied the distribution of electrical current in the head of
new born piglets. The aim was to quantify the amount of current that reaches the brain
through the skull and to look for new information about the distribution of the current
in the head that somehow might be of use in the problem of EXT image reconstruction
of the head. To measure the electrical current, a technique using NMR data was
implemented. This technique is the only available method for probing the electrical
current inside a medium without disturbing the electrical current propagation and the
medium itself.
Since each chapter has included a discussion and conclusion of its particular
contents, in this final section only the main results concerning the current measured in
the head are summarised. Also discussed here are the important conclusions concerning
the NMR technique itself together with comments about a new NMR RF pulse sequence
that may enable the distribution of low frequency AC current to be measured.
9.1. Results of the current measurements
The experiments to measure the electrical current distribution in the head were
performed both in vitro and in vivo. In the in vivo experiment the electrodes used to
apply the electrical current were placed on the top of the head and the inside of the
mouth, a post mortem experiment then followed with the electrodes in the same position.
In the other in vitro experiments the electrodes were place on the top of the head and
under the neck. No significant difference in the amount of current that reaches the brain
was observed with the electrode inside the mouth or under the neck. The percentage
current distribution per region of the head was:
- Post mortem (table 8.2)
23% of the total applied current passes through the brain;
41% of the total applied current goes through the scalp tissues;
16% of the total applied current goes through the skull and immediately
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adjacent tissues;
- in vivo (table 8 . 1)
37% of the total applied current goes through the brain;
24% of the total applied current goes through the scalp tissues;
28% of the total applied current goes through the skull and immediately
adjacent tissues;
The current images calculated from the NMR data showed that most of the
current applied onto the surface of the head, reaches the inside of the skull cavity
through the aperture into the skull, where the spinal cord enters the brain. Although not
yet confirmed, we assume that the electrical current leaves the brain mainly through the
suture lines near to the electrode placed on the top of the head. This supposition could
be verified by fastening the excised upper section of the skull across the middle of a
cylinder filled

up with physiological solution. To produce a uniform current inside the

cylinder, the electrical current must be applied through electrodes that completely fill
the ends of the cylinder. Current images could then be calculated from the NMR
tomographic planes acquired as near as possible to the suture lines into the skull. This
experiment should be able to disclose if there is any preferential path for the electrical
current to follow across the skull barrier and will remain to be investigated in the future.
Previous work which attempted to model the neonatal head as concentric shells
estimated that about 80% of the total current applied at the surface of the head passes
through the brain (Rolfe et a l, 1982). It is difficult to compare this modelling with the
results obtained in the piglet experiments since the skull of a new bom piglet head is
more developed than in the human neonate with the bone sutures already formed.
A second observation from these experiments was that the current distribution
in the brain is apparently affected by shifts in distribution of the blood volume and/or
flow. The evidence for this can be seen in the in vivo experiment where we observed
a different orientation of the electrical current in the brain compared to that in the in
vitro studies. The most likely explanation for this change was thought to be a shift in
the blood volume and/or flow inside the brain when the piglet was placed on its side.
The assumption of blood shifts in the brain was studied in an adult volunteer using the
technique of near infrared spectroscopy which showed an increase of about 8 % in the
volume of blood towards the lower side of the head when the head is tipped to one side.
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The fact that the majority of this increase in haemoglobin concentration was Hb 02
would tend to indicate that the volume increase is associated with a rise in blood flow.
In this thesis three in vitro experiments were performed to establish the
methodology to be applied in the in vivo experiment, and to verify the sensitivity and
accuracy of the technique. Major practical problems relating to the method of holding
the piglet head, the limited angle of rotation available during the in vivo experiment, and
the method of marking the imaging slice positions were found and overcome. However,
because of other remaining problems (see below) and the time limitations of an in vivo
experiment, we decided to restrict the experiments to acquiring NMR tomographic
planes that were always transverse to the electrode position. Ideally for HIT image
reconstruction it would be better if the NMR tomographic plane matched the electrode
plane. This however must remain the subject of future studies since some additional
problems will certainly appear, such as the fact that near to the electrodes there will be
a relatively higher current density which will produce phase changes that will exceed
180° per pixel. These phase changes cannot be unwrapped and hence details of the
current image near to the electrodes can not be obtained.
9.2. The NMR technique implemented to measure electrical current
Although the technique implemented to measure the electrical current was
originally proposed by Joy et a l in 1989, so far no paper (other than abstracts) have
been published about its application to the measurement of electrical current in live or
dead tissues. In addition, the published sensitivity studies of this technique had so far
been restricted to studies in phantoms. Therefore during the work presented in this
thesis, studies with simulations, experiments performed with phantoms and also with in
vitro experiments have been performed. The important features of this measurement
technique can be summarised as:
- DC current
This is one of the main limitation of this technique. It requires a DC
current to be applied to produce a net phase shift in the nuclear spins and
because the NMR method has a relatively high noise level, a reasonable amount
of current needs to be applied in the experiment. So far no one has shown AC
current images at low frequency, although a method by which this may possibly
be done has been suggested (see section 9.3). This remains an area for further
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research.
- Noise limitation
The images of electrical current are calculated from the NMR phase
images and hence are affected by the NMR noise. Therefore the sensitivity of the
technique is limited by the intrinsic NMR noise. In the noise studies (chapter 6 )
it was shown that the noise in the NMR phase images when the SNR ratio is
higher that 3 can be considered as Gaussian with a mean value equal to zero.
Since the process of current calculation from the NMR phase images is linear,
the noise in the current images also has a Gaussian distribution with mean value
equal to zero. Therefore, even though the determination of the current per pixel
is affect by the noise it is still possible to find the amount of current per region
since the mean noise value should add up zero. There is not much that can be
done to reduce the noise other than signal averaging, but this would increase^ the
total scan time. With a single scan we found that in the in vivo and in vitro
experiments the standard deviation of the current noise is around 4. 6 Ip.A/pixel
and 3.47p.A/pixel (table 8.3), respectively. The lower noise value in the post
mortem experiment is associated with the increase in 7^* and hence NMR signal
strength. To check the image contrast resolution, phantom experiments have been
performed and the minimum contrast information that can be detected in the
current image is approximately 17% (section 5.2).
- Object rotation and image registration
These are the main source of errors in the current measurements. Because
the object needs to be rotated inside the NMR machine, it is difficult to acquire
the same tomographic plane after the rotation. Therefore errors are introduced
in the final current images. It is important to make the distinction that the noise
in the NMR system determines the sensitivity, whilst slice mis-position and
image mis-registration introduce errors into the current calculation. Errors of
about 10% can be introduced by a mis-registration of about 4 pixels (equivalent
to approximately 2.52mm).
In conclusion, the implemented NMR technique is able to quantify the amount
of current per region in the head, but it is unable to show small changes in the current
paths. For instance, the white matter in the brain contains nerve fibres which make the
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medium anisotropic, but the effects of this anisotropy in the current distribution could
not be observed in the current images.
9.3. Proposal for a new NMR technique to measure electrical current
Ider (1995) recently proposed an NMR technique of measuring electrical current
that may be able to measure AC current of low frequency. In a very simple way this
technique uses the NMR technique called chemical shift imaging to measure the
localised ‘H spectrum for each pixel position. The two-dimension FT of the ^-space for
each sample point of the spin-echo signal is a three-dimensional matrix where the third
dimension is the time axes.
If during the NMR signal acquisition a time varying magnetic field is applied,
the NMR signal will be modulated in frequency. From this modulation Ider claimed that
the AC current could be computed. The main problem with this technique is the scan
time required. For instance, if the repetition time is set to 900ms (which is a reasonable
value for an experiment in tissue), then for a 32 by 32 pixel image the scan time is
15.36 minutes, and for 64 x 64 pixels the scan time goes to 61.44 minutes. Since only
the field components parallel to B q produce changes in the precession frequency this
technique still requires the object to be rotated inside the NMR machine. Studies also
need to be carried out to determine the maximum frequency of the AC current that can
be applied in this technique. In a simulation, Ider claimed that the technique should be
able to measure currents of lOOHz to lOOOHz. Therefore this technique requires a much
longer experiment and gives a lower image resolution, but offers the advantage of being
able to use AC current.
We proposed here another new technique that may also be capable of measuring
low frequency AC currents with the advantage of not significantly increasing the scan
time. Basically the idea is to apply the 90° RF pulse with the slice selection gradient
followed by a sequence of 180° RF pulses before the NMR signal is acquired. The
electrical current is applied in the intervals between the 180° pulses, and every time a
180° pulse is applied the current direction is inverted. In this way the nuclear spins
would accumulate a net phase shift, from which the electrical current can be calculated
using the same procedure presented in chapter 3. Figure 9.1 illustrates the pulse
sequence.
The sine wave needs to be digitised and synchronised with the NMR RF pulses.
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Figure 9.1 - The new RF pu lse sequence to measure low frequ en cy A C current.

The maximum frequency of this technique will be limited by how fast the 180° pulses
can be applied, a function of the NMR machine RF power. For instance, in the
experiments described in this thesis we have used a Hermite RF pulse envelope of 3ms
duration and in general, the amplifier pulse gain was around 30-40, say 30. We could
reduce the pulses to 1ms and increases the gain to 90 keeping the 180° rotation and
instead of applying a Hermite RF pulse, use a square pulse. Considering the slew-rate
problem we can assume that the area of a square pulse is twice that of the Hermite
shape, which means that we can halve the RF pulse to 0.5 ms and still have the 180°
spin rotation. If the RF amplifier can keep a duty cycle of 50% a frequency of 2000Hz
could be measured. This technique would still require the rotation of the object inside
of the NMR machine.
9.4. An additional study with the EIT tank
We report here one final experiment (suggest by the EIT group here at UCL) that
has been recently carried out to measure the current distribution inside the EIT tank
described in section 5.2. For this study we removed the sponge shown in figure 5.8 and
placed a cylindrical section made of plaster of Paris into the tank which produces an
increase in the solution resistance of approximately 50%. The cylinder dimensions are
70mm inside diameter, 34mm length and 3mm wall thickness. Details of the plaster of
Paris and solution used to fill up the tank are given elsewhere (Holder et al. in press).
The solution also contained CuSO^, 8 mM, to reduce the spin relaxation time to
approximately 200ms. The plaster of Paris cylinder was left to equilibrate with the
CUSO4 for 24 hours. Over the top and bottom of the plaster cylinder rubber "O" ring
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was used to electrically insulate the inner region of the cylinder and also to hold the
annulus centrally in the EIT tank. This procedure makes sure that all the current that
goes into the central region of the tank comes through the plaster cylinder wall. The
measured resistivity ratio of the plaster/solution was equal to 1.56.
The current pulse amplitude was set to 24.4mA and applied in the +z-direction
of the reference axes shown in figure 5.8. The current pulses were applied for 110ms
and repeated every 1000ms. The NMR image parameters were set to; echo time 110ms,
repetition time 1000ms, slice thickness 3mm and image matrix 128 by 128. The
tomographic plane was set to match the plane defined by the electrodes placed around
the EIT tank.
Figure 9.2 shows one of the NMR images acquired with no current to illustrate

Figure 9.2 - NMR magnitude image o f the EIT phantom with the p laster o f Paris cylinder

the different regions of the EIT tank with the Plaster of Paris annulus in place. In this
figure the electrodes used to apply the electrical current can also be seen.
Figure 9.3 shows the components of electrical current in the %-direction, 4 , the
y-di recti on, 4 , the z-direction, L and the current magnitude,

The electrical current

was computed just in the region inside of the cylinder defined by the plaster of Paris.
To compare the current distribution with and without the plaster cylinder the
results shown in section 5.2 were used. Although in this experiment there is a sponge
in the centre its effect on the current distribution is hardly visible as shown in figure 5.8.
Figure 9.4 shows three vertical profiles at 5mm (a), 22mm (b) and 35mm (c) from the
inner edge of the plaster of Paris.
The amount of current per pixel can not be compared in these two experiments
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Sikes: 1 to 4 of 4

File: eit2.ipn.unc

Figure 9.3 - Current components inside the plaster cylinder placed in the centre o f the EIT phantom.

because different NMR image parameters and eurrents were used during the
experiments. In the experiment with the plaster cylinder, the NMR image parameters
were set to: pixel size 0.94mm, slice thickness 3mm and image matrix 128 by 128, and
the current applied was 24.4mA. In the experiment deseribed in seetion 5.2 the NMR
parameters were set to: pixel size 0.47, slice thickness 2mm and image matrix 256 by
256, and the current applied was 18.3mA. Therefore to compare the general shape of the
current distribution profiles, the baseline of the experiment performed with the plaster
annulus was moved to a negative value as shown in figure 9.4. These profiles show that
although the plaster of Paris increases the local resistivity by about 50% the current
profile in the central section is basically the same.
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Appendix C
C. Programmable Current Source and NMR Trigger Control
To perform the NMR experiments a fully programmable bipolar current source
is necessary. The source should have adjustable current amplitude, current time (both
on and off), current pulses period, and should be capable of being accurately
synchronised with the NMR pulse sequence.
In addition to these general features, the physical environment of a NMR system
imposes some special requirements on any electronic instrument that will be placed
inside the Faraday/magnetic shield cage. Firstly, the instrument must be built in a non
magnetic box (and the circuits must contain no ferromagnetic components). Secondly,
it should ideally have a self contained power supply, and finally it should not introduce
RF signals into the shield cage, which could compromise the NMR signal.
To fulfil all these requirements, a fully programmable current source was
implemented. The block diagram of the system is shown in figure C.l. Basically the
circuit is divided into two parts; 1) A self contained Current Source Unit, 2) The Current
Pulse and NMR Trigger Control.
RF
current
phanton
direction

RF

PC AT 286

timer/counter card
Am 9513
buffers
1

1

OpuCoJ

ligth

NMR

sensors

emitters

trigger

---------------current source unit

pulse current and NMR trigger control

Figure C .l - Block diagram o f the Current Supply and the Current Pulse and Trigger Control

The Current Source Unit is composed of a controllable constant current
amplitude section, the current direction control, RF filters, two optical sensors and a set
of 4 rechargeable batteries (48 V). The Current Pulse and NMR Trigger control is
composed of a Timer/Counter card, a PC-AT286, two light emitters and the NMR
trigger circuit. These units are linking by a pair of optical fibres.
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C .l. The Current Source Unit
The Current Source Unit was implemented in a diecast aluminium box and the
power was supplied by a set of 4 rechargeable batteries of 12 volts each, totalling 48
volts. These features especially the use of a self contained power supply avoid any
interference in the image process and permit the use of currents of up to 124mA.
To produce a constant controllable current, a MOSFET and an operational
amplifier were used, figure C.2 shows the configuration. The operational amplifier
compares the voltage on resistor R^, which is proportional to the output current, and the
voltage on a multi-turn potentiometer, which is used to set the desired current. The
difference between these two voltages is applied at the MOSFET gate, controlling its
channel resistivity and hence the output current.
+Vcc
cu rre n t signal
o n /o ff
• -

phantom

+Vcc

10k

multi

/r

— L - lOOnF

turn

ion

900 £3

Figure C.2 - The controllable constant current supply.
to control the current amplitude

lOOpF

is used to sample the applied current. P, is used

The multi-turn potentiometer, P, enables the current amplitude to be linearly
controlled between 0 and 124 mA.
To control the current direction through the phantom, four optically isolated
SCR’s are used (figure C.3). Opposing pairs of SCR’s are switched simultaneously with
a short interval when the current is turned off. This interval comprises the period during
which the 180° NMR pulse is applied, (the current must be switched off, to avoid any
interference with the refocusing pulse). To turn the current off an open-collector buffer
is used which switches the MOSFET gate to ground.
Since the NMR imaging process involves exposing the phantom to rapidly
changing magnetic field gradient, it is necessary to protected the current source from
high voltages which may be induced in the leads connecting it to the phantom. A pair
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RF filters'
phantom#-

A+V

buffers

;
current
direction
signal

current
source

current
on/off
Figure C.3 - Current direction control. Four optical SCRs are used to control the current direction.

of RF filters was used for this purpose, and these also act to prevent any RF signals
from the supply entering the bore of the NMR system.
C.2. Current Pulse and NMR Trigger Control.
The Current Pulse and NMR Trigger Control (figure C .l) is responsible for
providing the digital signals to control the Current Supply Unit and the NMR Trigger
Pulse Sequence.
All the digital signals are generated by a Fairchild Counter/Timer Card, Model
PCL-830. The card is programmed by a PC-AT286. The counter timer board card uses
two Advanced Micro Devices Am9513 System Timing Controllers. Each of these
devices has five general-purpose 16 bit counters. Just one device was necessary for the
initial phase of the project.
The Counter/Timer Board is controlled by a C programme which permitted
control of the Repetition Time (TR) for the NMR pulse sequence, the Echo Time (TE)
to fit the current pulses into the TE/2 intervals, the Current Time (TC) which is divided
into equal parts for the positive and negative pulse, and the Current Interval (TD),
during which the refocusing pulse is applied.
The Bruker System has a hardware trigger normally used to enable synchronous
cardiac gating from an ECG monitor. To trigger the NMR pulse sequence,

it is

necessary to supply a negative going edge on pins 5 and 6 of the input connector for the
ECG Monitor.
The trigger signal is generated by one of the counters, which is programmed in
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mode D - Rate Generate with no Hardware Gating. This mode generates a pulse
sequence, whose period is set to the desired Repetition Time (TR) for the NMR pulses.
The signal from Terminal Count output of this counter is interfaced with the NMR input
trigger, by an open-collector invertor.
To control the current pulses and direction, another 3 counters are used. These
counters are programmed in mode L - Hardware-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot
(Firchild Technical Manual, 1990) and the Terminal Count Toggled outputs from these
counters were selected. The signal trigger for these counters is the signal from the
Terminal Count output of the counter responsible for the Repetition Time. Two of these
counters are used to define the period of the half Current Time, and the other one is
used for the current direction. The on/off and delay times are set as shown in figure C.4.

TR
•"P~|

trigger N.M.R. signal

j

TE/2
90

P (•)

-TE/2
180

readout

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure C A - Signals to control the current pu lses and NMR trigger, (a) NMR trigger, (b) NMR 90°, 180°
an d readout gradien t pulses, (c) (d) (e) and (f) signals to control the current supply.

The Terminal Count Toggled output from counters 1 and 2 (figure C.4c and d)
are passed through a logic OR, to produce one signal with two pulses (figure C.4, e).
Each pulse has an on period equal to half the current time, and the time between the
pulses is equal to the interval (TD) for the 180° NMR pulse. This signal and the other
used to control the current direction are applied to two light emitters to send the signal
to the current unit via a pair of optical fibres.
The clock signal for all the counters comes from one crystal oscillating at IMHz,
which can be divided down as desired. Frequencies of 1 and lOKHz are used for the
repetition time and current time pulse, respectively.
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The connection between this unit and the Current Source Unit, is made by a pair
of optical fibres. This feature, avoids the entry of any interference from of the external
environment into the NMR shielded cage. The optical fibres pass through a single small
hole in the Faraday screen cage.
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